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Welcome to your Spring 2023 Graduation Ceremony! You — undergraduate, graduate, and professional students — have made it to this important day. During your time at Carolina, hard work, creativity, and curiosity have served you well in navigating the marketplace of ideas upheld by our world-class faculty and caring staff. We are honored to celebrate your success.

We thank the family and friends who have supported these graduates throughout their Carolina journey. By valuing their education, you have instilled lifelong lessons of dedication and perseverance. Your encouragement and assistance helped our students reach this milestone.

Graduates, I hope you never forget what you’ve learned while at Carolina. As a passionately public university, we know that the grand challenges of our time will best be met with a focus on public service. You are part of the real-world impact of Carolina’s work. As you leave here today, remember that you are needed to solve problems and overcome obstacles in North Carolina and beyond.

Hold tight to the connections and memories you’ve made here. You’ve gained friends and a support system that will be there for you throughout the years. Today, you join a far-reaching family of Carolina alumni. Generations of graduates stand ready to assist as you rise to the call of becoming leaders serving our communities near and far.

Congratulations! The Tar Heel family looks forward to watching you accomplish great things for years to come.

KEVIN M. GUSKIEWICZ
Chancellor
The words of “Hark the Sound,” UNC–Chapel Hill’s alma mater, were written in 1897 by William Starr Myers, a graduating senior. The Glee Club director asked Myers to put words to the tune “Amici,” and the song was first performed on June 2, 1897, as part of the Glee Club’s Commencement performance in Gerrard Hall.

Soon the song was almost forgotten. When a University quartet tried a few years later to remember the words, they could recollect only the first verse and the chorus of Myers’ original version. Two members of the quartet, Charles S. Mangum and Charles T. Woollen, added two verses to the one they remembered. Mangum later became a professor in the School of Medicine, and Woollen worked as the University’s business manager and comptroller.

**HARK THE SOUND**

Hark, the sound of Tar Heel voices
Ringing clear and true,
Singing Carolina’s praises,
Shouting N.C.U.!

Hail to the brightest star of all!
Clear its radiance shine!
Carolina, priceless gem,
Receive all praises thine.
THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM

The University Band  Jeffrey W. Fuchs, Director

Academic Procession  Fiftieth Reunion Participants
                     The Faculty Marshal
                     Jay Aikat, Senior Associate Dean, School of Data Science and Society;
                     Research Professor, Computer Science
                     Class of 2023 Officers
                     The Official Party
                     The Deans
                     The Faculty

Presiding  Kevin M. Guskiewicz, Chancellor, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Presentation of the Colors  Cadets and Midshipmen of the Army, Air Force, Space Force, and Navy Reserve Officers Training Corps, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

National Anthem  Julia M. Holoman, Bachelor of Music in Vocal Performance

Welcome and Recognition of the Platform Party  Kevin M. Guskiewicz, Chancellor

For the Board of Governors of The University of North Carolina System  Michael L. Williford, Member
                                                                 Raymond T. Palma, Member

For the Board of Trustees of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  David L. Boliek, Chair

For the General Alumni Association  David C. Keesler, Chair of the Board of Directors

For the Faculty  Mimi V. Chapman, Chair

Commencement Address  Bryan Stevenson, Attorney; Executive Director of the Equal Justice Initiative

Honorary Degree Presentation  Kevin M. Guskiewicz, Chancellor
                            J. Christopher Clemens, Provost
                            David L. Boliek, Chair, Board of Trustees
                            Jill Moore, Secretary of the Faculty

Conferring of Degrees  J. Christopher Clemens, Provost
                        The Deans
                        Kevin M. Guskiewicz, Chancellor

Chancellor’s Charge to the Graduates  Kevin M. Guskiewicz, Chancellor

Representing the Class of 2023  Kartik Tyagi, President of the Class of 2023

Tribute to the Class of 2023  “Carolina In My Mind,” Performed by The Clef Hangers
                            “Hark the Sound,” Performed by Harmonyx and the Voice of Praise Gospel Choir

Official Tassel Turn and Cap Toss  Keisha B. Solanki, Vice President of the Class of 2023
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

David L. Boliek Jr., Chair  
John P. Preyer, Vice Chair  
Malcolm K. Turner, Secretary  
Teresa Artis Neal  
Robert P. Bryan III  
R. Gene Davis Jr.  
Perrin W. Jones  
W. M. "Marty" Kotis III  
Allie Ray McCullen  
Ralph W. Meekins Sr.  
Vinay B. Patel  
Ramsey R. White  
Talijah Vann

ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

David Adalsteinsson  
Rob Capra  
Adrienne Cox  
Jennifer D'Auria  
Shelley Golden  
Heidi Hennink-Kaminski  
Eric Houck  
Carmen Hsu  
Adam Jacks  
Willow Jacobson  
Michael Jarstfer  
Mark Katz  
Jasleen Kaur  
Nikhil Kaza  
Michael Lambert  
Chad Lloyd  
Brian McManus  
Don Nonini  
Paige Ouimet  
Ceib Phillips  
Michelle Robinson  
Frank Tsui

THE GRADUATE EDUCATION ADVANCEMENT BOARD

Andrew McMillan Jr., Chair  
Donald S. Buckley  
F. Ivy Carroll  
Debashish Chatterjee  
Lisa Langley Fey  
Harold E. Glass  
Frances S. Hoch  
Paul Hoch  
Blair H. Kutrow  
Pam Lattimore  
Howard N. Lee  
Felicia E. Mebane  
Drusilla Lea Scott  
Charles V. Stewart  
Judith Thorn  
Leah Townsend  
Anne S. York

MARRSHALS OF THE CLASS OF 2023

Vivian R. Avery  
Hanna Azizi  
Katherine K. Bowyer  
Anna K. Brady  
Matthew J. Brewbaker  
Kayla S. Brown  
Victoria S. Bryant  
Alyson S. Capers  
Eleanor A. Christianson  
Taylor N. Corpening  
Toni M. Darden  
Jayna M. Ellis  
Cameron H. Fardy  
Monica V. Garcia  
Heidi N. Hamilton  
Tylah R. Harrison  
Jacob E. Hunter  
Cailan O. Jefferson  
Rita W. Kibicho  
Emma L. Koslow  
Erica M. Li  
Zhuyu Li  
Emily T. Madrzykowski  
Kelsey R. McDowell  
Jamell J. Mumford  
Caleb G. Myers  
Mya B. Parks  
Ambica Ramchandra  
Sage A. Staley  
Grace C. Taylor  
William T. Troutman  
Virginia G. Waddell  
Stone S. Watson  
Greear A. Webb  
Maura L. Westbrook  
Ivy C. Young

OFFICERS OF THE CLASS OF 2023

Kartik Tyagi, Senior Class President  
Keisha B. Solanki, Senior Class Vice President  
Hailey E. Hudson, Chief Marshal

2022–2023 GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVE BOARD

Theodore Nollert, President  
Elena Vidrascu, Senior Vice President  
Emily Youree, Chief of Staff  
Samantha Golden, Vice President for Advocacy and Government Affairs  
Kat Goodpaster, Vice President for Communications  
Zehra Razai, Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion  
Harsh Agarwal, Vice President for Finance
Kevin M. Guskiewicz, a neuroscientist, academic leader, and concussion researcher, is the twelfth chancellor of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

As chancellor, Guskiewicz has led the implementation of Carolina’s new strategic plan, Carolina Next: Innovations for Public Good. He leads Carolina’s $1.2 billion research enterprise, the nation’s 13th largest research university in total research expenditures. He has launched several initiatives, including Carolina Across 100; the Institute for Convergent Science; the History, Race, and a Way Forward Commission; and the Rapidly Emerging Antiviral Drug Development Initiative. He led the University community through the COVID-19 pandemic, including the transition to remote learning in March 2020.

Prior to his appointment as chancellor, Guskiewicz served as dean of the College of Arts & Sciences. A Kenan Distinguished Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, he has been a member of Carolina’s faculty since 1995. He is co-director of the Matthew Gfeller Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Injury Research Center and serves as the director for the Center for the Study of Retired Athletes.

A nationally recognized expert on sport-related concussions, he has influenced concussion guidelines in the NFL, NCAA, and National Federation of State High School Associations. In 2011, Guskiewicz received the prestigious MacArthur Fellowship and in 2013, Time magazine named him a Game Changer, one of 18 “innovators and problem-solvers that are inspiring change in America.”

Guskiewicz earned his Ph.D. in sports medicine from the University of Virginia. He lives with his wife Amy and children Jacob, Nathan, Adam, and Tessa in Chapel Hill.

STAY CONNECTED

Follow Kevin Guskiewicz on social media.

@KevinGuskiewicz

@KevinGuskiewicz
Bryan Stevenson is a renowned public interest lawyer and the founder and executive director of the Equal Justice Initiative. The Alabama-based Equal Justice Initiative is a human rights organization that has won major legal challenges eliminating excessive and unfair sentencing, exonerating innocent death row inmates, confronting abuse of the incarcerated and the mentally ill, and aiding children who were prosecuted as adults. Stevenson himself has argued and won multiple cases at the U.S. Supreme Court, including a landmark 2012 ruling that banned mandatory life-imprisonment-without-parole sentences for children 17 and younger.

Stevenson has also started anti-poverty and anti-discrimination efforts that challenge inequality in the United States. In 2018, he and the Equal Justice Initiative opened the Legacy Museum: From Enslavement to Mass Incarceration and the National Memorial for Peace and Justice. Both are part of the Equal Justice Initiative’s effort to create new spaces, markers, and memorials to address the legacy of slavery, lynching, and racial segregation.

Stevenson’s award-winning memoir, Just Mercy, is a New York Times bestseller that won the 2015 Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Nonfiction and was adapted into a 2019 movie of the same name. The book examines injustices in the United States judicial system, with a focus on Stevenson’s efforts to overturn the wrongful conviction of Walter McMillian. Stevenson’s work is also captured in the HBO documentary True Justice, which is told primarily in Stevenson’s words and has won several awards, including an Emmy for outstanding social issue documentary.

Stevenson visited Carolina in 2015 to speak to about his work and Just Mercy, and the campus community was invited to read the book as part of The Tar Heel Family Reading Program in 2020.

“I’m always excited to speak to college graduates, especially now when there are so many challenges we face in our nation and globally,” Stevenson says. “This generation will have to address critically important issues, and while Commencement is an end, it’s also a beginning of what kind of world graduates will create.”

Stevenson says he has always appreciated Carolina’s achievements, although his admiration for the University’s success began on the basketball court and grew to include its academics and mission.

“It started as a child for me when we watched ACC basketball games. I admired Dean Smith and many UNC players,” Stevenson says. “But working with legends like Julius Chambers, Jack Boger, and Ted Shaw also made me think of UNC as a place where great teaching was taking place. North Carolina has a rich history that is key to the future of America, and I think UNC has a central role to play.

“I’d like graduates to be hopeful about the ways they can change the world, deepen our commitment to human rights and justice for all,” he says. “I’d love to reinforce the importance of creating lives that are healthy, whole, and purposeful.”
Alexander Julian was born and raised in Chapel Hill and entered UNC-Chapel Hill as a member of the Class of 1969. Venturing into design in the early 1970s, he is an autodidact who has personally designed over 130 different categories of products. The first time he went to design school was to teach.

Julian is the only Tar Heel to win USA Menswear Designer of the year six times and the only Tar Heel in the Fashion Hall of Fame, where he was inducted at age 33.

In 1991, at the request of Coach Dean Smith, Julian redesigned the men’s basketball uniforms and warm-ups pro bono, introducing the now famous icon, the Argyle, which he donated to Carolina. In 1995, he redesigned women’s basketball uniforms pro bono. He is currently working on redesigning the UNC-Chapel Hill Band and cheerleader’s uniforms pro bono.

At his beloved Carolina in 1980, he created the Alexander Julian Award for artistic excellence. In 1981, Julian designed the Official Chancellor’s Club tie pro bono, the first 60 of which “sold” for $37,000 each in today’s money. In 1985, he established the Mary and Maurice Julian Scholarships for undergraduates with financial needs. He was awarded the UNC Distinguished Alumni Award in 1988. He was chair of the Chancellor’s Club for Chancellor Paul Hardin from 1990–1995.

In 2009, Julian designed the bow ties and cummerbunds for the Clefhangrers acapella group pro bono. In 2012, at the request of Chancellor Thorp, he designed the “Alexander Moolian” cow for Cow Parade pro bono.

In 2011, Julian redesigned the Carolina Graduation Gowns pro bono, changed them back to true Carolina Blue, and changed the fabric to North Carolina-produced 100% post-consumer recycled poly, saving tens of millions of plastic bottles from the dump.

He has lectured to the undergraduate entrepreneur class on two occasions: the Di Phi Society on Argyle and Carolina Blue, as well as graduating seniors on dressing for corporate life. He was initiated into The Order of The Golden Fleece Society in 2014. In 2014, he also designed pro bono the ties and scarves for The Order of The Bell Tower student volunteers.

In 2016, he was made an Honorary Dialectic Literary Society member. In 2019, he designed pro bono the 50th Reunion Golden Anniversary Parade Ribbons for the 50th Anniversary celebrants.

He has seven children, four of whom are Carolina graduates, and recently moved back to Chapel Hill after almost 50 years in New York and Connecticut.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

DOUGLAS CARMICHAEL MCINTYRE II

Doctor of Laws

Throughout his life, in his professional, community, civic, church and personal activities — and through his exemplary public service — Douglas Carmichael “Mike” McIntyre II has relentlessly advocated for a better understanding of our constitution and legal system and made significant contributions to humanity locally, statewide, nationally, internationally, and on behalf of our university.

As a Morehead scholar, double Tar Heel, and congressman for nearly two decades, McIntyre advocated for marginalized and rural populations while reforming agricultural and economic policies, fought for federal recognition for the Lumbee Tribe and authored legislation for the tobacco buyout, and helped distressed communities in the southeastern United States.

Internationally, he promoted workforce development and agriculture — and represented our country on the Helsinki Commission, as co-chair of the UK and Scotland Caucuses and as vice chair of the Armed Services Subcommittee on Terrorism.

Earning national awards for economic development, coastal, agricultural, veterans’, senior citizens’, rural healthcare, law enforcement, youth sports, and parks and recreation issues, McIntyre was also honored by the Secretary of the Navy for work with the navy and marines and by the legal profession for strengthening democracy. Voted “Least Partisan Member of Congress,” he always emphasized “doing what’s best for the people back home.”

In North Carolina, he has preserved our beaches as environmental treasures, championed funds for our military bases, increased the number of veterans’ clinics, expanded healthcare for rural areas, organized business summits, promoted civic responsibility, coached our youth, mentored our students, and inspired our next generation of leaders.

A true servant-leader, Mike McIntyre epitomizes the very essence of distinguished public service.
Jonathan T.M. Reckford is the chief executive officer of Habitat for Humanity International, a global Christian housing organization that has helped more than 46 million people construct, rehabilitate, or preserve their homes.

Since 2005, when he took the top leadership position, local Habitat organizations in all 50 states and in more than 70 countries have grown from serving 125,000 individuals each year to helping more than 7.1 million people last year build strength, stability, and self-reliance through shelter.

After graduating from the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, where he was a Morehead-Cain scholar, Reckford worked as a financial analyst at Goldman Sachs. He was also the recipient of a Henry Luce Scholarship, which enabled him to do marketing work for the Seoul Olympic Organizing Committee and coach the Korean rowing team in preparation for the 1988 Olympics.

He earned his master of business administration degree from the Stanford University Graduate School of Business before spending the first part of his career in the for-profit sector, including executive and managerial positions at Marriott, The Walt Disney Co., and Best Buy. While serving as executive pastor at Christ Presbyterian Church near Minneapolis, Minn., he was recruited for the CEO position at Habitat.

Reckford is the chair of Leadership 18 and is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations and the Urban Steering Committee for the World Economic Forum.

Named the most influential nonprofit leader in America in 2017 by The NonProfit Times, Reckford is the author of Our Better Angels: Seven Simple Virtues That Will Change Your Life and the World.

He and his wife, Ashley, have three children and live in Atlanta.
Hilda L. Solis was sworn in for her third term as Los Angeles County supervisor for the First District of Los Angeles County on December 5, 2022, having first taken office on December 1, 2014.

As supervisor for the First District, she has been guided by equity, and she has enacted significant changes to assist and uplift the most vulnerable residents. This includes accelerating the county’s efforts to combat homelessness, authoring the groundbreaking Measure A to invest in communities without open green space, reimagining public safety by investing in “Care First, Jails Last,” expanding healthcare access in areas of need, and responding to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Prior to becoming supervisor, Solis served as secretary of labor. She was confirmed on February 24, 2009, becoming the first Latina to serve in the United States cabinet. Before that, she represented the 32nd Congressional District in California, a position she held from 2001 to 2009.

In Congress, her priorities included expanding access to affordable health care, protecting the environment, and improving the lives of working families. A recognized leader on clean energy jobs, she authored the Green Jobs Act, which provided funding for “green” collar job training for veterans, displaced workers, at-risk youth, and individuals in families under 200 percent of the federal poverty line.

In 2007, Solis was appointed to the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe (the Helsinki Commission), as well as the Mexico-United States Interparliamentary Group. In June 2007, she was elected vice chair of the Helsinki Commission’s General Committee on Democracy, Human Rights, and Humanitarian Questions. She was the only U.S. elected official to serve on this committee.

Additionally, her public service spanned across the Rio Hondo Board of Trustees, both chambers of the California State Legislature, and the House of Representatives. She broke the glass ceiling repeatedly by becoming the first Latina ever elected to the State Senate.

A nationally recognized leader on the environment, Solis became the first woman to receive the John F. Kennedy Profile in Courage Award in 2000 for her pioneering work on environmental justice issues. Her California environmental justice legislation, enacted in 1999, was the first of its kind in the nation to become law.

Solis graduated from California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, and earned a master of public administration from the University of Southern California. A former federal employee, she worked in the Carter White House Office of Hispanic Affairs and was later appointed as a management analyst with the Office of Management and Budget in the Civil Rights Division.
Lucille Holcombe Webb, a native of Richmond, Va., has been a resident of North Carolina since she matriculated at North Carolina A&T State University in Greensboro, where she earned a bachelor of science degree. She received a master of education from State University at Oneonta, N.Y. and additional certification in administration and supervision from UNC-Chapel Hill.

Her career in teaching and administration spans some 40 years. She was a classroom teacher, department chair, and personnel administrator in the Wake County school system. Since her retirement in 1984, she has been a community advocate, devoting countless hours to helping others and working on boards, commissions, and task forces, and networking with organizations to plan, implement, and monitor programs that impact health, family life, and education.

A wide range of community organizations benefitted from Webb’s leadership, including Delta Sigma Theta, Girl Scouts, YWCA, The Links, Incorporated, Raleigh Human Relations Council, Healthy Mothers/Healthy Babies, and the N.C. Museum of History, to name a few. In every role, she worked to bring the right people together to make things happen.

Webb’s leadership in public health is national in scope. Through service on the Wake County Board of Health, she emerged as president and founding member of Strengthening the Black Family (STBF), a Raleigh-based non-profit focused on improving the quality of life in uplifting the Wake County minority community. The Kellogg Foundation tapped her to lead their Community-Based Public Health Initiative to address inequities in the health of the nation’s ethnic minorities. She is heralded by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention as an expert in community-based participatory research, and for building support for programs addressing chronic health challenges impacting communities of color. She was recognized by the National Community-Based Organization Network of the Community-Based Public Health Caucus of the American Public Health Association through the 2006 creation of the annual Lucille Webb Award.

Her collaboration with university partners at UNC-Chapel Hill has been extensive, representing STBF on the North Carolina Coalition of the Kellogg Foundation’s Community-Based Public Health Initiative, teaching and mentoring students and faculty with the community competencies they need to be successful community-engaged scholars; serving on the program’s National Advisory Committee and a statewide institutional review board; chairing the executive team for Project DIRECT, a diabetes research development project; and serving as community course director for the Faculty Engaged Scholars Program. Balancing these many roles, her insight, guidance, and skill in forming successful community-academic partnerships were key to the success of these programs and to advancing knowledge in addressing health disparities.
CONGRATULATIONS, GRADUATES!

As Carolina students, you have been supported every day by private, annual gifts that maintain and enhance the University’s tradition of excellence. Now, as graduates, you can give back to the next generation of Tar Heels.

To participate in the Senior Class Campaign, you can make a gift to the class-chosen featured initiative, the FOReVHER Tar Heels Excellence Fund, at unc.live/2023. If you want to make an immediate difference where it is needed the most, you can support The Carolina Fund (give.unc.edu). No matter where you support or how much you give, your impact will be felt on campus for many years to come.

Congratulations again, graduate. It’s been quite the year, but it’s been your year. And remember, it’s Always a Great Day to be a Tar Heel!

WELCOME YOUNG ALUMNI!

As you transition from students to alumni, we encourage you to keep up with events and news through the Office of University Development’s young alumni social media accounts: Facebook (UNCYoungAlumni), Instagram (@UNCYoungAlumni) and Twitter (@UNCYoungAlumni).

Through our social media efforts you can connect with fellow recent graduates in your area, participate in local events and social activities and help Carolina stay strong by advocating philanthropy and support for the University among your peers. For more information, visit young alumni programs at campaign.unc.edu/young-alumni-catalysts-excellence.

THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The UNC General Alumni Association is eager to help the class of 2023 make a successful transition from student to alumna/us. We’ll keep Carolina connections strong by introducing our newest graduates to our vast network of supportive alumni. We also provide communications, programs and services to keep you informed and involved.

Alumni Records: Don’t miss out on special invitations and services. Keep your record updated.

Alumni Career Services: The GAA’s Alumni Career Services will help you navigate employment options and opportunities throughout your career. Whether you already have a job, are heading to graduate school or are still looking for your next step, we can help.

Events with Tar Heels: No matter where you roam, there will likely be others in your midst who attended Carolina. The GAA will help with those introductions — don’t miss out.

Trusted Source: Information is everywhere, but you can count on the GAA’s young alumni e-newsletter The Quad and the Carolina Alumni Review to bring you home again with every issue.

UNC Alumni App: Wherever you go, keep Carolina in your pocket when you download the “UNC Alumni” app and log in. Discover nearby alumni events and Tar Heel happenings relevant to you. Get app info at alumni.unc.edu/unc-alumni-app.

Join or Renew: Join the informed alumni and friends who support Carolina every day as proud GAA members. Or renew your membership. Visit alumni.unc.edu/membership/join-or-renew-as.

Special Rates: Special membership rates are available to new grads. Save $50 on life membership — $36.50/month for 24 months. New grad auto-renewing annual membership is only $30/year for the first three years.

CONTACT US

For more information on how the GAA serves new graduates, call (800) 962-0742, email membership@unc.edu, or visit us at alumni.unc.edu/membership.
CEREMONY DETAILS

THE CHANCELLOR’S MEDAL

The chancellor’s medal, an emblem of the office of chancellor, is worn during the University’s ceremonial occasions. The sterling silver disk, which is three inches in diameter and seven ounces Troy weight, was given to the University by John Sanders, professor emeritus and former director of the UNC Institute of Government, and his wife, Ann Beal Sanders. Modeled by sculptor Pete Hinton and bearing the University seal, it was first worn by Chancellor Paul Hardin during the 1994 University Day convocation. The medal was recently updated with a silver chain of office that includes thin rectangles engraved with the names and dates of service of previous UNC chancellors. It also features links made in the shape of the Old Well and the Davie Poplar leaves, both icons of the Carolina campus.

THE BICENTENNIAL STAFF

The faculty marshal carries the bicentennial staff while leading the faculty procession on ceremonial occasions such as Commencement and University Day. The staff, commissioned for the University’s 1993 bicentennial celebration by John Sanders, professor emeritus and former director of the UNC Institute of Government, and his wife, Ann Beal Sanders, was modeled by sculptor Pete Hinton. It consists of a sterling silver three-inch-high replica of the Old Well mounted on a turned and tapered oak shaft. The shaft was made from timber salvaged from the 1822 section of Old West residence hall during its 1991-1993 renovation.

UNIVERSITY COLORS

As symbols of unity among Carolina students, alumni and fans, the school colors of light blue and white were first used around 1800 to distinguish between members of the Dialectic and Philanthropic Literary Societies. Throughout the 19th century, students were required to be members of either the Di or the Phi. The Di’s color was light blue, and the Phi’s was white.

At University commencements, balls and other social events, the student officials, managers and marshals wore the color of their society, blue or white. Because the chief marshal or chief ball manager represented the whole student body, not just his society, he wore both colors.

When the University fielded its first intercollegiate athletic teams in 1888, the question of what colors to wear had already been answered. Light blue and white had come to symbolize membership in the University, not in a single society.

THE UNIVERSITY SEAL

The University seal typically appears on diplomas and graduation materials, grade transcripts and documents that indicate accomplishment in or on behalf of the University.

The first seal of the University of North Carolina, designed in 1790, showed the face of Apollo and his emblem, the rising sun, used to symbolize the dawn of higher education in the state. The words “SIGUL UNIVERSITAT CAROL SEPTENT” (Seal of the University of North Carolina) surrounded the drawing.

A modification in 1895 added lighted torches of learning beside Apollo’s profile. Two years later another alteration replaced Apollo’s head with a shield on which the words Lux (light) and Libertas (liberty), separated by a white band running from the upper right to the lower left of the shield, appeared.

In the 1940s, some observers mistakenly claimed the white stripe on the shield was a bend sinister, a heraldic code that was demeaning. In truth, the stripe was a bar sinister and merely denoted a second or later son. Still, the direction of the stripe was reversed, removing any question of stigma.

Today’s seal is the same as the 1897 version, except the stripe runs from the upper left to the lower right.
ACADEMIC DRESS

The following information, based in part on An Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide (published by the American Council on Education), may be helpful in identifying academic attire worn during UNC’s Commencement exercises.

DEGREE CANDIDATES’ REGALIA

The University’s bachelor’s gown, designed by Alexander Julian, is both Carolina blue and truly green, as in sustainably made. The fabric for the True Blue gown is made from 100 percent post-consumer recycled plastic bottles (23 bottles for each gown) and is manufactured at mills in the Carolinas. The information about the gown’s sustainability is suitably printed directly on the cloth, without the use of an extra label. In addition to being dyed a custom Carolina blue color, the True Blue gowns also have a streamlined fit, with white piping along the yoke and two white panels in front. The tassels are blue and white, topped with a silver-colored Old Well medallion. An optional accessory is an embroidered white stole that the graduate may give to a parent in gratitude after the Commencement ceremony.

The untrimmed, black master’s gown has a hood and an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, that hangs nearly to the ground; the back part of its oblong shape is square cut and the arc in the front is cut away. The hooded doctoral gown features three bars across each sleeve. In 1999, the Faculty Council authorized a special doctoral gown for Carolina graduates. It is Carolina blue, with facings and crossbars of dark blue outlined in white piping. The facings bear the shield of the University supported by the torches of learning.

The hoods of master’s and doctoral degree candidates vary in color according to the field of study (see list on the right).

FACULTY REGALIA

Faculty wear the regalia of the institution that conferred their highest degree. The doctoral gowns are usually faced with black velvet, although the color of the velvet may vary according to the field of study. Hoods, which differ in length according to the level of the degree held, are lined with official colors of the university or college that conferred the degree, usually with one color forming a chevron pattern over the other. Some colors you will see on faculty and administrators’ robes are, for example, the crimson of Harvard, the maroon of Chicago, the orange and black of Princeton, the dark blue of Yale, and the light blue and white of North Carolina.

Like the hoods of master’s and doctoral degree candidates, faculty hoods are edged and bound with velvet in the color appropriate to the field of study. The colors in the hoods and gowns of faculty and administrators represent the fields in which degrees were taken.

FIELDS OF STUDY

- Apricot: Nursing
- Brown: Fine Arts
- Citron: Social Work
- Crimson: Journalism
- Dark Blue: Philosophy
- Golden Yellow: Science
- Green: Medicine
- Lemon Yellow: Library Science
- Light Blue: Education
- Lilac: Dentistry
- Olive Green: Pharmacy
- Orange: Engineering
- Peacock Blue: Public Administration
- Pink: Music
- Purple: Law
- Sage Green: Physical Education
- Salmon Pink: Public Health
- Scarlet: Theology
- Yellow Brown: Commerce, Business, Accountancy
- White: Arts, Letters, Humanities

CLASS OF 1973 CELEBRATES GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY

As part of their 50th class reunion, representatives from Carolina’s Class of 1973 will join the academic processional at Commencement. Watch for these most recent inductees into the General Alumni Association’s Old Students Club, who will be adorned in Carolina blue gowns and wearing medallions commemorating their golden anniversary reunion.
DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES

The following is a list of all degrees and certificates available to students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATES

Certificate in Applied Data Science
Certificate in Business Journalism
Certificate in Cytotechnology
Certificate in Radiography
Certificate in Sports Communication - UNC Core

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

Bachelor of Arts with a major in:
- African, African American, and Diaspora Studies
- American Studies
- Anthropology
- Art History
- Asian Studies
- Biology
- Chemistry
- Classics
- Communication Studies
- Comparative Literature
- Computer Science
- Contemporary European Studies
- Dramatic Art
- Economics
- English
- English and Comparative Literature
- Environmental Studies
- Exercise and Sport Science
- Geography
- German Studies
- Global Studies
- History
- Linguistics
- Management and Society
- Mathematics
- Medical Anthropology
- Music
- Peace, War, and Defense
- Philosophy
- Physics
- Political Science
- Psychology
- Public Policy
- Religious Studies
- Romance Languages
- Sociology
- Studio Art
- Women’s and Gender Studies

Bachelor of Arts in Business Journalism
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Bachelor of Arts in Media and Journalism
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science with a major in:
- Biology
- Biomedical and Health Sciences Engineering
- Chemistry
- Computer Science
- Economics
- Environmental Sciences
- Geological Sciences
- Mathematics
- Neuroscience
- Musicology
- Philosophy
- Political Science
- Psychology
- Statistics and Analytics
- Computer Science
- Finance
- Geology
- Geographical Sciences
- Geomatics
- Information Sciences
- Information Technology
- Management and Society
- Mathematics
- Media and Communication
- Musicology
- Philosophy
- Political Science
- Public Policy
- Religious Studies
- Romance Languages
- Sociology
- Studio Art
- Women’s and Gender Studies

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Bachelor of Science in Clinical Laboratory Science
Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene
Bachelor of Science in Information Science
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Pharmaceutical Sciences
Bachelor of Science in Public Health with a major in:
- Biostatistics
- Environmental Health Sciences
- Health Policy and Management
- Nutrition
Baloch of Science in Radiologic Science

POSTBACCALAUREATE AND POST-MASTER’S CERTIFICATES

Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Adult/Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Applied Data Science
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Community Preparedness and Disaster Management
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Core Public Health Concepts
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Digital Communication
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Family Nurse Practitioner
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Field Epidemiology
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Global Health
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Occupational Health Nursing Specialty
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Pediatric Nurse Practitioner-Primary Care
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Psychiatric-Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Public Health Leadership
Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Technology and Communication
Post-Master’s Certificate in Information and Library Science

POST-DOCTORAL CERTIFICATES

Post-Doctoral Certificate in Dental Specialty Foundation

GRADUATE DEGREES

Master of Accounting
Master of Arts in the discipline of:
- Africana Studies
- American Studies
- Anthropology
- Art History
- Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
- Biology
- Chemistry
- Classics
- Communication Studies
- Digital Communication
- Ecology
- Education
- Educational Innovation
- English
- Comparative Literature
- Exercise and Sport Science
- Geography
- German Studies
- Global Studies
- History
- Linguistics
- Mass Communication
- Mathematics
- Media and Communication
- Musicology
- Philosophy
- Political Science
- Public Policy
- Religious Studies
- Romance Languages
- Sociology
- Technology and Communication

Master of Fine Arts in the discipline of:
- Dramatic Art
- Studio Art

Master of Healthcare Administration
Master of Health Sciences
Master of Laws
Master of Professional Science in the discipline of:
- Biomedical and Health Informatics; Digital Curation and Management; Toxicology
Master of Public Administration
Master of Public Health in the discipline of:
- Biostatistics; Environmental Sciences and Engineering; Epidemiology; Health Behavior; Health Policy and Management; Maternal and Child Health; Nutrition; Public Health Leadership
Master of Radiologic Science
Master of School Administration
Master of Science in the discipline of:
- Biochemistry and Biophysics; Bioinformatics and Computational Biology; Biology; Biomedical Engineering; Biostatistics; Cell Biology and Physiology; Chemistry; Clinical Rehabilitation and Mental Health Counseling; Computer Science; Dental Hygiene Education; Ecology; Economics; Endodontics; Environmental Sciences and Engineering; Genetics and Molecular Biology; Geological Sciences; Human Movement Science; Management; Marine Sciences; Materials Science; Mathematics; Microbiology and Immunology; Neuroscience; Nutrition; Occupational Science; Occupational Therapy; Operative Dentistry; Operative Dentistry and Biomaterials; Oral and Craniofacial Biomedicine; Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology; Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology; Orthodontics; Pathology; Pediatric Dentistry; Periodontology; Pharmaceutical Sciences; Pharmacology; Physics; Prosthodontics; Speech and Hearing Sciences; Statistics and Operations Research; Toxicology
Master of Science in Clinical Research
Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Master of Science in Information Science
Master of Science in Library Science
Master of Science in Nursing
Master of Science in Public Health in the discipline of:
- Biostatistics; Environmental Sciences and Engineering; Epidemiology; Health Behavior; Health Policy and Management; Maternal and Child Health
Master of Social Work

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Doctor of Philosophy in the discipline of:
- Africana Studies; American Studies; Anthropology; Art History; Biochemistry and Biophysics; Bioinformatics and Computational Biology; Biology; Biological and Biomedical Science; Biomedical Engineering; Biostatistics; Business Administration; Cell Biology and Physiology; Chemistry; City and Regional Planning; Classics; Communication Studies; Computer Science; Ecology; Economics; Education; English and Comparative Literature; Environmental Sciences and Engineering; Epidemiology; Genetics and Molecular Biology; Geography; Geological Sciences; German Studies; Germanic Languages; Health Behavior; Health Informatics; Health Policy and Management; History; Human Movement Science; Information and Library Science; Marine Sciences; Mass Communication; Materials Science; Maternal and Child Health; Mathematics; Media and Communication; Microbiology and Immunology; Musicology; Neuroscience; Nursing; Nutrition; Occupational Science; Oral and Craniofacial Biomedicine; Pathology; Pharmaceutical Sciences; Pharmacology; Philosophy; Physics; Political Science; Psychology; Public Policy; Religious Studies; Romance Languages and Literatures; School Psychology; Social Work; Sociology; Speech and Hearing Sciences; Statistics and Operations Research; Toxicology
Doctor of Public Health in the discipline of:
- Biostatistics; Health Behavior; Maternal and Child Health; Nutrition; Public Health Executive Leadership

THE BELL TOWER

The Morehead-Patterson Memorial Bell Tower was given to the University in 1931 by John Motley Morehead III and Rufus Lenoir Patterson. Its 14-bell carillon rings both manually and electronically to call students to class, provide twilight music and serenade the dispersing crowd after football games.

PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

Doctor of Audiology
Doctor of Dental Surgery
Doctor of Education in the discipline of:
- Curriculum and Instruction; Educational Leadership
Doctor of Medicine
Doctor of Pharmacy
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Juris Doctor
# Department and School Commencement Events

Sunday Afternoon, May 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School or Department</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Map Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allied Health Sciences, Clinical Laboratory Science</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Wilson Library’s Pleasants Family Room</td>
<td>H-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Moeser Auditorium in Hill Hall</td>
<td>G-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>1:15 p.m.</td>
<td>Friday Center</td>
<td>M-7, Off Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Murphey Hall Auditorium 116</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Carmichael Arena</td>
<td>J-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dramatic Art</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Paul Green Theatre</td>
<td>L-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment, Ecology and Energy Program</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Student Union, Great Hall</td>
<td>I-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>Immediately following the main University Commencement</td>
<td>Carolina Hall, Room 220</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures</td>
<td>2:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Dey Hall, Toy Lounge</td>
<td>G-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Studies</td>
<td>4:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Student Union, Great Hall</td>
<td>I-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors Carolina</td>
<td>Immediately following the main University Commencement</td>
<td>Graham Memorial</td>
<td>H-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>Immediately following the main University Commencement</td>
<td>Kenan Music Building Rehearsal Hall</td>
<td>F-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Chapman Hall 211</td>
<td>F-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Memorial Hall</td>
<td>G-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology and Neuroscience</td>
<td>3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Carmichael Arena</td>
<td>J-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Studies</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Courtyard between Carolina and Murphey Halls</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics and Operations Research</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Genome Building, Room 100</td>
<td>F-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Est. 1903
Dean Elizabeth Mayer-Davis

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Katie Ann Acken, Chemistry, Characterization of the Pseudomonas Virulence Factor Pathway. Professor Bo Li.
Spencer Brown Andrews, Business Administration, Four Essays in Investments. Professor Adam Reed.
Nil Aygun, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, Genetics of Cell-Type-Specific Gene Regulation and Drug-Sensitive Cellular Phenotypes During Human Neurogenesis. Professor Jason Stein.

Lindsay Ayling, History, Fractured Nationalism and the Crises of French Identity, 1789–1899. Professor Jay Smith.
Salma Iqbal Baig, School Psychology, Impact of Parental Belief Systems Regarding Mental Health on the Quality-of-Life Functioning in American Muslim Adolescents Experiencing Psychological Distress. Professor Steven Knotek.
John Bechtold, American Studies, Fallujah in Focus. Professor Timothy Marr.

Casher Belinda, Business Administration, Central Complaint Recipients as Change Agents: A Theory of Complaining, Learning, and Proactive Work Behavior. Professor Shimul Melwani.

Christopher Bender, Computer Science, Advancing and Leveraging Tractable Likelihood Models. Professor Junier Oliva.

Nicole Berland, English and Comparative Literature, Watching the Watchers: Contemporary Television, Complex Seriality, and Media Literacy. Professor Gregory Fiaxman.

Caitlin Bissette Biddell, Health Policy and Management, Impact of Financial Barriers to Care on Adverse Healthcare Events Among Cancer Patients and Survivors. Professor Stephanie Wheeler.


Estonia Black, Economics, Essays on Diversity and Selectivity. Professor Peter Norman.

R. Jarrett Bliton, Biomedical Engineering, Engineering High-Resolution Experimental and Computational Pipelines to Characterize Human Gastrointestinal Tissues in Health and Disease. Professors Scott Magness and Brian Diekman.

Tatyana Bodrug, Biochemistry and Biophysics, Time-Resolved Cryo-EM Analysis of Substrate Polyubiquitination by the RING E3 Anaphase-Promoting Complex/Cyclosome (APC/C). Professor Nicholas Brown.


Emily Bonacquisti, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Engineering a Genetically Encodable Toolbox for Tracking EVs and Their RNA Cargo. Professors Juliane Nguyen and Philip Smith.


Darius Marquis Bost, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, Burden Analyses Using Predicted Expression With Multimodal Meta-Analysis in Addiction and Alzheimer’s Cohorts. Professor Kirk Wilhelmsen.

Emma G. Bouck, Pathology, Mechanisms of Hormone-Associated Venous Thromboembolism. Professor Alisa Wolberg.


Honoreé White Breton, Psychology, Astrocytic Interactions Within the Ventral Tegmental Area and Their Involvement in Binge-Like Ethanol Consumption. Professor Todd Thiele.

Stephanie Bristol, Occupational Science, Understanding Participation in the Community for Autistic Children, Their Families and Their Assistance Dogs. Professor Nancy Bagatell.

Sarah Brotman, Genetics and Molecular Biology, The Effects of Adipose Tissue Gene Expression, Isoform Usage, and Cell Type Composition on Cardiometabolic Traits. Professors Karen Mohlke and Samir Kelada.

Eric Brown, Business Administration, How Do Investors Respond to Human Capital Disputes? Professor Wayne Landsman.


Victoria Lynn Buchanan, Epidemiology, Metabolomic Signatures of Adiposity Traits in the Hispanic Community Health Study/Study of Latinos. Professor Kari North.


Margaret Byrne, Health Policy and Management, Gratitude, Warm Glow, and the Role They Play in the Pay-it-Forward Model. Professor Bruce Fried.


Christine Elizabeth Callahan, Human Movement Science, Associations Among Perceived Stress, Mindfulness, and Concussion-Related Outcomes in Young Adults With Concussion History. Professor Johna Register-Mihalik.


Devon Case-Ruchala, Political Science, An Old, Novel Idea: The Political Economy of Public Banks in Renewed Historical Perspective. Professor Cameron Ballard Rosa.

Christina Catavero, Neurobiology, Effects of Short- and Long-Term Alcohol Consumption in the Human Transgenic Tau P301S Mouse Model. Professor Zoe Mccelligot.


Danielle Lea Chappell, Pharmacology, KSHV Viral Protein Kinase (vPK) Interacts With USP9X and Modulates the Viral Lifecycle. Professor Blossom Damania.

Andrew Chi, Computer Science, Verifying the Behavior of Security-Impacting Programs. Professor Michael Reiter.


Stephanie E. Cleland, Environmental Sciences and Engineering, The Human Health Impacts of Short-Term Exposure to Climate Change-Influenced Environmental Hazards. Professors J. West and Ana Rappold.

Michaela Elaine Copp, Biomedical Engineering, Role of DNA Damage and Cellular Senescence in Osteoarthritis Pathophysiology. Professor Brian Diekman.

Josh Corbat, Education, Learning in the Makerspace: What can the Makerspace Afford for Inservice Teacher Education? Professor Todd Boyette.

Kyle Cushman, Chemistry, Development of Conjugated Polymer Based Brush Polymer Networks for Tissue Mimicking Electronics. Professor Wei You.


Erin Jane Davenport, Sociology, Group Dynamics in a North Carolina Baptist Church. Professor Lisa Pearce.

Eric Scott Davis, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, Development and Application of Software to Understand 3D Chromatin Structure and Gene Regulation. Professor Douglas Chan.

Reed DeAngelis, Sociology, Structural Racism and Black-White Disparities in the United States. Professors Kathleen Harris and Robert Hummer.


Jeffrey Frederick DiBerto, Pharmacology, Discovery Campaigns for Pharmacologically Unique Agonists at the Mu-Opioid and 5-Hydroxytryptamine 2A Receptors. Professor Bryan Roth.


Dre'von Dobson, Pathology, The Genetic Regulation of Fibrinogen Synthesis. Professor Alisa Wolberg.


Emilie Danielle Duchesneau, Epidemiology, Validation of a Medicare Claims-Based Frailty Index for Identifying Longitudinal Changes in Frailty in Older Adults. Professor Jennifer Lund.


Emily Macourt Jenkins Fennell, Pharmacology, Profiling the Multi-Omic Response to Mitochondrial Protease ClpP Activation in Triple-Negative Breast Cancer Cells. Professor Lee Gravens.

Brian Forester, Political Science, Party Brands and Political Change. Professor Gary Marks.

Baggio Angelo Evangelista, Cell Biology and Physiology, TDP-43 Proteinopathy in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis: Model, Mechanism, and Mediation. Professor Todd Cohen.

Emily McCourt, Anthropology, Experimental Infrastructure, Global Medical Networks, and the Politics of Collaboration in Tanzanian Psychiatry. Professors Peter Redfield and Jocelyn Chua.


Nikki Freeman, Biostatistics, Precision Medicine for Chronic Limb Threatening Ischemia. Professor Michael Kosorok.


Sandra Garcia Gutierrez, Romance Languages and Literatures, La Heroína Gótica Española Ante el Miedo: De la Victimización a la Sororidad (1831–2019). Professor Irene Gómez-Castellano.

Daniel James Gibbs, Social Work, Understanding Foster Youths’ Mental Health Services Access and Pathways to Care. Professor Paul Lani.


Ismael Gomez Martinez, Cell Biology and Physiology, Fatty Acid Handling and Lineage Maturation by the Human Intestinal Epithelium. Professor Scott Magness.

Britta R. Gorman, Physics, Brillouin Spectroscopy Studies of Polycrystalline and Fmoc-FF Hydrogels to Determine the Role of Monomer and Solvent Concentrations on Longitudinal Moduli and Relaxation Processes. Professor Laurie McNeil.

Odessa Jiang Goudy, Biochemistry and Biophysics, Computational Design of Autoinhibitory Domains for a Protease-Activated PD-L1 Inhibitor. Professor Brian Kuhlman.


Eleanor Griggs, English and Comparative Literature, Subterranean Knowledge in Medieval English Literature. Professor Shayne Legassie.

Jacob Robert Gunderson, Political Science, Party Brands and Political Change. Professor Gary Marks.

Yanan Guo, Economics, Essays on Taxation. Professor Lutz Hendricks.


Pallavi Gupta, Geography, Visible Cleanliness/Invisible Cleaners: Examining Gender, Caste, Waste, and Space in Railway Stations and Urban Public Infrastructure in India. Professor Sara Smith.

Karen Hall, School Psychology, Youth on the Autism Spectrum Hospitalized for Suicide Related Thoughts and Behaviors: Characteristics and Perspectives From the Field. Professor Marisa Marraccini.

Lu Han, Marine Sciences, An Observation-Based Study of Shelf-Open Ocean Exchange Off Cape Hatteras, NC. Professor Harvey Seim.


Natalie Rae Harris, Cell Biology and Physiology, Illuminating Molecular Regulators of Lymphatic Endothelial Cell Signaling and Identity. Professor Kathleen Caron.


Carissa Harvest, Microbiology and Immunology, An Innate Granuloma is Successful Against an Environmental Pathogen. Professor Edward Miao.

Kira Lenora Heikes, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Uncovering Molecular Blueprints of the Unique Tardigrade Body. Professor Robert Goldstein.

Lily Herbert, Geography, Problematizing Hate Crime-Related Data to Examine Systemic Issues in the Reporting, Prosecution, and Conceptualization of Hate Crime. Professors Paul Delamater and Pervin Gökkeriksel.

Lukas Hoffman, German Studies, Faithful Form: On Religion and Politics in German Modernist Lyric. Professor Gabriel Trop.

Rosanne Marie Horswill, History, For Life and Longing: How the People of Eastern Anatolia and Transcaucasia Navigated the Internar, as Witnessed by the 1919 American Military Mission to Armenia. Professor Sarah Shields.

Soohyun Hwang, Health Policy and Management, Multilevel Determinants of Guideline Adherent Active Surveillance Follow-up Care for Low-Risk Prostate Cancer. Professor Sarah Birken.

Katherine C. Hysmith, American Studies, #FOODHERSTORY: Food and American Women's Political Resistance From Suffrage to the Digital Age. Professor Elizabeth Engelhardt.


Natalie Jasiewicz, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Utilizing Leucine Zipper to Mediate Improved Carrier Accumulation and Retention at the Site of Myocardial Infarction. Professor Juliane Nguyen.

Maja Jeranko, Anthropology, Building Equitable Futures: Gender and Reconstruction in the Face of Multiple Disasters in Coastal Ecuador. Professor Florence Babb.

Nevin Edward Johnson, Philosophy, The Role of Purpose in Legal Reasoning. Professor Alex Worsnip.

Tatum Amelia Jolink, Psychology, Inflammation and Intimate Others: How the Body Contributes to Close Relationships via Inflammation. Professor Sara Algoe.


Benjamin Charles Kaiser, Physics, Lithium Pollution of White Dwarfs and Other Secrets of Mordor. Professor James Clemens.


Michele Kelley, Physics, Resolving the Discrepancy Between Theoretically Predicted and Experimentally Measured 129Xe Nuclear Spin Polarization. Professor Rosa Branca.

Michael Ross Kelly, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, The Identification and Characterization of Enhancer Driven Oncogenic Networks in Human Cancer. Professors Hector Franco and Joel Parker.


Younghoon Kim, Statistics and Operations Research, Modeling Multiple-Subject and Discrete-Valued High-Dimensional Time Series. Professor Vladas Pipiras.

Nicole Kramer, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, Developing Computational Tools and Datasets to Investigate the Genomic LoCi Associated With Disease. Professor Douglas Phanstiel.


Jacob Larson, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Small Molecule and Peptide Discovery for a Vulnerable KRAS Mutant. Professor Kenneth Pearce.


Rhianna Elizabeth Lee, Cell Biology and Physiology, Developing Novel Model Systems and Treatments for Cystic Fibrosis. Professor Scott Randell.

Ye Lee, Pharmacology, Inhibiting KRAS and the DNA Damage Response in Pancreatic Cancer. Professors Adrienne Cox and Channing Der.


Gage Oliver Leighton, Biochemistry and Biophysics, Probing the Importance of Mbd2 in the Localization and Formation of the Nurd Complex. Professor David Williams.

Katherine LeMasters, Epidemiology, Mass Probation: Individual and Community Effects of Sentencing Severity on Mental Health Inequities. Professor Brian Pence.

Adam Lescallette, Chemistry, Elucidating the Biosyntheses of Oxyvinyglycinic and Pyrrolizidine Alkaloid Natural Products From Pseudomonas. Professor Bo Li.

Thu-Mai Lewis, Information and Library Science, From Policy to Practice: How Journal-Based Data Policies Encourage Scientists’ Adoption of Reproducible Research Practices. Professor Helen Tibbo.

Shuai Li, Education, Understanding Teacher Turnover: An Agentic Perspective. Professor Thurston Domina.

Zhao Li, Marine Sciences, The Control of Tropical Sea Surface Temperatures on Tropical Cyclones in the Northern Hemisphere. Professor Wei Mei.

Yi-En Liao, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Investigation of the Mechanism of Action of Heparan Sulfate to Protect Against Sepsis. Professor Jian Liu.

Weifang Liu, Biostatistics, Deciphering Association Signals From Genome-Wide Association Studies. Professor Yun Li.

C. Chad Lloyd, Marine Sciences, Linking the Enzymatic Repertoire of Heterotrophic Bacteria to Community Composition, Carbohydrate Inventories, and Physical Oceanography in the Western North Atlantic. Professor Carol Arnosti.

Lara Lookabaha, Geography, Curating the Past, Weaving the Future: Decolonial Feminist Politics of Time and Memory. Professor Sara Smith.

Yi Yao Luo, Economics, Three Essays on Correlation. Professor Peter Hansen.

Michelle Mac, Microbiology and Immunology, Exploring the Role of SETD2-Mediated H3K36 Trimethylation in Epigenetic Regulation of Human Papillomaviruses Life Cycle. Professor Cary Moody.


Tyler Leon Malone, Health Policy and Management, Effects of Affordable Care Act Provisions on Harmful Substance Use Among Young Adults. Professor Marisa Domino.

Carmen A. Marable, Neurobiology, The Role of the Placenta-Brain Axis in Children’s Neurodevelopment: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Understanding Placental Origins of Brain Development Into Adolescence. Professor Rebecca Fry.


Shenee Martin, Neurobiology, The Consequences of Sleep Disruption in Alzheimer’s Disease Progression and Treatment. Professor Graham Diering.


Colleen McAllister, Romance Languages and Literatures, Ruination: An Interdisciplinary Exploration of Spain’s Ruins in Nineteenth-Century Literature and Culture. Professor Irene Gómez Castellano.

Megan McCoy Dowdy, Economics, Essays in the Labor Market Impacts of Workplace Flexibility. Professor Klara Peter.

Kirsten Nicole McLaughlin, Psychology, Evaluating the Fetal Programming Effects of Prenatal Risk Factors on Newborn Brain Anatomy and Infant Sleep Characteristics. Professor Cathi Propper.

Lauren Marie McRae, Chemistry, Exploring Electrides as Anion Storage Materials. Professor Scott Warren.


Sonja Mihailovic, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Single-Cell Dynamics of Core Pluripotency Factors in Human Pluripotent Stem Cells. Professors Adriana Beltran and Jeremy Purvis.


Lucia Mock, Curriculum and Instruction, Haunting Refugee Education Research. Professors Esther Ohito and Sherick Hughes.

Dorina Mohite, Education, Gender Differences of Internalizing and Externalizing Behaviors in Autistic Children and Adolescents. Professor Rune Simeonsen.

Benjamin J. Morgan, Chemistry, From Linear to Bottlebrush: Material Property Correlations of Acrylate Elastomers. Professor Sergei Sheiko.

Kaitlyn Morrell, Physics, Toward the Quantum Thermodynamics Computational Engine. Professor Joaquin Drut.

Amanda Munsch, Biomedical Engineering, Optimizing Knee Joint Loading: Associations Between Quadriceps Contractile Behavior, Knee Joint Biomechanics, and Cartilage Contact Forces. Professor Jason Franz.


Sofía Neira, Neurobiology, Characterizing Mouse Behavioral Adaptations and the Role of Paraventricular Nucleus of the Hypothalamus Corticotopin Releasing Hormone Neurons in Acute Withdrawal From Chronic Alcohol Consumption. Professor Thomas Kash.

Rebecca Neshkes, School Psychology, Examining the Psychometric Properties of the Dialectical Thinking Scale Adult Version and the Relationship Between Dialectical Thinking and Well-Being in School Mental Health Professionals. Professor Steven Knott.

Abigail Newell, Sociology, Battling Body Politics: A Comparative Study of Sex Education Policy and Practice in the U.S. Professor Kenneth Andrews.

Sydney Nicolla, Mass Communication, Exploring Communication on TikTok as a Sexual Violence Prevention Resource. Professor Allison Lazar.

Michael Nodzenski, Biostatistics, Methods for Detecting Higher-Order Genetic Interactions in Nuclear-Family-Based Studies. Professor Clarice Weinberg.


Nul Loren Oh, Health Policy and Management, Detection and Treatment of Breast Cancer in Dually Enrolled Medicare-Medicaid Beneficiaries in Accountable Care Organizations. Professors Justin Trogdon and Marisa Domino.

Meryem Tyrnasch Ok, Biomedical Engineering, Real-Time Evaluation of Primary Human Colon Epithelial Responses to Inflammatory Stimuli: Clostridioïdïde Difficile Toxins and Cytokines. Professor Scott Magness.


Kelly Shea Olsen, Microbiology and Immunology, Shared Minor Histocompatibility Antigen Discovery and Targeting in the Context of Allogeneic Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant for Hematologic Malignancies. Professor Benjamin Vincent.

Kevin Pabst, Communication Studies, Genre in Crisis, Crisis as Genre: Contemporary Disruptions and Constructions in Bodies of Popular Music. Professor Michael Palm.

Anna L. Parker, Biology, High Temperatures and Hostplant Identity Interact to Affect Success in a Tritrophic System. Professor Joel Kingsolver.


Kristen Patrow, Mass Communication, Sharpening the Press Clause: Examining why the U.S. Supreme Court says First Amendment Protection of the Press is Valuable to Democracy. Professor Victoria Smith Ekstrand.

Marcy Pedzwater, English and Comparative Literature, Patriarchival Violence: Patriarchy, Archives, and Violence in Post-Dictatorship Latin American and Latina Women’s Writing. Professor Maria DeGuzmán.


Julianne Mary Power, Health Behavior, Promoting Engagement in Digital Weight Loss Interventions. Professor Deborah Tate.

Brandon Price, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, Improving Genomic Analysis Through Joint Dimension Reduction Data Integration. Professor Joel Parker.


Sophie Nicole Ravenbakhkti, Health Policy and Management, The Influence of Intergenerational Acculturation and Stress on Pediatric Obesity in U.S. Latinos: An Exploration Using Decision and Systems Sciences. Professor Leah Frerichs.

Meredith Katherine Reffner Collins, Mass Communication, Testing the Role of Narratives in Improving Social Support and Meaning Making for Young Adult Cancer Survivors. Professor Allison Lazard.


Jack Sanford, Genetics and Molecular Biology, PS3 Regulates Metabolism by Both Transcription-Dependent and Transcription-Independent Functions. Professors Yanping Zhang and Albert Baldwin.


Nisitha Sengottuvel, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Investigation of Mechanisms Underlying Spon1+ Inflammatory Monocyte Driven Lung Cancer. Professor Chad Pecot.

Siyuan Shan, Computer Science, Leveraging Related Instances for Better Prediction. Professor Junier Oliva.

Elizabeth Shand, English and Comparative Literature, Defining the Industrial Book: Material Agencies and Print Cultures in Britain, 1814–1855. Professor Kimberly Stern.

Kaitlin Shartle, Sociology, Social Isolation Across the Adult Life Span: Variations by Gender. Professor Robert Hummer.

Joshua D. Shelly, German Studies, Writing a Future State: Spatial Imaginaries of German Jewish Literature, 1885-1932. Professor Kata Gellen.

Anavir Ganesh Shermon, Business Administration, Firm and Entrepreneurial Strategy During the Emergence of New General-Purpose Technologies. Professor Jeffrey Kuhn.

Kristin Yu Shiuie, Epidemiology, Prescription Opioid Use: An Assessment of Social Factors and Birth Cohort Trends. Professor Yvonne Golightly.

Poojan Shrestha, Epidemiology, Multi-Ancestry Genome-Wide Association Study of Early Childhood Caries and Developmental Defects of Enamel in a Community-Based Sample of Preschool-Age Children. Professor Kari North.

Ashelyn Elizabeth Sidders, Microbiology and Immunology, Harnessing Membrane-Acting Agents to Enhance Antibiotic Efficacy Against Staphylococcus Aureus. Professor Brian Conlon.


Bhavana Singichetti, Epidemiology, Characteristics of Initial and Repeat Alcohol Driving While Impaired (Alcohol-DWI) License Suspensions and Impacts on Recidivism and Future Crash Events in North Carolina, 2007-2016. Professor Rebecca Naumann.

Paul Sirma, Public Policy, Three Essays on Schooling, Labor Allocation, and Graduation Out of Poverty: Evidence From a Cash Transfer Program in Malawi. Professor Sudhanshu Handa.

Richard John Sizelove, Biostatistics, Semiparametric Regression With an Interval-Censored Covariate. Professors Danyu Lin and Donglin Zeng.

Kasey Skinner, Neurobiology, Improving the Validity of Murine and Human Models of High-Grade Glioma. Professor C. Miller.

Katherine Sloyan, Mathematics, Rate and Noise-Induced Tipping Working in Concert. Professor Christopher Jones.


Quinton LaKeith Smith, Social Work, Black Cultural Wealth: Exploring the Application and Measurement of a New Construct. Professor Paul Lanier.

Stephanie Smith, Marine Sciences, Microbial Community Composition and Competitive Dynamics Within Squid Symbioses. Professor Alecia Septer.


Amanda L. Smythers, Chemistry, Unravelling the Protein-Level Regulation of Organisms Under Stress. Professor Leslie Hicks.

Alexis Sponaugle, Microbiology and Immunology, C4D+ T Cell Immunity in Human Immunodeficiency Virus. Professor Nilu Goonetilleke.

Brooke S. Staley, Epidemiology, Population-Based Study of Plasma Metabolites as Mediators of the Relationship Between Socioeconomic Status and Incident Diabetes: A Social Metabolomic Approach to Health Disparities. Professor Chrisly Avery.

Claire J. Stewart, Chemistry, Effects of Polymers on Protein and Protein-Complex Stabilities. Professor Gary Pielak.


Tristan J. Swartz, Physics, Transport and Thermodynamics of Strange Metals: Holographic Models Vs Scaling Phenomenology. Professor Dmitri Khveshchenko.

Tao Tao, Computer Science, RE-LANG — A Parallel-by-Default Programming Language. Professor David Plaisted.
Kelsey L. Thompson, Speech and Hearing Sciences, Introducing Complementary Food to Preterm Infants: Integrating Parent Perspectives and Evidence-Based Practices. Professor Karen Erickson.

Eliza Thulson, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Long Range Gene Regulation in Human Health and Disease. Professor Douglas Phanstiel.

Emily Toole, School Psychology, The State of Trauma Informed Care in Applied Behavior Analysis: Exploring Barriers and Pathways to Implementation From the Perspective of ABA Practitioners. Professors Steven Knotek and Soraya Kunnanavatana.


Breanna Jakardi Bugge Turman, Microbiology and Immunology, The Role of Plasmid-Encoded Virulence Proteins Pgp3 and Pgp4 in Infectivity and Inflammation During Chlamydia Infection. Professor Toni Daville.

Diana Tursi, Education, “This Is Just Who We Are”: A Participatory Case Study on the Implementation of Antibias/Antiracist Pedagogies in Early Childhood Spaces. Professor Cheryl Bolick.


Rebecca Van Hoeck, Biology, Marine Ecosystems Through the Lens of Soundscape Ecology: How Biological Processes, Landscape Structure, and Anthropogenic Activity Affect Spatiotemporal Soundscape Patterns. Professor F. Joel Podnie.

Simon James Varey, Philosophy, Corpus Analysis in Philosophical Semantics. Professor Ram Neta.

Foad Vashahi, Chemistry, Bottlebrush Hydrogels With Tissue-Mimetic Mechanical and Swelling Properties. Professor Sergei Sheiko.


Toni Veneri, Romance Languages and Literatures, Conjuring a Sea-State: Maritime Imagination in Renaissance Venice. Professors Shayne Legassie and Maggie Fritz-Morkin.


Tamara Vital, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Biochemical and Molecular Characterization of a Small Molecule Modulator of Chromatin States. Professor Ian Davis.


Micah L. Willis, Toxicology, Plasma Extracellular Vesicles Released After Burn Injury Modulate Immune Phenotype. Professor Ilona Jaspers.

Jerry Jameel Wilson, Education, Faces at the Bottom of the Old Well: Counter-Stories From Black Students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Professor Thurston Domina.

Sarah Clinkscales Wistner, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Characterization of the Role of Hepatoma-Derived Growth Factor-Related Protein 2 in Heterochromatin Biology. Professor Nathaniel Hathaway.

Eugene Christopher Wong, Epidemiology, Associations Between Non-Chromosomal Birth Defects and Pediatric Cancer. Professor Andrew Olshan.

Mackenna Wood, Physics, Lithium Depletion Boundary Ages of Young Planet-Hosting Stellar Associations. Professor Andrew Mann.


Rachel Lynn Woodul, Geography, Agent-Based Modeling for Pandemic Preparedness and Response. Professors Paul Delamater and Ashley Ward.

Justin Zhuo Jun Wu, History, Reviving the May Fourth Spirit: Student Activism, the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands, and the Geopolitics of Chineseness. Professor Michael Tsien.


Mollie Rebecca Yacano, Marine Sciences, The Effects of Non-Native Marsh Grass (Phragmites Australis) on Coastal Nitrogen Cycling. Professor Michael Piehler.

Xiaokang Yan, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Examining the Roles of Histone Methyltransferases in Heterochromatin Formation. Professor Nathaniel Hathaway.

Jeff Yufeng Yang, Epidemiology, Treat-to-Target Monitoring Colonoscopy in Patients Living With Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD): Utilization and Assessment of Methods for Evaluating Effectiveness Among Patients Treated for IBD in the United States. Professor Jennifer Lund.

Paul Yoo, Business Administration, ESG Investing: A Tale of Two Preferences. Professor Jacob Sagi.

Aidan Young, Mathematics, Temporo-Spatial Differentiations.

Professor Idris Assani.


Isabella Cristina Young, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Long-Acting Technologies for Prevention of HIV and Unplanned Pregnancy. Professor Soumya Benhabbour.


Adam Jamil Zahara, Chemistry, Dihalomunuconitrioles as Multifunctional Linchpins for Complex Molecule Synthesis. Professor Jeffrey Johnson.


Deanna Zhu, Epidemiology, Dengue Virus Serotype 2 Envelope-Domain Antibody Responses After Primary Infection in Younger and Older Children. Professors Allison Aiello and Ralph Baric.


DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Katherine Blackburn, Educational Leadership, Private Donations to Public Schools and Implications for Equity. Professor Eric Houck.

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

David Chinyeka Agor, Nursing, Ethnic, Sexual, and Gender Multiple Minority Stress Screening: A Practice Change Quality Improvement Project. Professor Cheryl Woods Giscombe.

Rekha Aryal, Nursing, Incorporation of an Evidence-Based HIV Risk Assessment Tool to Promote Prep Uptake in a Rural Health Department. Professor Carrie Palmer.

Elizabeth Jane Baldwin, Nursing, Improving Access to Advance Care Planning: Integration of Nurse-Driven Advance Care Planning Follow-Up for Adult Allogeneic Bone Marrow Transplant Patients. Professor Kimberly Wehner.

Sydnie Christmas Bottorff, Nursing, The De-Adoption of Self-Monitoring of Blood Glucoses for Type 2 Diabetes in the Outpatient Endocrinology Setting. Professor Carrie Palmer.

Briana Nicole Burrow, Nursing, Improving Campus Health Provider Recommendations Surrounding the Human Papillomavirus (HPV) Vaccine on The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill College Campus. Professor Audra Rankin.

Shontay Butler, Nursing, Improving Clinicians’ Adherence to Adult Cystitis Guidelines. Professor Elizabeth Miller Walters.

Gabrielle Yvonne Capps, Nursing, The Weight of Heart Failure: Improving the Utilization of Scales in Heart Failure Management. Professor Leslie Sharpe.

Lindsay Cornetto Causey, Nursing, Improving Cancer Survivorship Care Plan Delivery With Nurse Navigation. Professor Lorinda Coombs.

Chelsea Leah Ferguson, Nursing, Standardizing Spacer Education Through Ancillary Staff in a Pediatric Pulmonary Outpatient Setting. Professor Elizabeth Walters.

John Thomas Fraser, Nursing, Standardizing Depression Screenings in Step-Down Patients With Heart Failure. Professor Tracy Vernon-Platt.

Christy Rector Georgeson, Nursing, Effective Electronic Health Record Communication of Diagnostic Test Results. Professor Saif Khairat.

Natalia Goncalves Ghan, Nursing, A Quality Improvement Initiative to Increase Cardiovascular Rehabilitation Referral and Enrollment at a Critical Access Hospital. Professor Tracy Vernon-Platt.

Melissa Mary McGee, Nursing, Improving Fever Discharge Education in a Pediatric Emergency Department During the Covid Pandemic. Professor Amanda Brinson.

Ramuel Jack Miro, Nursing, Implementing a Modified Cares Tool for Certified Nursing Assistants Caring for the Dying Resident and Their Families in the Long-Term-Care Setting. Professor Carrie Palmer.

David Ngugi, Nursing, Implementation of Standardized Screening to Identify the Identification of Co-Existing Substance Use Disorder (SUD) in Patients With Mental Illness. Professor Cheryl Giscombe.

Sarah Nicol, Nursing, “More Than Before”: A Quality Improvement Project to Increase Physical Activity in Patients With Type 2 Diabetes With a Smartphone App. Professor Leslie Sharpe.

Tina Nnenna Ohuche, Nursing, Early Psychiatric Intervention for At-Risk Veterans in a Residential Program. Professors Grace Hubbard and Tracy Vernon-Platt.

Usma T. Pulickal, Nursing, Team Huddle Implementation in the Care in the Community at the Durham Veterans Health Care System Hospital. Professor Ashley Kellish.

Sarah Rich, Nursing, PROMIS Tool Implementation to Improve Depression Screening: A Quality Improvement Project in a COVID Recovery Clinic. Professor Ashley Kellish.

Kassiane Saliba Saied, Nursing, Improving Access to Fertility Preservation Services Among Adults Diagnosed With Cancer. Professor Kimberly Wehner.


DOCTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Jennifer Burns, Health Policy and Management, A Case Study of a Skilled Birth Attendant Training Program in a Rural Hospital: What Are the Barriers and Facilitators to Increasing Skilled Birth Attendants in Haiti? Professor Karl Umble.

Marc Caruana, Health Policy and Management, Academic Health Centers and Social Determinants of Health: Community Health Improvement. Professor Morris Weinberger.

Caroline L. Cochran-Clain, Health Policy and Management, Medicaid Strategies to Maintain Access to Maternity Care in Rural America. Professor Rebecca Silkin.


Claude A. Jacob, Health Policy and Management, National Public Health Accreditation Readiness: Characteristics of Local Health Departments in Massachusetts. Professor Sandra Greene.

Michael Jessup Jefferies, Health Policy and Management, The Use of Electronic Health Record Systems in the Identification and Treatment of Substance Use Disorder. Professor Christopher Shea.

Douangchit Mounghan Kirivong, Health Policy and Management, Utilizing Violence Against Children Surveys for Violence Prevention and HIV Programming: Lessons Learned for Translating Data into Action. Professor Ciara Zachary.

David Lewis Pope, Health Policy and Management, Going Upstream: How Community-Based Mental Health Services Can Reduce Use of the Emergency Department for Mental Health Crises in Rural North Carolina. Professor Pam Silberman.

Thea Runyan, Health Policy and Management, Using a Youth Centered Approach to Design an Engaging Digital Health Intervention for the Treatment of Anxiety in Low-Income Hispanic/Latinx Youth. Professor Leah Freirch.


Kelcey Stricker, Health Policy and Management, Reducing Occupational Carcinogen Exposure in Wildland Firefighters: Developing a Theory-Informed Decontamination Intervention. Professor Angela Stover.
CANDIDATES FOR POSTBACCALAUREATE PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

MAY 2023

THE UNC ADAMS SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
Est. 1949
Dean Janet Guthmiller

DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY
Elie Abboud
Cooper Douglas Aiken
Neil Alegere
Caroline Elizabeth Albright
Qusay Almahdawy
Jhon Andraous
Stephen J. Baker
Nicholas Carlton Beane
Bradley Joseph Bitlstein
Christopher Brandon Bookser
Matthew South Bright
Sierra Rae Burick
Zachary Joseph Shyi-An Burk
Rachel Nicole Calloway
William Robert Church
Michael Isaiah Cole
Tyson Hardy Creech II
Amanda Katherine Cummings
Kayla Marie Cunningham
Tyler James Deitrick
Brian Daniel Hopkins Delehanty
Rachel Lee Desch
Daniel Chudleigh Donaldson
Sai Vineetha Duddu
Olivia Neal Dunning
Yi Feng
Sophie Boyer Flotron
Hayley Nicole Foley
Christopher James Geblia
Mustafa Saadat Girmary
Saumya Goel
Katherine Lukens Grant
Cameron David Gray
Madeline Rose Howell
George Ilenikena
Emily Peyton Imes
Caroline Elizabeth Jennings
Kyle Robert Johnson
Jessica Joy
Nur Kanawati

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Est. 1843
Dean Martin H. Brinkley

JURIS DOCTOR
Maian Dvorah Adams
Faduma S. Ali
Kayla Donieille Allen
Rachel LeeAnn Allore
Carly Amatuzzo
Avery E. Aulds
Gisele M. Bailey
Elisabeth Leone Baldwin
Leslie Brooke Baledge
Fatmeh Basma
Michelle A. Bauer
Anna Jamieson Beck
Tyler L. Bennett
Evaner Brandt Biondi-Copeland
Dylan Robert Blackburn
Cameron Tyler Blake
Caleb F. Boldt
Alanna Ivonne Brannam
Julius Crosby Brittnan V
Jacob Isaac Brooks
Jakob R. Brooks
Ellenor Reid Brown
Ryan Carter Brown
Marcus W. Brown
Jonah Brumblow
Talia Buenrostro
Mason P. Butner
Margaret A. Callahan
Sara Rikalo Cassidy
John Chambers
Sarah Katherine Cheeley
Dorothy Chen
Charles W. Christensen
Mary Olivia Clark
Enzo Codella
Steven Mahlon Constantine
C. M. Coppage
Lauren E. Corey
Pearson Gustave Cost
Fiona Garver Craig
Hannah Morgan Daigle

Jason N. Davidson
Ashlynn S. Davis
John Matthew Dean
Katherine M. DeAngelis
Alessandra L. Deorio
Gabrielle Mangru Delgado
Mark Charles Deloach
Frederieke Lincoln Demas
Sierra Kaur Deol
Matthew J. DeWitte
Alexander Dowdy
Andrew Randall Draper
Lily K. Edmond
Leah L. Ether
Joshua Philip Elmers
Hashim Elwazir
Lauren Enge
Diana Kathleen Fairweather
Andy S. Fernandez
Aaron Stephen Finkel
Chyanne Flores
Alexa Nicole Frades
Austin Tyler Furell
Nina Theresa Ganti
Elizabeth A. Gaskin-Nelson
Kate Elizabeth Giduz
Adam Cameron Gillette
Madison R. Gladwell
Catherine Elizabeth Goodman
John Sutherland Gray
Allison H. Gray
Vishal Chandra Gupta
Aaron Thomas Harding
John W. Harris
Margaret H. Hay
Ashley Lauren Haynes
Joseph A. Heath
Sarah E. Henning
Jonathan A. Hewett
Anna Caroline Hitesman
Rachel Avi Silberman Holtzman
Lillian Rose House
Anya Katherine Hovanic
Christina C. Hubbard
James B. Huey
Saad Hifkhar
Meagan Lynnsey Jackson
Aurora L. Jaques
Dylan O’Ryan Jones
James L. Jordan
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Est. 1879
Dean Wesley Burks

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

Ahyam Mohamed Abdel
Vincent Ayodeji Abiona
Victor Abiona
Cameron Adams
Jennifer Nassim Adouli
Serene Ahmed
Umer Ahmed
Shawn Ahuja
Seth McKenzie Alexander
Jessica Alfonzo
Faris Rajai Almubaslat
Amy Amuquandoh
Asha Anand
Alicia Marie Anderson
Amanda Clarissa Antone
Rodney Yeboah Arthur
Moses Kwabena Asemaph
Sreevidhya Balasubramanian
Benjamin Chase Barnett
Candace Leigh Barr
Marcus Luis Basiri
Bethany Diane Batson
Richard Ayisi Beckett-Ansa
Samuel Taketo Belgique
Adriano Alexandre Bellotti
Franklin Robert Blum
Alison Noel Bonner
Jesse Miles Bossingham
Robert Lukhs Bouknight
Nicholas Ford Brazeau
Olivia Rhiannon Brown
Rachel Grace Buchanan
Logan Reno Butler
Sydney Arielle Butler
Brandon Alexander Casas
Sara Jordan Chadwick
Jiyun Nancy Chang
Stephanie Ann-Wei Chien
Elizabeth Catherine Ciaciola
S. Nicholas Cochran
Christiania Maria Emilia Cornea
Elise Christina Costa
Miranda Jill Crouch
Natalie Elaine Cuevas
Eric Roger Cui
Clark Hamilton Cunningham
Delaney Ann Dalldorf
Diana Dayal
Mona Deshpande
Nina Victoria Didner
John Nathaniel Diehl
Annika Marie Dirke
Bryan Killian Dobbs
Holly Oguzn Dockery
Michael James Duplisea
Ali Marie Eakes
Brian M. Elgart
Nicholas Errico
Leda Ferguson Espinoza
Aaron Lee Fox
Jake Tyler Francisco
Seryl Lindsay Fuehrer
Nortey Akwete Gabrielle
Michael Galie
Lindsay Caroline Garner
Victoria Joy Garrard
William Bert Garrison
Bethlehem Gebre
Anna Dodson Gillesie
Carver Lowell Harris Goodhue
Morgan Ferone Greenwood
Kelly Chase Greeson
Arthur John Gribenski II
Mary Chandler Gwin
Lauren Miller Halsey
Ariel Joii Harris
Cameron Mikeal Harris
Luke Johnson Hayek
Catherine Melchior Hendren
Rachel Shay Hianik
Christopher Charles Higginson
Stephen Mark Himmelberg
John Stephen H IPP
Elexis Hollingsworth
Alison Nancy Hollis
Seok Jae Hong

Casey Aileen Hibri
Xavier Salim Idriss
Shantal M. Jayawickreme
William Trask Johnson
Micaela Ariana Jones
Rahul Kathard
Prateek Sanjeev Katti
Susan Leigh Kennedy
Sara Jeanne King
Elizta Krassimirova Kouteleva
Stephen Bela Kovacs
Katherine Anne Kruse
Jane Jungeun Kwon
Lee Powell Landess
Brendan Charles Lawson
Daniel Tim Le
Thiri Wutsa Lin
Joseph Evander Locklear
Cesar Augusto Lopez
Delia Rose LoSapio
Andrew C. Love
Austin William Lukbemann
Khanh Hoang Van Luong
Ryan Lupo
Gerald Branden Mabe
Karoly Albert Majtenyi
Ahmed Abdulbari Marshal
Kyle Henry McKnight
Michael Scott McLendon
Aakash Mehta
Alison Rose Mercer-Smith
Carson Merenbloom
Maria Mihaiescu
Lorena Millo
Theodore Lydell Moore II
Sumayia Maryam Mubarak
Frances Lee Mueller
Ashmi R Muthukkumar
Jeremy Nortey Nortey
Siobhan Reece O’Dell
Princess Chijindu Onuorah
Tanner Marc O’Meara
Geoffrey Crawford Orme-Evans
Anna Elizabeth Osment
Amanda Elie Osta
Meredith Anne Park
Bao Tran Nguyen Parker
Ashley Beth Parker
Joseph Grainger Parrish
Sapna S Patel
Naishal Y Patel
Vedang Patel
Puja Divyang Patel
Stephanie Marie Pawlyszyn
Kaylin Beatrice Fogson-Morowitz
James Rossro Powell
Laiken Elizabeth Price
Mary Caroline Prokopewicz
Megan Littlejohn Pugh
Anesh Rangdala
Sania Rahim
Jasmine M. Ranjit
Tyler James Rapp
Saranya Ravi
Christine Elisabeth Reed
Christopher Jacob Soria Regyuay
John Adams Riley
Preston Alan Roche
Tyler John Rogers
Aaron Ryan Rohliman
Cathleen Annelies Ruckeis
Nakisa Sadeghi
Andrew Curtis Scott
Syed Mohsin Ali Shah
Aalia Ghausia Shariff
Laura Marie Sheridan
Noah A. Sherif
Lauren Kristanne Sibley
Sarah N. Silver
Trisha Slehrin
Melina Veronica Smith
Alexander Breeze Spencer
Adriane R. Spiro
Stacie Nia Stallings
Lauren Ann Sugarman
Jasmine K. Sun
Imani Hope Sweatt
Rachel Marie Swier
Elizabeth Salisbury Szumel
Patrick Rian Taylor
Kisan Pankaj Thakkar
Diwath Thapa
Chhitju Mani Tiwari
Carol Lee Tran
Henry Turcios
Matthew Mason Underwood
Sahana Venkatesh
Mckensie Marie Wall
Lisa Chinyere Wanda
Kristin Grace Weiss
Alexander Bruce White
Lily Lucille Wilkinson
Katherine Nicole Williams
Brian Strader Wood
Anne Leslie Worth
Erin Wenxin Xu
Jacky Leonardo Zheng

Emily Howe Barbour
Viraj Barot
Sumedha Mahajan Barth
Jarrod Lane Bass
Tia Belvin
Zachary T. Bentz
Caroline M. Billingsley
Victoria L. Blanton
Anastasia Borodai
Jonathan Henry Boucher
Amanda Leigh Brademeyer
Mary Kathryn Brandeker
Shelby Laine Brookshire
Christian Asia Brown
Chelsea Caroline Caddell
Binxin Cao
Alba Camille Casillas
Kelsey Noel Chavkowsky
Yuxiao Chi
Angel Abigail Choe
Jacob Ho Yin Chow
Braxton Lee Cline
Brendan Collins
Zane Alexander Colon
Kennedy Catherine Concannon
Matthew Edward Conzola
Michael John Cortesio Jr
Carolyn Elizabeth Coultier
Miri Alexis Crocker
Abigail Olivia Danos
Jeryon M. Davis
Catherine Elizabeth Donnell
Robyn Elizabeth Dryer
Stephen Michael Duncan
Casey Eileen Eisinger
Collin Matthew Fair
Emma Fay
Amanda Brook Fisher
Kathryn Elizabeth Flynn
Joshua Lucas Fowler
Kylie Brooke Futrell
Julian Esteban Garcia
Kendra Louise Gee-Rodriguez
Ashley Mariah Gleaton
Suzan Gomes
Noelia-Marina I. Goti
Nathaneal Thomas Green
Megan Shanell Griffin
Karson Olivia Guthrie
Belyn Yuzara Gutierrez Euceda
Sarah Hall
Jeffrey Michael Harrington
Kaley Joy Hart
Noora Nezar Hashim
Kendall Alex Heetderks
Taylor Ann Helms
Tatiana Hines
Aimee Wan Mi Ho
Grace Hoffmann
Kalynn K. Hosea
Emily Nicole Hoskins
Katherine Amelia Howell
McKenzie Finch Hoyle
Madison Hanford Hunt

Courtney Paige Jackson
Irza Ahmad Jan
Kyle Christopher Jansen
Kashfi Khan
Gail Estelle Kheyman
Rebecca Lynn Kielminski
Grace Kim
Hye Won (Helen) Kim
Daria Elizabeth Kovacschitz
Maura Lyn Kreiser
Valeria Cristal Laboy Collazo
Brian C. Lam
Anna Fang Li
Hsuan-Hui Liu
Larry Donnell Majette Jr
Katherine O'Malley Marks
Grace Trul Marley
Rebecca Kelly McDevitt
Cammy Jane McManahan
Qiongqiong Mei
Emma Jane Meyer
Jessica Anne Miller
Melanie Jane Mills
Prarthana Minasandramp
Sophia Mary Mortha
Haley Dahyun Mun
Emily Louise Murphy
Madeline Hayes Murphy
Akin Nana
Sabrina Ann Nance
Traci Lynn Newcomb
Hannah Nicole Newkirk
Kimlynn Mylan Ngo
Vany Hoang Nguyen
Uyen Tran Phuong Nguyen
Sophia Yoshii Nies
Kervin Novido
Ashton Brooke O'Hara
Ashley Hee-Ju Oh
Hanean Khaldon Ottallah
Yaa Korkor Owusu-Addo
Can John Pamuksi
Kristina Kearsin Paramore
Robins Nicholas Peck
Sarah Anne Peterson
Mai Truc Pham
Emily Stuart Pickering
Elizabeth Anne Powell
Kaitlyn Anne Queen
Alexandra Michelle Rabil
Aaron Seth Roberts
Jacob Elliot Robinson
Stephanie Marie Roskovski
Mohammad Monjed Salahem
Nathan Saunders
Olivia Catherine Shelton
Sitong Shu
Haley David Simkins
Justin David Durant Southern
Matthew Frank Spinello
Sydney Caroline Stocks
Jacob Paul Stroud
Justin Andrew Suero
Neel Venkatesh Swamy

Anna Viktorivna Sydorska
Kaitlyn Elise Tenn
Esha Kunal Thakkar
Jonathan Elliott Thulson
Kaci Troth
Allison Shin-Wei Tsay
Addison Pauline Vander Linde
Emily Venarian
Bethany Hope Volkmar
Luke R. Wheeleless
Brandyn Wilcox
Marshall Dean Winget
Kaleab D. Worku
Huanan Xia
Yue Yin
Sunny Yangmei Zhou
Jenny Zhou
Rada Zurich

THE UNC ESHELMAN SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Est. 1897
Dean Angela Kashuba

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY
Surika Azhar Absar
Linda Linn Allworth
William Michael Anderson
Cami Lynn Andreini
Solomea Asfaw
Niti Nilesh Ashar
Manuel Tapia Badillo
Sunwoo Bae
Leah Dawn Baker

2023 UNC COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL GRADUATE DEGREES

MAY 2023

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Est. 1903
Dean Elizabeth Mayer-Davis

MASTER OF ARTS

Anthropology
Julia Ann Mackessy

Art History
Sophie Lorraine Heldt
Savannah Regan Hubbard
Samantha Moody
Eve Elizabeth Svoboda
Rachel Ann Sweeney

Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
Sophie Clare Eichelberger
Samir Sefiane
Caroline Lauren Williams

Chemistry
Meredith G. McNamee

Classics
Allison Anne Davis
Carolyn Jan Dorey
Sean Allan Hutson Moorman
Valerie Sydorenko

Digital Communication
Sara Marisa Campanelli Boehling
Kaitlin Marie Dixon
Audrey Taylor Gurkin
David Ross McClay III
Andrea Etheridge McDowell
Theresa Marie Rizzuto
Libby Ann Schinnow
Ingrid E. Smith
Victoria Hutchins von Dohlen

English and Comparative Literature
Laura Ellen Crook
Audrey Jocelyn Gibson
E. Josy Raheem

Exercise and Sport Science
Alessandra D. Aldave
Drew Alexandra Aldridge
Maxfield Drake Lane
Mckenzie I. Maneggia
Meghan Mary Neelon
Connor Oates
Megan Nicole Pierce
Nicholas Matthew Rice
Brandon Frank Robinson
Leah Marie Smith

Folklore
Claire Nicole Beiter

Geography
Hilary Grace Eliza Sandborn
Jayne Summers Willard
Brytani Alexandra Wooten

German Studies
Merlin Ganzevoort
Joseph Keith Lund
Luca Pixner
Theresa Sambruno Spannhoff

Global Studies
Amaranndi Penelope Barrett
Gabriel Bernardo da Silva
Sora Choe
Joshua Daniel Cordova
Eleni Maria East Econopouly
Alastair Newell Ferenbach
Kathryn Elizabeth Goodpaster
Scarlett Beatrice Hawkins
Della Hobson Huffines
Kayla Marie McManus-Viana
Neta Mishly
Haley Anna Morris
Sophia Alys Nissler
Luca Rampazzo
Clayton Watters
Alexander Scott Weber

History
Megan Elizabeth McClory
Madeleine Marie McGrady
Margaret Palmer
Cristian Roberto Walk

Linguistics
Alexander Charles Austin-Trongo
Xuan Hu
Janani Ramadurai

Media and Communication
Sarah Burgess
Wenxin Chen
Samantha Ellen Corcoran
Monica Leigh Crawford
Jesse Michelle French
John Broderick Gove
Sarah Hoylman Grubbs
Brian Robert Hogan
Christopher Patrick Kammerer
Ji Ye Kim
Allison Joan Mastroianni
Alanna Michele Leilani McCary
Alexandra Moudeve Sanchez
Katherine Cromwell Slate
Kiersten Nicole Steinbacher
Zachary David Turner
Atlantis Nila Warren
Monique Mae Williams
Jade Wilson
Walker Winslow Stephenson

Philosophy
Yan Chen
Zachary D. Ferguson
Ralph Parker Flanders
Ian James Kahn
William Charles Kanwischer
Logan Scott Mitchell
Meredith Camille Sheeks

Psychology
Adrienne Bonar
Nathan Field
Chaewon Lee
Maria Teresa Maza San Vicente
Bryan Jonathon Stiles

Romance Languages and Literatures
Maria Elizabeth Hrycza
Aubrey Claire Lewis
Jack Devry Riordan

Sociology
Pascal Bullock
Johannah Elisabeth Palomo
Anna Holiday Shelton-Ormond

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Adrienne-Nicole A.O. Abija
Robert Ernest Addington
William David Anderson
Jordan April
Ana Sofia Araujo D’Elia
Melissa Yokoe Ashbaugh
Chloe Donohoe
Michael English
Hannah Noelle Etter
Chrisly Brianna Fierros
Kevin Giff
Lance Joseph Gloss
Sylvia Greer
James Logan Hamilton
Walker Smith Harrison
Zoe Emily Elizabeth Huebner
Haki Obasi Johnson
Duncan Robert Jones
Josephine Jenita Justin
Talya Sarah Kravit
David Allen Theodore Kunz
Taylor Dean Lang
Gabriella Ardena Lott
Colin O’Quinn Lowe
Aimee Rene Marker-Katz
Cameron David McBroom-Fitterer
Kathryn Miller
Luke Davis Morin
Sophia Anise Nelson
Isabella Niemeyer
Justin Christopher Nolan
Amy Patronella
Kelsey Douglas Peterson
Kristin Podsiad
Jordan Edward Powell
Henry Leighton Read
Cesar Hernandez Reyes
Robert Duncan Richey
Mary Elizabeth Russell
Francesco Dante Goffredo Tassi
John MacNaughton Thompson
Maurice Blaine Tose II
Emma Katherine Vinella-Brusher
Sijia Wang
Jiayin Wang
Yuhua Wang

Tianyi Liu
Yin Liu
Wenwen Mei
Alvaro Clemente Quijano
Angarita
Yiran Song
Kexin Sun
Xuejun Sun
Sili Wang
Noah Mark Won
Meesheng Xiao
Zhendong Xie
Yumei Yang
Alice Wayin Yu
Ivy Yuan
Bojun Zhang
Xingyu Wang
Minghui Wang
Yishu Zhang
Lingbo Zhou
Akshay Paruchuri
Sagar Mahesh Patel
Tianyi Peng
Pierre-Nicolas Alphonse Perrin
Nicholas Paul Tapp-Hughes
Ian James Thomas
Zelin Tong
Graham Avery Trogdon
Md Asadullah Turja
Minh Thanh Vu
Kangda Wei
Shengjie Xu
Prateek Yadav
Hongyi Zhang
Mingli Zhang

Dental Hygiene Education
Jennie Elizabeth Ledbetter
Shahab Siahpoosh
Anna Justyn Zbroinska-Dickerson

Ecology
Quentin Isaiah Martinez
Kristen Elyssa Viera

Economics
Emilia Marshall
Alexandra Zrenner Sides
Kuangyi Xu

Endodontics
Timothy C. Gibson Jr.
Do Hyoeon Kim
Christopher M. Naglieri

Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Noemi Gavino-Lopez
Martina Gonzalez Bertello

Management
Hilary He-Jin Ahn
Robert Joseph Alvarez Jr.
Shveta Kaul
Brandon Michael Prettyman
Jieyao Wang

Mathematics
Michael Facci

Nutrition
Heba Akhtar
Syndie Ruth Funaro
Yunan Hu
Amy Elizabeth Lo
Thanh Nguyen Tran

Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology
Leen AlQudah

Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology
Anne Kathryn Dorsey
Ying-Shian Huang

Orthodontics
Erika Lee Babikow
Sara Betty Daniel
Steven Daniel Hancock
Thomas Matthews Hoopes II
Auvi Tu Tran

Periodontology
Yoon Chi
Teebok Daesung Choe
Rosemary Mullen Davis

Pharmaceutical Sciences
Amanda Marie Ball
Blake Thomas Barta
Kathrine Ruth Donnowitz
Justin Egan
Noah W. Fawcett
Samatha Sun-Hee Gruber
Andrew Ryan Henry Harsh
Meena George Mattamana
Kristen Beth McCullough
Robert Medina
Joyce Mosha
Sarah Nwabara
Chance Garnett Partlow
Charlotte Wells Pastoor
Surabhi Manilal Patel
Rebekah Placide
Roy Powell III
Austin Stephen Price
William Patrick Raley Jr.
John Killian Lavery Rodgers
Elizabeth Tinoco
Sydney Tu

Physics
Hwan Bae
Jonathan Louis Bush
Derrick Carr
A. Turchaninova
Jackson Waters

Prosthodontics
Leah N. Anderson
Anna Kihm Mcllwain
Asha Balu Sude

Speech and Hearing Sciences
Kayla Heather Bruns
Kristin Ariana Cohen
Vanessa Anita Coleman
Ramsey Elena Coyle
Rebecca Mu-En Davis
Karen Diaz
Laura Anne Dickerson
Melanie Faith Exum
Hannah Victoria Folks
Katherine Illissa Goldbaum
Jamie Li
Amelia Dianne Mrache
Margaret Ann Mundt
Haley Kate Murdock
Trusha Patel
THE SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
Est. 2001
Dean Aimee N. Wall

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Adrienne-Nicole A.O. Abija
Benjamin Nicholas Andrews
Danielle Oreoluwa Badaki
Daisy Calixtro Badillo
Sydni Collins Behm
Sherese LaKainin Bonner
Liam Jordan Braily
Elisabeth Grace Butler
Charles Frederic Bahnson
Chapman
Lillian Grace Copley
Bradley Craig Downs
Cierren Lynn Edmondson
Sara Marsh Ellis-Sanborn
Rory Clark Howard
Joseph Patrick Iadonisi
Jessica Melvin King
Delaney Allega King
Michelle Bloch Kirsh
Kellie Marie Landauer
Benjamin James Lasley
Lingchi Elizabeth Lo
Taryn Macaylee McDonald
Alexandra Rose Moehring
Meghan Leigh Moody
Sally Burks Moore
Adam Bryson Moore
Jacob Orman
Andrea Angelina Parra DeLeon
Jack Carter Pendergraph
Elizabeth Ivey Purcell

THE SCHOOL OF INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE
Est. 1931
Dean Gary Marchionini

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SCIENCE
Olaitan Aina Bamgbade
Allison Beatty
Irena Brain
Cade Cameron Carlson
Yi Tsung Chen
Yiran Chen
Xuesheng Chen
Xuyun Cheng
Patrick Lowell Conway
Samuel Kenneth Dalsheimer
Adaith Deo
Jiamu Ding
Yuxin Ding
Shuang Du
Zoe Abigail Flores
Chance Daniel Foley
Corinne Sophia Foster
Ethan J. Giattfelder
Zhian He
Owen Christopher King
Zixin Li
Hao Liang
Shizhao Liu
Ziqiao Ma
Venkata Krishna Vamsy Marni
Joseph Han Oh
Jiaqing Pan
Chul Yeun Park
Tian Qiu
Evelyn Ramirez-Flores
Elizabeth Kay Ranatza
Andrew Phillip Robinson
Gabrielle Luisa Rodriguez
Sean Thomas Rogers
Gabriela Santana
Cassandra Marie Saroza
Bobbie Shreiner
Denise Stroud
Yan Tang
Brianna Thompson
Yu-Wei Tseng
Shaohui Wang
Tianyi Wang
Pengxuan Wang
Delia Mae Ward Wegner
Ziyu Xia
Haoyu Xin
Yuang Yang
Jiaxin Yang
Yifan Yang
Hanzhong Ye
Qian Yu
Xiaohan Yu
Chao Yuan

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Est. 1879
Dean Wesley Burks

DOCTOR OF AUDIOLOGY
Kelly Margaret Anderson
Shannon Rose Culbertson
Amanda Grey Davis
Emily Geiger
Jane Allison Khin
Alexis Nye
Stephanie Ortega Calero
Reagan Manning Ruska
Victoria Nicole Sweeney
Kathryn Sobon Young

MASTER OF CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
Tashika Yongtique Cribb
Erica Charmaine Falcon
Caroline Elizabeth Henderson
Alexandra Riane Hesselgesser
Miranda Rose Holt
Elizabeth Anne Wade

MASTER OF RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE
Kistner Yvonne Javorski

2023 UNC COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
THE SCHOOL OF NURSING
Est. 1950
Dean Valerie Howard

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Arbaz Ahmad
Victoria Katherine Boyles
Laurie Delia Creech
Yangmei Deng
Gretchen D. Dettlinger
Brandi Pickard Easley
Jordan Taylor Etchison
Shannon Elizabeth Evans
Kathryn Rose Fedder
Claire Vita Fitzpatrick
Lisa Marie Foster
Juliana Gaerte Souza
Shatazamine Shannette Galloway
Yingqiu Gao
Jasmine Aletia Levy
Jordan Taylor Etchison
Jill Pell
Juliana Gaerte Souza
Shatazamine Shannette Galloway

THE UNC GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH
Est. 1939
Dean Nancy Messonnier

MASTER OF HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Gunay Abbasova
Sarah Ahmad
Shakerrie Denise Allmond
Simone Monet Bacon
Katherine Haemin Bae
Avery James Brau
Sarah Elizabeth Brom
Robert Irvin Bynum
Olivia Luisa Candela
Crystal Nhat Quynh Cao
Emily Dennin
Tyler Keith Devenport
Zylah Monique Harper
Destiny Alexis Hayes
Gualdaue Hernandez
Whitney Taylor Holmes
Lane Humphreys
Michael Robert Irwin
Suramie Precious Jay
Archana Josyula
Erina Nicole Kami
Poojan Karnik
Vikram Karthik
Priya Kashyap
Kevin Laws
Ridwaan Abdikadir Mohamed
Robert Andrew Muller
Ihunanya Ugomma Muruako
Manish Salvadore Nayak
Bruno Moreira Ottani
Bryn Price
Sara Jessica Rogers
Paripuranam Saravanavan
Alexander Joseph Scharer
Tianna Schiappa Pietra
Yeymi Aracelis Serrano Lopez
Jessica H. Tran
Gracyn Chu Hong Travitz
Dayle Louise Van Ess
Kyleigh Elizabeth Vestal
Jasmine Patrice Walker
Jillian Shana Ward

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Kyla Danae Adams Warnke
Georgina Ann Adatsi
Festus Folarew Adejumo
Sefanit Admasu
Annika Kathryn Aebker
Harsh Agarwal
Natasha Albanese
Salma Begum Ali
Waffa Ali
Laura Ann Allen
Olivia Clare-Bernice Allison
Carrie Deener Alsopugh
Kano Amagai
Jessica Tiffany Amberg
Caroline Grace Annas
Jordan April
Taylor Leigh Capretz Arbuckle
Julie Lek Azea
David Philip Artin
Simon Batamya Aseno
Claire Atherton
Zainab Azam
Kyle Daniel Azzara
Margaret Rose Bailey
Jeen Alain Barreiro-Rosado
Jillian Olivia Barthelemy
Valencia Marva Bascho-George
Rachel Sumner Beardsley
Annie Lakey Becker
Jacquelyn Mary Bedingham
Gina I. Beer
Jiaxun Bei
Kala Curran Bernard
Christina Alexandra Berteaux
Rebecca Berube
Cheyanne Sarah Bierly
Cheryl West Blevins
Lauren Ashley Blum
Sabey Leifer Boswell
Angelique Eleni Boutzoukas
Sierra N. Brantz
Katherine DuBoise Broadwell
Shannon Ashley Brooks
Kylie Broughal
Anastasia Brown
Christopher Daniel Burch
Sally Cabrera
Kelly Campbell
Kali Jean Cannon
Aaron W. Carpenter
Asia Carter
Sara Elizabeth Cathey
Jennifer McCravy Cavender
Stephanie Chang
Aisha Chicoat
Nicole Marie Clarke
Mattea Nicole Clarke
Serita Arianna Coles
Chloe Rose Coletta
Karlyn Elizabeth Conery
Kacey Elizabeth Corjulo
Calla Anastasia Cox
Ashley Anne Cram
Katherine Anne Crawford
Margaret Louise Cremin
Logan Stuart Crisp
Flora Keonaonaokapuapeke
Hanako Cross
Andrea Millary Cuevas
Jack Edgar Dalton
Leah Kristen Daniel
Hannah Jean Darr
Jessica Loreen Davidson
Kayaia Janae DeHoniesto
Karliye Jessica Denner
Caitlin Marie Dennison
Pooja Deshpande
Jackson Hill Devadas
Brianna Nicholette Dewitty
Dawn Michelle DiMare Thiery
Hanna Dingel
Ryan Edward Doerzbacher
Sauma Upile Mtila Doka
Alexander Paul Dolwick
Chloe Donohoe
Alison Montgomery Donohue
Emma L. Doran
Sarah Margaret Dressel
Ellen Anne Druebbisch
Molly Claire Dyer
Rachel Ear
Averyl Julian Edwards
Harper Ryce Eisen
Natsumi Koyama Ellis
Joy Michal Ellis
Lacie Jay Emmerich
Maria Esposito
Mikayla Mae Essenmacher
Megan Jessica Faber
Anuva Fellner
Lauren Elizabeth Ferner
Doruntina Fida
Alessandro Figueroa
Brendan Chisholm Finn
Gabrielle Elizabeth Fogg
Maegann Elizabeth Foster
Bryan Marie Francis
John Dyson Fravel
Jenna Christine Frey
Kelli Gaus
Jazzmin Ariana Gentry
Shomik Chowdhury Ghosh
Teiera Denise Gillespie
Michelle Gillig
Meredith Glass
Avanti Monica Godbole
Ruofan Gongye
Edward Matthew Chan Gonzales
Karina Kenagy Gonzalez
Trisha Green
Madeleine Claire Green
Sara Lynn Green
Ana Teresa Gutierrez Ramirez
Jennifer C. Gutierrez-Wu
Emily Jean Haas
Sarah E. Hackman
Semhal Alem Hadgu
Natalie Hairston
Mia Ashmore Haller
Brittany Danielle Hamilton
Rana Youssry Hammouda
Clara Elizabeth Hare-Grogg
Alec Hartman
Caroline Hays
Clare Elizabeth Henderson
Kaitlin Hiciano
Fantasia Tatanyá Hill
Clark Daniel Hitchcock
Destiny Louise Ho
Jasmine Nicole Hodges
Samantha Cheyenne Hoelzer
Marilyn Lucille Hohl
Abigail Holt
Abigail Hughes
Aaron J. Hult
Danielle Callie Hume
Orobosa Ideneh
Darius CeBron Ingram
Ana Jafarinia
Ying Jin
Sarah Straka Jiadice
Jasmine Nicole Johnson
Lois Christine Johnson
Joanne Johnson
Enioluwaduroti Abigail Johnson
Alayah Cyan Johnson-Jennings
Shaun Ray Jones
Ryan Carter Jones
Erin Jones
Seowoong Jung
Maanasa Kanimili
Julie Rose Katz
Margaret Kelly
Min Kyung Kim
Mitchell O’Hara Kimber
Elizabeth Kimmel
Logan Marie Klein
Abigail Knoble
Saayli Kokitkar
Carolyn Brogna Kowalski
Stephanie Krasteva
Merideth H. Kraus
Amy Kryston
Manjari A. Kumarappan
Ling Wai Iris Kwok
Christina G. Labows
Josefina Paz Labra Escudero
Quaanah Lake
Emma Frances Landau
Emily Anna Lane
Robyn MacKenzie Lane
Laarni Escantilla Lapat
Susanna Rose Larkin
Kai Nishime Larson
Katherine Alesa Latour
Kristopher Brandon-Paul LaTour
Yasmeen Lee
Daniel M. Lercher
Corey Elizabeth Levinson
Marcea Clarice Lewis
Gisella Tellys Lie
Rebekah Lim
Madeline Jean Link
Maria Catherine Lohmann
Christopher Lopez
Katherine Elizabeth Lucas
Caylin Arianna Luebeck
Veda Luthra
Kelly Ann Lyons
Heather Patrice Maclean
Jordyn Magenheim
Sabrina Kate Malagon
Rachael Anjala Manasseh
Mexan Mapouka
Jared Mathewson
Amia Maquel Matthews
Karla Zeline Matthews-Brown
Monica Chloe Mazloum
Margaret Christine Rose
McCaffity
Jemya Danielle McClendon Battle
Carly McCray
Breanna McGinnis
Mary Catharine McKeithen
Joy Olivia Asantewaa McLeod
Courtney Shaneice McMillian
Joy Danielle McNeil
LaShunta Renae McQueen
Stephany Julissa Medina-Molina
Allyson Foster Medlin
Caroline Joanne Meek
Zara Natasha Mehta
Alex Tobias Menninger
Robert Reynold Merhige V
Madeleine Marie Metz
Grace Elizabeth Mikula
Megan Elaine Miller
Joxa Alexa Mills
Alexa N. Moberley
Amina Ali Mohamed
Katherine Anne Mollenkopf
Catalina Montiel
Valerie May Moore
Mykela Michelle Moore
Sara Elizabeth Moreno
Ta’Jalik Na’Zeer Morgan
Gabriella Sophia Morin
Seth D. Morrison
Jing Isabella Murray
Chase Timothy Myers
Abigail Nelson
Jessica Maya Neupane
Allison Kriss Newman
Mary Cloud Newman
Niha Lynette Newton
Kim Nguyen
Jacqueline Nguyen
Madeleine Jennifer Nieto
Violet Simmons Noe
Lauren Noll
Jennifer Norka
Lyndsey Marie Nunes
Ivania S. Niñez Amador
Ruth Schekina Nwefo
Lillian O’Toole
ChiKom Zeny Ojukwu
Abigail Chloe Okeefe
Olivia Cook Ontjes
Sara Stella Ortega
Ana M. Ortega-Biedler
Jessica Otero
Alexandra Otto
Taylor Simone Dolly Outler
Claire Reuter Ozoral
Sophie Anna Page
Matthew Alan Palmer
Thayjus Pancholi
Amanda Pasko
Susannah Manly Pazdan
Rose Maria Pedro Vicente
Jing Peng
Hannah Pepprock
Courtney Rose Peragallo
Mary Ofem Peter
Olivia Z. Peters
Emily Britt Peterson
Lisa Ngoc Pham
Mahesh Venkata Pinapaka
Ariana Nichole Pitcher
Kristin Podsiad
Amalia Poster
Hannah Marie Preston
Emily Grace Proehl
Caroline Nicole Pruitt
Xiaorui Qu
Jennifer Page Quesenberry
Mariana Quintero
Brittany Janet Raffa
Grace Rochelle Rahman
Jacob Alan Rains
Rachel Ram
Alissa Rams
Sarah Elizabeth Reedy
Katelyn Register
Emma Christine Reynolds
Dariann Raven Rickerson
Margaret Ann Roach
Jessica Anne Roe
Charlotte Nash Rogus
Tameia Breonia Ross
Khadiya Ross
Maggie Samantha Rothenberg
Sarah Alice Rothstein
McKenna Rose Roudebush
Despina Nicholas Saffo
Jean Mitchell Salisbury
Alyssa Walker Salsman
Suryanarayanan Sampath
Brittany Quynh Sample
Haley Samuel-Jakubos
Sady Dakota San
Jessica Christine Sanchez
Kerri Ann Sanders
Peyton Attaway Scalise
Orophosa Idehen
Taylor Elise West
Kaitlin Hiciano
Fantasia Tatanyá Hill
Clark Daniel Hitchcock
Destiny Louise Ho
Jasmine Nicole Hodges
Samantha Cheyenne Hoelzer
Marilyn Lucille Hohl
Abigail Holt
Abigail Hughes
Aaron J. Hult
Danielle Callie Hume
Orobosa Ideneh
Darius CeBron Ingram
Ana Jafarinia
Ying Jin
Sarah Straka Jiadice
Jasmine Nicole Johnson
Lois Christine Johnson
Joanne Johnson
Enioluwaduroti Abigail Johnson
Alayah Cyan Johnson-Jennings
Shaun Ray Jones
Ryan Carter Jones
Erin Jones
Seowoong Jung
Maanasa Kanimili
Julie Rose Katz
Margaret Kelly
Min Kyung Kim
Mitchell O’Hara Kimber
Elizabeth Kimmel
Logan Marie Klein
Abigail Knoble
Saayli Kokitkar
Carolyn Brogna Kowalski
Stephanie Krasteva
Merideth H. Kraus
Amy Kryston
Manjari A. Kumarappan
Ling Wai Iris Kwok
Christina G. Labows
Josefina Paz Labra Escudero
Quaanah Lake
Emma Frances Landau
Emily Anna Lane
Robyn MacKenzie Lane
Laarni Escantilla Lapat
Susanna Rose Larkin
Kai Nishime Larson
Katherine Alesa Latour
Kristopher Brandon-Paul LaTour
Yasmeen Lee
Daniel M. Lercher
Corey Elizabeth Levinson
Marcea Clarice Lewis
Gisella Tellys Lie
Rebekah Lim
Madeline Jean Link
Maria Catherine Lohmann
Christopher Lopez
Katherine Elizabeth Lucas
Caylin Arianna Luebeck
Veda Luthra
Kelly Ann Lyons
Heather Patrice Maclean
Jordyn Magenheim
Sabrina Kate Malagon
Rachael Anjala Manasseh
Mexan Mapouka
Jared Mathewson
Amia Maquel Matthews
Karla Zeline Matthews-Brown
Monica Chloe Mazloum
Margaret Christine Rose
McCaffity
Jemya Danielle McClendon Battle
Carly McCray
Breanna McGinnis
Mary Catharine McKeithen
Joy Olivia Asantewaa McLeod
Courtney Shaneice McMillian
Joy Danielle McNeil
LaShunta Renae McQueen
Stephany Julissa Medina-Molina
Allyson Foster Medlin
Caroline Joanne Meek
Zara Natasha Mehta
Alex Tobias Menninger
Robert Reynold Merhige V
Madeleine Marie Metz
Grace Elizabeth Mikula
Megan Elaine Miller
Joxa Alexa Mills
Alexa N. Moberley
Amina Ali Mohamed
Katherine Anne Mollenkopf
Catalina Montiel
Valerie May Moore
Mykela Michelle Moore
Sara Elizabeth Moreno
Ta’Jalik Na’Zeer Morgan
Gabriella Sophia Morin
Seth D. Morrison
Jing Isabella Murray
Chase Timothy Myers
Abigail Nelson
Jessica Maya Neupane
Allison Kriss Newman
Mary Cloud Newman
Niha Lynette Newton
Kim Nguyen
Jacqueline Nguyen
Madeleine Jennifer Nieto
Violet Simmons Noe
Lauren Noll
Jennifer Norka
Lyndsey Marie Nunes
Ivania S. Niñez Amador
Ruth Schekina Nwefo
Lillian O’Toole
ChiKom Zeny Ojukwu
Abigail Chloe Okeefe
Olivia Cook Ontjes
Sara Stella Ortega
Ana M. Ortega-Biedler
Jessica Otero
Alexandra Otto
Taylor Simone Dolly Outler
Claire Reuter Ozoral
Sophie Anna Page
Matthew Alan Palmer
Thayjus Pancholi
Amanda Pasko
Susannah Manly Pazdan
Rose Maria Pedro Vicente
Jing Peng
Hannah Pepprock
Courtney Rose Peragallo
Mary Ofem Peter
Olivia Z. Peters
Emily Britt Peterson
Lisa Ngoc Pham
Mahesh Venkata Pinapaka
Ariana Nichole Pitcher
Kristin Podsiad
Amalia Poster
Hannah Marie Preston
Emily Grace Proehl
Caroline Nicole Pruitt
Xiaorui Qu
Jennifer Page Quesenberry
Mariana Quintero
Brittany Janet Raffa
Grace Rochelle Rahman
Jacob Alan Rains
Rachel Ram
Alissa Rams
Sarah Elizabeth Reedy
Katelyn Register
Emma Christine Reynolds
Dariann Raven Rickerson
Margaret Ann Roach
Jessica Anne Roe
Charlotte Nash Rogus
Tameia Breonia Ross
Khadiya Ross
Maggie Samantha Rothenberg
Sarah Alice Rothstein
McKenna Rose Roudebush
Despina Nicholas Saffo
Jean Mitchell Salisbury
Alyssa Walker Salsman
Suryanarayanan Sampath
Brittany Quynh Sample
Haley Samuel-Jakubos
Sady Dakota San
Jessica Christine Sanchez
Kerri Ann Sanders
Peyton Attaway Scalise
Rosemarie Elizabeth Schar
Virginia Anne Schar
Mallory Taylor Schultz
Anaabeel Sen
Kelly Jo Sewell
Fatem Khalil Shaer
Madison Joyce Shaffer
Priya Yogesh Shah
Siddharth Shankar
Abhishek Shankar
Samantha Rachel Shapiro
Cynthia Marie Sharpe
Anna Margaret Shaw
Elizabeth Hyun-Ah Shin
Deborah Olabisi Shoolu
Samuel Michael Shutt
Richard Siira
Mason Edward Simmons
Mark Andrew Simon
Margaret Anna Simonds
Alexandra Jenine Simpson
Nandini Jyoti Singh
Rachel Smith
Dillon Oakley Smith
Ashya Christian Janaye Smith
Katherine Snider
Nicole L. Snyder
Sharon Son
Carlos Roberto Soto Díaz
Selin Soyupak
Stephanie Sophia Sperry
Alexa Michelle Stachowski
Jordan Elizabeth Stallings
Madeline Rose Stutz
Tyana Janessa Summers
Chang Sun
Emma Swarts
Madelyn Alyse Swedberg
Alyssa Marie Swenson
Madeline Elise Swindle
Brian Daniel Swinehart
Caroline Elizabeth Taheri
Deja Taliaferro
Milicen Camila Tamayo Bayas
Yuhan Tao
Victoria Naa Kaa Tetteh
Reshma Ann Thomas
Julissa Thompson
Lauren Timms
Kira Imani Tompkins
Amy Lien Tran
Victoria Elena Triana
Purva Dilip Trivedi
Tyler Paige Trudo
Vimbai Grace Tsodzo
Nazarene Eunice Tubman
Elyssa Denise Tucker
Emily Hunnings Turkinson
Briana Gabrielle Turner
Lindsey Ann Tushman
Katherine Tyrlik
Irene Park Ulrich
Inara Valliani
Daniela Alejandra Vargas
Lara Veldman
Anna VerKuilen
Emma Katherine Vinella-Brusher
Kacia Devai Vines
Mackenzie Leigh Vogan
Anna Grace Wagner
Tiana Earlene Washington
Willow Marie Webb
Karla Weidner
Meredith A. Welch
Mikayla Rae Welch
Taylor Elise West
Taya Jordyn Westfield
Patricia Lee Whalen
Samuel James White
Shelby Nicole White
Madison Grace White Roberts
Callie Ann Whitesell
Anna Wilgenburg
Micah Wilford Wilkins
Haley Elizabeth Williams
Ronald Craig Williamson III
Sedona Sowell Wilson
Zachary MacDonald Witkin
Shannon Wnorowski
Deborah Mayer Woglom
Kathryn Marie Wolf
Jennifer E. Wong
Kaleab D. Worku
Fan Wu
Guozheng Yang
Chloe Jawnen Yang
Tiffany Kaielyn Yeh
Ging Nua Yu
Lydia Mairwen Zakia-Fahey
Walter Robert Zerniak IV
Jiayi Zhou
Jami Lynne Zimmerman
Matthew J. Zink
Lindsey Marie Zink

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL RESEARCH**

Elizabeth C. Arant
Sasha Deutsch-Link
Shakira Jeanene Grant
Christopher Edward Jensen
Eman Mahmoud Mohamed
Metywally
Rachel Leigh Randell
Benjamin Jacob Sines
Afua K. Takyi
Meredith Kathrin Wise

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH**

Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Samantha Paige Feinstein
Elena Marie McDermott
Sarah N. Simm
Kristina Nicole Stuckey

Epidemiology
Anna Francesca Ballou
Jessica Anne Swansstrom

Health Behavior
Carolina Ruiz
Maleka Walker

**Health Policy and Management**

Michelle Stephanie Carreño Lara
Lauren Marie Christopher
Emmaline Keese
Mariana Lehoucq
Ashlyn Taylor Neuwirth
Vanessa Rodriguez
Helen Rolf

Alexis Renae Gadeke-Reece
Jennifer Michelle Hankle Ganser
Graceylvon Giduz
Brigitta Octavia Goshen
Anna Doll Hagner
Natalie Hirston
Melanie Clark Hall
Julia Elizabeth Hanes
Cora Lamb Hirschfeld
Davis Jenkins Hodge
Megan Bosworth Hoyt
Ericka La’Neita Hurt
Paul Janampa
Jazmyn Lanae Jones
Amanda Mackenzie Jones
Hannah Irene Korycinska
Anna Patricia Kull
Brianna Grace Kuo
Yazmin Lara Risano
Hope Ajanai Lewis
Sara Lind
Katherine Emily Loebner
Jennie Laine Lugten
Marah Meade Macon
Stephanie Alejandro Manosalvas
Hannah Corinne Marion
Grace Hannah Mark
Alyza Francesca McAlmon
Connor Elizabeth McCaffrey
Melson Annette McDonald
Ian Andrew McDonald
Andrew Pyles Mcgee
Mary Katherine Melton
Whitney Nicole Miller
Walter Gordon Moczygemma
Sydney Lane Mohnasky
Morgan Philip Moore
Emily Jean Moran
Anna Reece Mulhollem
Hawthorne Myers
Olivia Neely
Hannah Virginia Williams
Neukrug
Bianca Olivaress
Kathleen Rose Olson
Makenzie Caroline Osborne
Tiffany Ann Packard
Yaelin Perez-Albanil
Kara Caldwell Perrell
Breanna Nicole Puryear
Ehmu Ra
Cameron Denise Robinson
Sarah Grace Rompolo
Rachel Dianne Rood
Samatha Raucher Salkin
Gretchen McMullen Sanchez
Sydney N. Schildnecht
Logan Christina Seelman
Ilana Shtivelman
Laurny Michaela Singletary
Willissa Claudette Smith
Anna Given Spangler
Lydia Stellwag
Grace Keating Stephenson
Phillip Michael Stillman
Tucker Norris Stone
Corrine Leigh Taylor
Kathleen Thompson
Joi Nichaela Turnage
Luis A. Velarde Gentosen
Minnie Simmons Vickers
Kacia Devai Vines
Juliana Eva Vossenberg
Matthew S. Walton
Abigail R. Ward
Alison Krispin Waters
Alena Bryce Welch
Payton Emerson Calvert Williams
Victoria Williams
Rachel Branch Wilson
Hannah Michelle Wolfe
Edison Bennett Wood
Kenesha Lashawn Wood
Katherine Lamour Woolard
Kacey L. Wyman
Kelsey Leigh Yokovich
Mary Oppegaaard York
Lydia Mairwen Zakia-Fahey
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

MAY 2023

DEGREES WITH DISTINCTION

To graduate with distinction or with highest distinction, undergraduate students must have completed at least 45 academic hours at UNC-Chapel Hill and have an overall grade point average of at least 3.5 or 3.8, respectively.

HONORS CAROLINA

Honors Carolina is an outstanding collection of courses, special events, and learning opportunities geared toward the top students at Carolina. It is the University’s way of investing in exceptional undergraduate students by providing academic and non-academic challenges and opportunities, both inside and outside the classroom. Honors Carolina students receive priority registration for more than 160 Honors courses each year. These are small classes, taught by professors who encourage classroom discussion and hands-on research.

Students who wish to graduate from Carolina “with Honors” or “with Highest Honors” must complete a senior honors thesis project in their major field(s) of study. Such students need not have been members of Honors Carolina. They must, however, meet academic eligibility standards set by Honors Carolina and the individual departments, curricula, and professional schools that sponsor senior honors thesis programs. Senior honors thesis students must complete an original and substantial research, performance, or creative project under direct supervision by a faculty advisor. Upon the completion of their projects, students must pass an oral examination or other appropriate form of evaluation.

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Est. 1795
Dean James W.C. White

BACHELOR OF ARTS

African, African American, and Diaspora Studies
Wisdom Oghenefiwiworo Asaboro
Jorren Louis Biggs*
Terri R. Boone
Aleenih Shakur Carter-Kee
Noah Ali Clapacs*
Julia Silva Clark
Jarrah B. Faye*
Kelse Aaron McAdon++
Darius Lamar Powell
Greear Arthur Webb*

American Studies
Salena Faith Braye-Bulls*
Elizabeth Croft*
Angelica Dinh
Diane Beth Jeanette Gildehaus*
Sophie Nicole Hass**
Madison Grace Heartley*
Lily Elizabeth Faith Lehman
Trevor Jordan Rouse
Hannah Fields Utz*

Anthropology
Magdalina Isabelle Albert*
April Guadalupe Alcantar-Morales*
Erian Raquel Batten-Hicks*
Oliver Jordan Cope*
Tori Jewel DevWald++
Katherine Olivia Diamond*
Garrett Phillip Enloe*
Caroline Benthall Hawthorne
Zachary Van Beurden Hibbard*
Melissa Marcus*
Mary Katherine Mauney++
Reily Elisabeth Mellow+
Cameron Myers Milne++
Rachel E. Niemira+
Hattie Madeline Parsley*

Archaeology
Amanda Lee Alonzo*
William Reynoldson Ball
Brooke Natalia Madison
Abigail Martin*
Katherine Elizabeth Trowbridge*

Art History
Catherine Rachel Augustyn*
Carmella Gabrielle Ferraro
Payton Mackenzie Kaeding*
Abigail Martin*
Lilli Skye Treppel

Asian Studies
April Guadalupe Alcantar-Morales*
Katherine Emma Angell**
Hadi N. Barakat*
Ann Chen
James Thomas Dixon IV
Emily Yuki Foster*
Mengzhou Zhou Fu*
Taylor M. Gaskins*
G. R. George*
Seung Hee Han
Shannon Jymmesa Hunter
Colin Alexander Mackay*
Arush Majumdar*
Janet Wairimu Mbugua
Amber Ye-eun McLane*
Clare Ai Nolan*
Sar*ah Quinn*
Shareen Rahmathulla*
Kody Benjamin Robinson
Brittany Sanchez Acevedo
Adia Christine Smalls

Parker Elizabeth Phillips*
Olivia Hope Redman
Leni Isabel Schenkel**+
Parker Elizabeth Phillips*

* Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester.
+ Indicates Honors recipient.
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipient.

§ Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.
Samuel W. Stone*
Mengni Leanne Wang*
Jacqueline Marie Wilhelm

**Biology**
Ashley Nicole Alexander
Danyal Waheed Ansari
Ashley Arreola
Anne Scott Baker
William Reynoldson Ball
Hadi N. Barakat+
Amber Lynn Barbour
Eli Ashley Barnett*
Madonna Emad Baselios
Brian Sims Benson III*
Julia Grace Borchelt
Erin Julia Bostic
Zoe Madison Bourque*
Allison Iva Brashaw
Jillian Taylor Bratton
Megan Elizabeth Burkes
Adalgeovany Caceres
Julia Elizabeth Carden*
Salem Eliese Cartner*

Ha Eun Choi**+
Anna Catherine Clifton*
Trevor Miles Cole
Zachary Conley
Karla Rubi Cordova Araujo*
Avery Michelle Coward
Daniel Anthony Crowder
Charisma Victoria Daniel
Lauren Micaiah Davis
Jacob Baxter Dobson
Nayeli L. Duckworth*
Joshua D. Eisner
Gilary Onil Espinoza Andrade*
Emma Grace Fagerberg+
Sarah Ruth Froning
Nigel Malik Goinz
Madalyn Ayala Gomez
Lesly Areli Gomez Buenaventura
Brooke Rylee Hall
Henry Grayson Hall
Abigail Maxine Hamrick*
Nancy Margaret Hardesty*
Meagan Harrington***++
Sally Salah eldeen Hassan
Melanie J. Hernandez
Molly McBride Herring*
Laura Elizabeth Hughes*
Tyler Jamison Hunt
Adrian Chandler Iannamico*
Teodor Iliev
Courtney Allison Ingerick
Kyaja Qunay Jackson
Lauren C. Jelic
Mariana Jimenez
Tate Westbrook Jones*
Jenny Myeongji Kim*
Katharine Christine King***+
Alexa Marie Koures*
Fefe-Adom Krentsil*
Kally C. Kumnick*
Taylor Rae LaZur*
Janiah LaShay Lawrence
Cesilia Alexandra Lewis
Jon Christopher Ley
Caroline Alexa Livingston
Sophia Martin
Jessica Leigh Matthews
Brandi Elizabeth McCoy
Caroline Palmer McGinn*
Sarah Margaret McVay*
Nicole Ann Mercer*
Cassidy Elizabeth Millner
Aida Mitchell
Elie Margaret Mitchell
Jack Thomas Mix
Jade Kristen Monday*
Melanie Ariel Monserate
Ian Grant Moretz
Katlyn Brooke Mote
Lauren Paige Mulley*
Hannah Y. Nam
Jillian Nhu hoang Nguyen*
Madison Nicole Nichols
Sophia Francesca Palmieri***+++ 
Ian Tyler Payne 
Riley McNeill Peterken*
Kayley Eliza Pojman
Adamas Reyes*
Andrew Reynolds
Caroline Richter*
Bridgett Marie Rios
Ashleigh Takeitha Roberson
Brianna Liz Santiago+
Lauren Fay Self
Kaya Leigh Shotwell
Bria N. Smith
Juliet Spafford
Gretta Lakin Strickland*
Alejandra Maria Suarez Garcia*
Hannah Susanne Sullivan
Ananya Tadikonda***++
Nicholas Ryan Tessau
Reanna Nicole Theobald
Yasmine Bailey Thigpen
Darius D. Thompson
Kiara Renee Thompson
Jay Tonn*
Valeria Urbina Orellana*
Yashvi Dinesh Vardhan*
Laura Louise Watson*
Heather Mackenzy Williams
Andrew Michael Withrow*
Brian Xiong
Madison Alexa-Rae Yearout*
Muna Abdisalam Yusuf

**Chemistry**
Ella Rose Babcock*
Anna Kathryn Bryson
Mikayla Kathleen Cummings
Sam B. Duggan++
Richard John Ebri
Grace Alexandra Eramo*
Sierra Evelyn Foster*+
Allison Janea Gray*
Austin Emil Ibrahim*
Evan Micah Izzo
Chufan Andrew Jin***++
Angelica Joshi*
David Anderson King
Janey Elizabeth Krehbrink*
Bao Q. Le
Houston Thomas Lish

§ Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.
* Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester.
+ Indicates Honors recipient.
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipient.
Shuyan Liu
Colyn Anne Ventura Martin
Sofia Martin
Dalton James McGlamery*
Reilly Elizabeth Mellert*
Makala Ashley Moses
Claire Moxham*
Taylor Nicole Murray*+
Jorell Brandon Musto
Julie Nguyen*+
Samuel Chukwunonye Okonkwo
Manav Bindesh Parikh*++
David Neal Pendleton*+
Tien Thanh Phan*++
Sydney Hannah Shapiro*
Ana Margarita Celestial Tan*++
Christopher John Tola
Marina Torras*+
Timmy N. Tran*+
Ashley Ann Villanueva
Kayleigh Anne Walker
Kevin Jason Wang
William Charles Witt*+
Jingyun Wu*+
Jeremiah Zerui Xu*++
Alexandra Helen Yarashevich*
Roger Taoran Yu*+
Alejandro David Zavaleta
Tina Zheng*

Classics
Carlos Daniel Barrero*
Emily Rose Bratt*
Margaret Ann Hall*+
John Douglas Harris
Joseph William Harris*
Mia Caroline Hoover*+
David Jackson Lillie*
Wyndham Elisabeth Merrill*+
Charlie Moreau*+
Madeline Elizabeth Nielsen*+
Peter Thomas*+
Taylor Hope Thompson

Communication Studies
Katherine Olivia Amos*
Olanike Khadijah Anifoswose
Sebastian Aragon
Shelby Natalya Armstrong*
Gabrielle Laura Atkinson*+
Carter Wells Bilbro*+
Gracie Taylor Brown
Elizabeth Paige Brumley
Sarah Elizabeth Budddecke
Amani Faith Bushiri*
Anthony Cairo
Pengyi Chen*+
Alexis Andrade Cocchio*+
A Cook*
Caroline Maria Cooper
Haleigh Madison Cooper*+
Spencer Jocelyn Cruz
Caterina Marie D’Ambrosio
Charisma Victoria Daniel
Tikiyah Marie Davis
William Earl Davis III
Zarah Nicole Davis
Katherine E. Desmond
Chloe Nicole Dodd
Kimberly Ann Doody*
Madison Brooks Edwards
Jayna Mishell Ellis
Isabel Marie Estes*
Joshua Tyler Evers*
Zixuan Fan*+
Cameron Hayes Fardy
Jordan Mikayla Fenty*+
Zane Daniel Fish*
Kelly FitzSimons
Janae Ihi`i Lanu Cruz Gamara
Matthew Charles Geibba
John William Gowen*
Zachary Richard Harrison*
Madison Ann Hensley*
Ashley Catherine Hohmann*
Adrian Chandler Iannamico*
Alisarah Jaidee Ithipathachai*
Zachary Jarrett Jackson
Skylar Loraine Jahnke*
Samuel Blaine Johnson*
Casey Peni Jones
Matthew John Kacinsky
Michael Walter Kane*
Stephen Shinyaung Kang*+
Adam Charles Kerr
Jenny Soo Kim*
Caroline Grace Kolet*
Emma Lindsay Koslow*+
Audrey Hannah Ebnouluwa Ladle*
Anna Rose Laufenberg*
Elizabeth Martin Leonard*+
Zhuoy Li*
Maxwell Dean Linke
Ruxin Liu*
Alexa Nicole Long*
Jurnee Lopez
Jamilah Malik-Ismail
Emily Matthews*
Jalen Anthony McKoy*++
Shelby Anderson McMab*
Nicholas R. McLauren*
Jessica Lorene Medlin*+
Jonathan Duane Melton*
Lydia Faith Merck*
Wyndham Elisabeth Merrill*+
Connie Suzanne Miller
Reagan Haynes Miller
Roman Alexander Mitchell
Makayla Cherise Morgan*+
Katherine Anastasia Olmsted
Justin Michael Olson
Sacha Orcel
Susan Blythe Palmer
Gina Park*+
Hayden Park*
Mary Katherine Parker*
Hayley Elizabeth Parsons*
Isabella Linnea Patterson*
Fernando Andres Perez**+
Layla Grace Peykamian*
Anna Elizabeth Phillips*
Mason Cole Phillips
Phoebe Farrand Pike*
Kayla Catherine McKendree
Powell
Pooja Paayal Prasad*
Nathanial Jenkins Proctor*
Aiden Puccio*+
Tarif Al Rahman
William Howard Riddle III
Courtney Eileen Robertson
Jack Best Robinson*+
Anna Rose Rombach*
Parker Quinn Roy*
Jordan Lockwood Rustin*
William Maurice Sandy
DeAndre Donnell Sawyer*
Rylan Grace Schenk-Turner*
Emma Joyce Schiek*+
Ryan Christopher Schmelzle*
Aashna Ravin Shah*
Mia McNeal Elliott Shaw
Caroline Inga Shealy
Maia Marie Sheets*
Avni Pandya Singh
Corinne Olivia Somers*+
James Odell Stamey
Gretchan Anne Stanicek*
Lexi Logan Stewart*
Audrey E. Stiefel*
Madeline Haley Sussman
Isabella Valentina Sztyber
Robert Daniel Tillman
Charles Roland Underwood
Ketakai Sonali Ravindra Upasani*
Daysi Noemly Valenzuela
Anna Tu Van
Owen McConnell Van Sickle*
Katherine Grace Vick*
Alex Robert Victoriae
Katherine C. Wheby*
Fletcher Matthew Williams*
Katherine Elizabeth Lackey
Williams
Kendall LeeAnn Williams*+
Morgan Renee Williams*
Mary Amber Worley
Kirsten Zeug
Hannah Elizabeth Ziegler*+
Halsey Catherine Ziglar*

Computer Science
Simmi Agarwal*
Awi Nikkar Agrawal
Sarah Kamal Alhajji*+
Wid Alkadoon
Oriana Dea Apostoli
Mathew Abuya Atisa
Ravilla Kishan Babiju*
Wilson Avery Barr
Caroline Ruby Bennison*
Riley Bergamasco*
Cody James Bollinger
Andrew Jack Buchanan*+
Abigail Rose Bunta
Anthony Kyrus Burch
Zachary G. Chaloupecky*
Ira Chandramouli
Alfred Chen
Jackie Fang Chen
Liya Chen*+
Iris Chen*+
Rudra Cirigiri
Michael Stuart Conney
Josiah T. Connors
Lucy McMallister Conway
Brian Jeffrey Cooper*
Hayden Isaac Davis
Albert Christian DeMarco
Henry Harvey Duperier
Caroline Kelley Felman
Sadie Eliene Franklin*
Reed Shepherd Freilick*
Bryan Caleb Gill*
Matthew Steele Gilmore*
Carter Matthew Goldman*
Zachary Elias Gordon*
Lindsay Gray Greene*
Brooke Danielle Hackney
Misagh Haghar *
Aneka L. Harper*+
Indyaa Marqui Harvey
Henderson Miles Hassell
Tianyuan He
Claire Hoffman Helms*+
Cole Henry
Connor Harrison Hatchings*
Cole William Hoffman*
Zheyu Huang*+
Aidan Brooks Hunt*
Matthew Sedwick Hutchinson Jr.
Angus William Hastings Ingram
Sachith Haravu Iyengar
Peter Henry Jackson*
Lingling Sarah Jacobson
Rohan Jangala
Frederich Ji*+
Ankit Singh Karki
Vishal Reddy Kasula
Anthony Kayode
Mubashshir Mohammad Khan
Maddison Milind Khire*
Joseph Yongmin Kim*+
Andrew McAllister King*
Taylor Anne Knoll
Chae Hyun Lee*+
Hugo Hargreaves Lemos
Duya Li*
Claire Liang
Colin Patrick Liebe
Boyu Liu*+
Elvin Han-Zhe Liu
Feiyang Long*
Noah Daniel Macfarlane
Abigail Marie Marlett*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Honors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kasey Morgan Price</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley M. Radtke</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Ashley Rafferty</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axel Ivan Ramos-Lara</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Isabela Ramsey</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Ann Reavis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Alece Rhoda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristen Carole Rich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lila Gordon Richardson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Nicole Richmond</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siena Maria Ritter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Marie Rojas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Daniel Rosenzweig</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Carol Salyards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leni Isabel Schenkel</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Joile Skeel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khari Jabez Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Thomas Steele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Michael Swan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reese Louise Thompson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Michael Tomei</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conner Elizabeth Tucker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen McConnell Van Sickle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Henry Van Welzen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taliyah Mistique Vann</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Ruiz Vazquez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makenna N. Vieira-Lewis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel David Wallace</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyson Lee Weeks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliah Whitfield</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Nicole Wilcher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Windom Wilson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavin J. Woolard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Grace Yannotta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe' Brianne Allen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majed Abdullah Alshanteer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paloma Isabella Rose Baca</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Iva Bradshaw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Lee Campbell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tavon Rashad Cates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Peters Cory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Ann Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Elizabeth Douglas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Spence Followil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Hall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Heflin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Hernandez-Lopez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Henry Hilbrands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reagan Elise Jarrett</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America Estrella Juarez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maldonado</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Elizabeth Constance Knudsen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Jung Lee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson Rose Leek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Christian Lopez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Rose Lorenzo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Heisler MacKinnon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Danysha Madrigal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanna Marie Mahle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Erik Manchester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Anne Martin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Hannah McCarthy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace McClure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena Joane Mitzi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Ariel Monserate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Francesca Palmieri</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Carroll Pankin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Grace Parker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Grace Parvin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Abramson Pons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Wilson Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Hope Redman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Jane Reitig</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maia Marie Schweikert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline S. Scott</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Alyss Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria L. Song</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Stewart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Danielle Tallmadge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Loken Thorsheim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhavi Trika</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srilekhya Vennamaneni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikalus Dean Ward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Kali Wilson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Jade Wong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Xu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exercise and Sport Science</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yazan Alhassan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia K. Andrews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockford Andrews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armando Linwood Bacot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saul Badillo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Nicole Bailey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Erin Banks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Richard Barnes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Robinson Bean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethel Destawork Belayneh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander L. Benaim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Nicole Benson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casandra Jean Berens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Berkenblit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Bertos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Patrick Black</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyton Lovelace Black</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Joyce Blackley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T’Maya Le’Asia Blue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsten Imani Blunder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Rose Boardwine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langdon Forlaw Boliek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Boody</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graceanne Wilkins Boone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Kent Bowyer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blair Autumn Bracey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kailey Sophia Brenner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacie Ann Britt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Katherine Broderick</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Patrick Brooker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiden E. Brosterhous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Kathryn Bryson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Montana Burrell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jada LaShae Burroughs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Leanne Butler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Oksana Byrd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Cheyanne Campbell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danayah Cantoral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Adrianna Caravello</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke E. Cardwell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson Claire Carey</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Alyssa Carico</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Carleton-Bartell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery Grace Carrick</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Elizabeth Carroll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Zonaya Valentine Chaplin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Oneal Chapman Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry D. Charleston</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Leon Clark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Thomas Clayton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Ashley Cloud</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clayton Parker Crawford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason P. Crews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Edward Crockett</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Paige Crosby</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Anne Crumpler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Yasmin Cristobal Cruzat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taya Nicole Darby</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toni Michelle Darden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sallie Anne Davis</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Hunter Daye</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Elizabeth Deuser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brody Edward Dillon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Nicole Dodd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam B. Duggan</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambria Janette Duke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Elizabeth Dutka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenley Elizabeth Easter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard John Ebr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Michael Elliott</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Alexis Epley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Marie Evans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Danielle Fernelius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reghan McNeill Flores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Morgan Flowe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomari Nicholas Fox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Paul Freiling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Symone Gabriel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Fernandez Alvarado</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarina Jeune Ghazi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Thomas Gleiter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa M. Goering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Josue Gonzalez Granados</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristian Javier Gonzalez-Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Joy Gooch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Da’ziya Yoriel Grady</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Edward Gray Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kymberly S. Gray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Michael Greaser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Greenlow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn Deanna Griffin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Gardner Grubbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen L. Guo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Maxine Hamrick</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlston Hardy Harris Ill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Marie Harris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Mario Hart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Christopher Hartung</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Quinn Hemphill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesar Kevin Hernandez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian Hinjosa Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison John Hlewicki</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Catherine Hohmann</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronnie Evan Holevas</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Ellis Hollingsworth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Caroline Holmes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Camille Honeycutt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Elizabeth Horne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Elise Hunt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Raquel Hunt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieway Iman Hunt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camryn Shea Isemann</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Majed Jabe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benecia Angelique Jackson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Kenyon John Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailey Nicole Johnson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jody Demetrious Jones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kianna Jacqueline Jones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Colin Joyce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista Marta MagdalenJunjikari</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Renee Kapp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Gandhi Kasari</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Charles Katts ll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Ke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey D. Kelly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Michael Kiernan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Olivia Killmeyer Banks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Swisher Kim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Thomas Kirby</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Hardin Knox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Jane Koelz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regan G. Kraft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Joseph Kramek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan R. Krege</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy Jeannette Kreidell</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Eric Krepes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Elizabeth Kujawa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Madison Kunz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donovan Payne Lahmann</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Patrick Laird</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Thomas Lane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciata Lattisaw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec Carson Lawless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Luke Lawrence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyann Le</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Edward Lenchik</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Cory Leser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliette Danielle Marie-Ange Levet-Bourtayre</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alyson Blakely Thompson*
Nicole Vazquez Ayesta
Michaiah Dawn Williams
Brianne Laoughaire Wood*
Karen Xu*
Rama Yasin*
Amzie Dolores Yurko*
Yordana Alízah Zeledón*
Alexis Danielle Zucker*

**History**
Abigail Cutler Akins*
Amanda Lee Alonzo*
Peyton Carter Anderson Jr.*
Erik Nicolas Barnett
Carlos Daniel Barrero*
Diego Sebastián Barrientos*
Thomas James Bell*
Olivia G. Bennett*
Alexa Boyer*
Amanda Lee Alonzo*
Abigail Cutler Akins*
Alexis Danielle Zucker*
Alyson Blakely Thompson*
William M. Dubose*
Thompson Yates Duncan*
Emily Anne Elkas*
Chal Thomas Emery*
Andres Guillermo Estrella Urrutia
Justin Philip Evangelisto*
John Herron Evans*
Richard Lawson Faulkner
Hunter Jeffery Geneau*
Grace Elizabeth Godfrey*
Michael Harris Goldseder
Blake Greyson Gooding*
Catherine Deborah Goodman
Madison Daniellie Graham
Faith Isabel Grandey
Davis Rea Harreelson*
John Douglas Harris
Zachary Van Beurden Hibbard*
Alexander Thomas High
Charles Donald Hirsch*
Kaelyn Rebecca Hixson*

Jacob Antonio Hoechstert++
William Lang Hornthal Jr.
Thomas Rodenbough Jones Jr.
Stephen Shinyoung Kang*
Joshua Nissim Kasheri*
Elizabeth Bennett Kellmanson*
Jeremy Alexander Kendrickt++
Joseph Yongmin Kim*
Benjamin Kline
Jackson Ellis Klutz
John Bradley Lafave III*
Alexandra Jensen Lee*
Ashley Michelle Masi
Sean Maxwell*
Thomas Dean Mellert
Sheridan Nicole Mentch*
Jacob Sutter Meredith-Andrews*
George Newton Metcalf*
Kristin Ashley Mikes*
George Wells Mitchell
Seth Thomas Moore*
David Josue Mora
Peter Jay Morales*
Abigail Dian Mueller*
Dionejala-Tytonna Quoshonna
Ra’Yanda Muhammad
Hunter Randall Nelson*
Kochae Akosua Nikoi*
Helen Ivailee Noone*
Quintin William O’Connell*
Dante Frederic Oliva*
Lars M. Olkolaa*
Emily Beth Orlandt++
Benjamin D. Overby*
Simon Nayak Palmore*
Fernando Andres Perezt++
Melissa Aylor Peters*
Campbell Whitesides Petty
Emma Sinclair Powell*
William Raffone
Aryanna Elizebahh Rhoads
Matthew William Ricks*
Arden Evans Riddle*
Treasure Jordan Rouse
Connor Thomas Rozzi
Sepand Salem
Eri Lynne Nguyen Silva*
Jacie Logan Smith*
Richard Perry Spencer Jr.
Jonathan Carl Spillman
Michael Adam Steed
Brandon Thomas Steele*
John W. H. Stephenson II*
Hubert Keith Stoneman IV*
Tomas Sungaila
Dajanique Sykes
Grace Christine Taylort++
Lauren Tiffany-Lynn Taylor*
Grace Elise Temple*
William Gately Kagin Torres*+CollinTonye*
Caroline Voegele*
Michael John Washington Jr.*
Christina Hope Wayne++*

Matthew Davidson Weaver*
Tyson Lee Weeks*
Daniel Connor Whiteley*
Kiana Witherspoon

**Interdisciplinary Studies**
Rafal Al Ghrayr
Ayla Marie Baker Kural*
Bailey Simone Benson*
Grace Helene Curry*
Gabriela Marie Duncan*
Shi Nan Feng*+
Thomas Ward Fetter*
Zane Daniel Fish*
Ava R. Freeman*
Mary Terese Grace*
Margo Claire Helmk*
Luke Yuen Johnson*
Yueun Kang*
Alexis Diana Lewis*
Megan Connally Lienau++
Amy Danysha Madrigal
Aja Rain Martindale++
Torin Robin Owens*
Angela Sophia Rosario*
Ayiana Tsaiini Wolu

**Linguistics**
Anna Catherine Batty*
Lydia Esther Boshardt*
Regan Renee Brown
Esther Jinghua Chen*
Kevin Chen*
Dawson Michelle Cooper*
Esil S. Empig
Sarah Ruth Froning
Carson J. Gartner++
G. R. George*
Lindsay Gray Greene*
Aidan Brooks Hunt*
Kaleigh Storm Jordan
Brandon Michael Kaminski*
Sindhuja Kondaveeti*
Mason McPhail Laney++*
Nathan David Nored
Abigail Mackenzie Poindexter
James Elliot Thompson*
Gary Zhang*

**Management and Society**
Lauren Elizabeth Alexander*
Lucas Lohr Antinori
Wells Armes
Anthony Francisco Bedia
Virginia Myers Bellenkes*
Sophia Isabella Berg*
Connor Breed Bono
Blythe T. Brantly*
Joshua Harrison Britt
Alexander Patrick Brooker*
Catherine Borel Buie*
Thomas Lee Burton III
Anthony Cairo

Arietta M. Campbell
Julian Cave
Kiley Jade Childress
William Haxton Clem*
Liam Austin Curl
Olivia Nicole Dagenhart*
Sophie Marie Davenport*
Noah Houston Deese*
Kimberly Ann Doody*
Jennifer Marie Driscoll
Colby Rebecca Edmonds*
Madison Brooks Edwards
Val Michael Edwards
Ezekiel Emerson Goldstein*
Daniel Joseph Gonzalez*
John Robert Haines*
Matthew Louis Hall
Grace Catherine Haruta*
Andrew E. Hill*
Jeremy Min-Yue Huang*
Kaila Marie Hulsey*
Jaymin Vijay Jethwa*
Adam Charles Kerr
Niki Khoshatefeh
Casey Wangari Kibe*
Jacob Hardin Knox
Daniel Joseph Kramek*
Sydney Nichole Kuery*
Caden Avery Maddox
Zachary Thomas Martens*
Yoselin Nayely Martinez-Figueroa
Lauren Elizabeth Merante*
Connie Suzanne Miller
Joseph William Misita*
Connor Matthew Moll
Olivia Moritz*
Cooper James Nunnally*
Olivia Storms Oliver*
Isabella Linnea Patterson*
Denasia Jalen Pegues
Christina J. Persona
Mason Cole Phillips
Meredith Abigail Porterfield
Zackery Ray Queen
Kiara Kengela Ramsey
Bryan Maxwell Riemer*
Sarah Joyce Roakes
Vivian Skye Roberts*
Caroline Margaret Shields*
Ellen Frances Simons*
Cody Snead
James Joseph Teza*
Hayden James Trayah*
Ryan Archer Tunney
Andrew William Tyeryar
Jesse Heywood Washburn III*
Maura Lillian-Grace Westbrook*
Jadon Khaleil Yellock
Haley Elizabeth Yokeley*
Zachary Russell Joseph Young

**Mathematics**
Edwin Lineberry Booth III
Peter Nathanial Close*
James Andrew Caywood
Crescenzi*
Dehan Cui++
Harris Manwanne Davis*+
Michael Verner Edwards*
Brennan Mary Elms*
Angus William Ewington+
Hannah Michele Ford*
Yizhou Gu*
Yulu Pan*
Zeyu Zhang*
James Andrew Caywood
James Gorman Joycey
Alexandra Marie Mossinghoff*
Aneka I. Happer*
Andrew Kearney Mackin
Ashley Nicole Alexander
Aiden Michael Watson
Andrew Graham Thornton
Ariana Marie Messinghoff*
Cuong T.C. Nguyen*
Skylor H. Noble*++
Matthew Jacob O’Brien-Pifer*
Keana Ruby Oldham*
Yulu Pan*
Cindy J. Pang*
Kadhiri Patchamuthu
Noah Pettee
Ravi Carpen Piteika*+
Pengfei Qi
Davindra Raphael Rammani
Cecilia Marie Rasco*
Kody Benjamin Robinson
Rebecca Alexandra Rozansky*+
Mia Jean Salvaggio*
Viraj Himanshu Shah*
Rebecca Elizabeth Sharpe
Henry Robert Shugart*++
Sophie Rose Silverstein*+
David K. Snyder II*+
Erin Marie Storch
Aiqi Sun*+
Andrew Graham Thornton
Natalie Timinskas
Nathaniel David Turner
Aiden Michael Watson
Matthew Conner Wynne
Elizabeth Anne Yenni*+
Melissa Alexandra Yu*++
Zeyu Zhang*
William Zhao*
Franklin Yunxiang Zheng
Peter Joseph Zinsner*

Medical Anthropology
Ashley Nicole Alexander
Miranda Elizabeth Almy*
Elizabeth Hardin Blackburn*
Peter Matthew Brown*
Sara Kate Burgess
Eleanor Anne Christianson*
Adaee Odera Chukwudebe
Rebecca V. Dasema
Gabriella Ruth Day*
Sofia Macedo Costa De Oliveira
Tonya Jean Deblasio
Ishani Hiren Delivala*
Kayla Mackenzie Delpino
Stephanie Soto Diew
Cassidy McCarter Dietz
Sabrina E. Dunn
Elizabeth Sofia Esterov*
Alexandra Fraser
Hayes Paul Freiling*
Nicole Catalina Garcia Cortez
Xzonna E. Greenwood
Vanessa Hamilton
Sara Majed Jabae*
Dhatri Kakarla*
Jack Steven Kramer*++
Elena Shaye Lavandier
Miranda J. de Leon
Madeline Grace Leung*
Erica Ming Thao Li
Lillian Nicole Mabe
Sophie Marie Marcom*+++*+
Alexis Nicole Martin
Dalton James McGlamery*
Kyle Rossie Messier
Tyrone D. Montgomery
Noor Z. Nofal
Nasya Breeze Richardson
Brianna Liz Sangtiranon*
Gretta Lakin Strickland*
Rishabh Sud*
Khaliane Selina Tosin Taylor
Dorothy Geneva Teague*
Caitlin Elizabeth Thompson*
Malik Tiedt*++
Veronika Isabella Tomaszynski
Millie Yoana Verduco
Madison Alexandria Rae Yearout*

Music
Kevin Edward Agner*
Madelyn Grace Anthony
Daniel Vance Bennett*
Sa’Tia Brown*
Andrew Radcliffe Byerle*
Evan William Canavan*+
Jaden S. Chang
Lane Bryant Dawell*
Esl S. Empig
John Alex Everhart*
Matthew Bryan Gillespie*
William Henry Hanson*
Jacob Aaron Hester
Vishal Reddy Kasula
Mary Callan Kelso
Sindhuja Kondaveeti*
Sunny Yang Li*
Zhimen Liu*++
Alexandra Love*+
Hope Elizabeth Lusby*
Olivia C. Morse*
Lewis R. Nazarian*
Trevor Samuel Pharr*
Kristen Alece Rhoda
Caleb William Schilly*
Valena Chadell Steffel
William Matthew Svec*
Lily Katherine Vance
Katherine C. Wheby*
Fletcher Matthew Williams*
Jennifer G. Williams*

Peace, War, and Defense
Darian Marcel Allen*
Peyton Carter Anderson Jr.*
Aubrey Hendrix Austin*+
Mia Ashton Babson*
Mikhal Keren Ben-Joseph*
Caroline Ruby Bennison*
William Jeffreys Bland*
Lucas De Campo Bonomo*
Isabella Marie Braddish
Avery Caitlin Brannan*
Brennan Troy Callahan
Riley J. Carpenter*
Vanessa Maria Chazal*++
Everest Jia Kai Chew
Rebecca Lynn Connolly*
Brianna Michelle Newman Corrie*
Sarah Stephens Curme*
Albert Christian DeMarco
Charlise N. Doan*+
Ian Joseph Dollar*
Jada Mackenzie Enoch
William Estevez-Fuentes
Richard Larson Faulkner
Nikita Filenko*
Clayton Thomas Gates*
Ryhan Sumner Givent
Laura Joanna Goetz*
Michael Harris Goldfeder
Carter Matthew Goldman*
Lucy Elizabeth Gorman*
William Conner Gregory*
Linda Caroline Harris*
Zoe I. Hatsios*+
Joshua Alan Hawkins*
Cameron Elisabeth Helms*
Erich Thomas Hess*
Jacob Antonio Hoechster*++
Samuel Tatum Holroyd*
William Lang Hornthall Jr.
Robert Isaiah Jackson*
Nikita Dhanesh Joshi*
Noah Colin Joyce
Timothy Daniel Kelley*
Elizabeth Bennett Killmanson*
Henderson John Kelly
Caroline Scarlett Kennedy
Jolie Claire Koonce
Sarah Rose KruI*
Riley John Laursen
Alexandra Jensen Lee*
David Jackson Long*
Cora Rayburn Martin*
Jennifer Nicole Martin
Charles Knox Massey IV*
Amber Ye-eun McLane*
Thomas Dean Meller*
Cassidy Elizabeth Millner
Samuel Hampton Moore
Emily Marie Morse
Daniel Paul Papadopoulos*
Suzannah Claire Perry*++
Matthew Dellano Pierro*
Bryson Scott Piscitelli*
Megan Anita Proudfoot*
Rohan Rajesh*
Jay K. Ramesh*
Robert John Renegar
Matthew William Ricks*+
Alice Belle Roosevelt*+
Connor Thomas Rozzi
Adia Christine Smalls
Madison Frances Sonzogni
Madeline Claire Stahle*
Hunter Gabriel Steen*
Parker John Sylvia*
Ashley Ann Teague
Kaessy Elizabeth Madison Thompson*
Colton James Treadwell*
Natalie Joyce Van Dyke*
Nico Vazquez Ayesta
Jonathan Richard Waddell

Philosophy
Wesley Michael Altman
Nadeen Mahmoud Atieh*++
Quinn Dennis Bankson*
Nina Adele Christensen*
William Rudolph Christensen*
Ilyas James Colie*
Jacob Edward Dowler
William Joseph Etringer*
Angus William Ewington*
Austin Holt Foushee*+
Allison Hope Gambill*
Carson J. Gartner*++
Linda Caroline Harris*
Nathan Noble Harrison*
Gavin Connor Hughes*
Harrison Luke Joseph*
Nathan Samuel Kent
Jackson Ellis Klutz
Jolie Claire Koonce
Katherine Margaret Leonard*+
Maxwell Cole Levinson*+
Diomaniq Jazmin McDaniel
Jade Kristen Monday*
Nijal Jarrel Morgan
Lydia Ann Nusbaum*
Daniel Patrick O'Shaughnessy
William Raffone
Lauren N. Reaves*
Mandelyn Joan Risley*
Samuel Fiske Ruppenthal*
Evaner Samuel Simpson V
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Fairchild M. Davis*
Emma Elizabeth DeMottie*
Tori Jewel DeWald*+
Nathalia Diego Cruz
Carlee Elizabeth Dixon
Laney Elizabeth Dowell*
Alexis Sophia Duman*+
Isabella Angeline Dunn*
Annika Lucille Dykstra*
McKenzie Jeslin Elias*
Garrett Phillip Enloe*
Lillie Katherine Epley*
Alayna Marion Fennell*
Avery Palmer Ferreiro*
Beau Fogle*
Florence J. Foster*
Nathalia Lima Freitas*
Valerie Christine Fried*
Caroline Marie Frisch*++
Emily Martha Garcia*
Katelynn Nichole Gilbert
Morgan Wright Goins
Brian Josue Gonzalez Granados
Lucas Heilig*
Junkkari*
Laines*
Kymberly S. Gray*
Abbigail Marie Greene*
Corey James Hagler
Caroline Marie Frisch*+
Sieway Iman Hunt
Sarah Annin Hicks*
Courtney Elise Hicks
Morgan Meadows Owens*
Kathryn Elizabeth Parler*
Michelle Kang*

Meenakshi Sridha Kaundinya
Grace Elizabeth Keel*
Bailee M. Keller*
Rita W. Kibicho*
Kayla Mackenzie Kitks*
Elena Michelle Kirstein*
Brianna Marie Knott
Femata Kadie Koroma
Kennedy Jeannette Kreidell*++
Alayna Rose Kropfelder*
Kimberly Labra-Franco
Aniyah Ruth Lane
Alex Carson Lawless*
Lynn Le*
Mackenzie Ryanna Leavitt*
Jadon Adison Lee*
Alvin Leong
Savannah Alysa Levister*
Rebecca Levy
Kolin Gregory Lewis*
Sierra Rose Lewis*
Kiersten Marie Licea
Cher Liu*
Bethany Darnay Lockhart*
Alexa Nicole Long*
Micah C. Long*
Vanessa Lopez*
Anna Carson Loudermilt*+
Cameron Grace Lynch*
Joshua Preston Mabry*
Christopher Naren Madden*+
Emily Matthews*
Alexander Jose Matuero*
Jessa Pearl Maynard*
Eleanor Elizabeth McCleary*
Rachell Catherine McDonald*+
Sarah Elise McNichis*
Trey Austin McLamb
Iain Quincy McMillan*
Elizabeth Margaret McNair
Sarah Margaret McVay*
Tiffany Taylor Melencio*
Hannah Elsabeth Miller*
Eynisa Morrison
James Kenneth Moses
Ciara Vanecia Moye
Daisy Kate Muhlenburg
Hannah Y. Nam
Sana -. Naved*
Sela Ngan Nguyen
Rachel E. Niemira*+
Jackson Charles Nuerberger
Chigozirim Tracy Nwogu
Florenc Obianuju Okoro*++
Mong’ina Ogake Omundi
Elizabeth Merritt Orr*
Grace Edwina Orrell
Celeste Enid Ortega-Felix
Morgan Meadows Owens*
Mason J. Paradise*
Cydney Cherice Parker
Mya Brielle Parks
Kathryn Elizabeth Parler*
Riya M. Patel

Araceli Perez
Dacia Perez-Medina*+
Christina J. Persone
Anthony Hong An Pham*
Emily Kathryn Pistone
Alison Marie Pond*
Amber Cecilia Posada*
Nathan David Priest*
Sydney Taylor Propst
Sara Iyad Qutaishat
George Harold Randlett
David Peyton Reich
Stephanie James Reza
Emilie Rose Rhoads
Danielle Nicole Richmond*++
Brittania Chantel Ricketts
Krystal Isabella Rivera*
Jordan Roberts*
Aria Cerise Rosenstein
Alma Cléo Rostagni*
Maya Joy Ryder
Ally M. Saleh*
Paola R. Salguero-Schwarz
Kalai J. Samick*+
Lionel Santiago Vasquez
Emily Rose Sarli
Ryland Grace Schenk-Turner*
Jeremy V. Scott*+
Taimya N. Scott
Basie Settle*++
Angelica V. Sevilla*
Jacey Kendal Shelton
Emlyn Z. Shopmyer*
Ayanna E. Simmons
Chloe Catharine Singleton*
Erika Joile Skeel
Sandra Kaye Slater*
Rachel Autumn Snyder*
Madison A. Soler*
Callie Elizabeth Stevens*
Tallulah Stubbe*
Mary Abigail Sullivan
Zhongling Tang*
Anicia Anna Tellefsen*
Caitlin Elizabeth Thompson*
Taylor Hope Thompson
Ashton Daniel Thorne*
Jay Tonn*
Sedonia Fae Tringali*
Cecelia May Tucker*
Conner Elizabeth Tucker*
Kenechukwu Kadizoe Boluwatife Kae Uwajeh*
Anna Tu Van
Zara I. Waheed
Rachel Julia Wall
Gabrielle Eleanor Caroline Walton*
James Louis Watson
Stephanie Ryan Weber
Olivia Morgan Weber-Chafietz*
Avery Graham White*++
Lucy Birdsong Whiteford*
Laura Jane Wilkerson*

Jennifer G. Williams*
Finley Carese Womble
Danielle Faith Wright*
Yidong Xu*
Jing Xue
Keweii Yan*
Junyan Yu*
Yuan Yan*++
Olivia Marie Yukon
Robert Andrew Zeigler

Public Policy
Christopher Thomas Altmann
Rakeb Asres
Colby Todd Austin*
Andres Julian Balbuena
Quinn Dennis Bankson*
Jasmin Lorraine Ceruelos Beñas*
Christina Dale Boelkins*++
Caroline West Borton
Cami’ryan Chandler Bost*
Anna Katherine Brady*
Salena Faith Braye-Bulls*
Suzy Pamela Brito Lagunas*
Shawn M. Brown*
Victoria Shay Bryant*+
Maya Gris Buebel*
Bennett Renee Bunten*
Olivia Louisa Capasso*++
Kate Carroll*+
Mayra Cristina Castillo
Gabrielle Reeves Caudill*
Vanessa Maria Chazal*+
Sophie SeoYoung Cho*
Noah Ali Clapacs*
Shelby Rose Clark*
Zachary Causey Clemmons
Emma Beth Cline*
Carolina Coch*
Robert G. Cole*
Ethan Viera Dahlke*
Molly Grace Dashney*
Caitlin Anne Davis*
Isabella Anne Decamilis*
Aaron Carson Decker*
Cullen Stuart Duval
Jesus Enriquez
Noah Garrett Evenson*
Jillian Frances Everhart*
Celia E. Furlow
Valeria Galvez Bautista
Jacob William Ganley*
Monica Vanessa Garcia Trevino
Clayton Thomas Gates*+
Garrett Jon Geidel*
Lauren Ann Gilbert*+
Jessica Gleason
Nicholas Gorgione
Joshua Terran Green
Michael Raymond Grigsby Jr.*
Leland Cruse Harrelson
Mckenzie Kay Harris
Lauren Hefflin*
Ameena S. Hester
Sofia Allen Hines*
Celeste Hope Hinson*
Katie Layne Hopkins
Charlotte May Houser
Ashley Davis Huff*+
Jacob Edward Hunter*
Lynelle Elizabeth Huskey*
Aaviele L. Ieraci*
Kathryn Elizabeth Imman*
Katherine Taylor Jackson*
America Estrella Juarez Maldonado
Paige Sarah Kemper*
Darien Christian Kenner*
Jessica Lee Kim*
Grace Elizabeth Kluender*
Mckenna Maria Lacap*
Nicholas Shoki Lacey*
Madeline Grace Leung*
Mckenna Maria Lacap*
Megan Taylor Murphy*++
Madelyn Delany Newman*
Betsy Makinna Norwood*
Cooper James Nunnally*
Devin Kalin Wilson
Abigail Eliza Winterich-Knox*

Religious Studies
Demetra M. Aguirre*+
Merve Rida Bayraktar*
Bennett Renee Bunten*
Charlsie N. Doan*+
Jada Mackenzie Enoch
Ashley Davis Huff*+
Eva Alane Humphries*
Kathryn Elizabeth Leonard
Lillian Bui Podvojsky*
Julian Robles
Peter Thomas*

Romance Languages
Lauren Elizabeth Alexander*
Emily Rae Allis*
Anna Catherine Batty*
Abbie Grace Boone*
Arianna Monet Brinkley
Kristin S. Bruffey*
David James Carroll*
Samanthia Gabriela Christian*
Lucy McAllister Conway
Giovanni Cruz
Drew Preston Davis
Kayleigh Anna Doherty*
Lucy-Rose Dyson*
Glayla Onil Espinoza Andrade*
Melissa Elaine Ferreira
Patrocino*++
Reghan McNeill Flores*
Margaret Ballard Foster*

Nathalia Lima Freitas*
Rhyen Sumner Given*
Emma Joy Grindstaff++
Elizabeth Anne Harding
Justin Wells Holly*
Shannon Jymmesa Hunter
Katharine Christine King*+
Audrey Hannah Ebonuluwa Ladele*
Creed Andrew Mainz*
Sophie Marie Marcon*++
Jessica Leigh Matthews
Katherine Marie Medlin*+
Claire M. Miller
Cameron Myers Milne*++
Hannah Irene Moore*
Joanna Victoria Nino-Chay*
Sara Nicole O'Brien*++
Simon Nayak Paimlore*
Lindsey Ione Pegram*
Rabea Kathryn Pfaff*+
Shali Rathod*
Siena Maria Ritter*
Olivia Catherine Weyler
Romine*++
Julia Fairchild Roth*
Leah Leigh Setiers*
Abigail Elizabeth Smith
Alejandra Maria Suarez Garcia*
Hallie Thompson
Anna Joselle Thomson*
Christina Maria Valentin*
Kendall Vaughn*
Lauren Rose Wallace*
Samuel David Wallace*+
Gabrielle Eleanor Caroline Walton*
Cindy Wang*
Samuel Akinwunmi Wey*++
Natalie Williams

Sociology
Malak Abdein
Demetra M. Aguirre*+
La-Ontra Jenee Bacon
Jasmin Lorraine Ceruelos Beñas*
Molly Abigail Boger*
Caitlin Elizabeth Brown*
Sophia Grace Buchanan
Trevor Bynum
Zoe Oksana Byrd
Alyson Symone Capers
Myra M. Collins*
Sara Rosemary Conklin*
Kaviya David
Hannah Jo Davis*
Eesha Desai*
Jarrah B. Faye*
Tanaya Monique Foster-Judkins
Celia E. Furlow
Emma Jeanne Gerden*+
John William Gowen*
Azlynn Danielle Hamlett
Justina S. Hanna

Ariyana Nicole Harrell*
Abbygail Marie Harrison*
Kacie Nicole Horton*
Elizabeth Hsu*
Jenny Huang
Casey Wangari Kibe*
Lucy A. LeMasters
Kyla Locklear
Monserrat Elena Medina*
Dominique Monteeon
Eynisa Morrison
Olivia C. Morse*
Alexandra Grace Neal++
Jennifer Ngan Nguy*
Nicole Eden Osborne*
Tricia Mae Pagnotta*
Samara Airy Perez Labra*
Kaylah Petry*
Chelsea Abigail Richardson
Lamya Daison Rudd
Emma Carol Salyards*
Janet Maria Scott++
Rachel Elizabeth Scrudato*
Basie Settle*+
Roger Dale Seufert-Navarro*+
Naomi Jaelynn Smith
Niyah Rebecca Smith
Maya Anne-S. Stroud
Rose Vo*
Grace Elizabeth Webb
Shiqi Zhang*
Hannah Elizabeth Ziegler*++
Veronica Rose Zinke

Studio Art
Maeve Frances Adams*
Deja Aaliyah Boone
Alexis Su-Chong Breitenfeld
Katie Elizabeth Chen
A Cook*
Camilla Katherine Crane*
Bethaney Anne Deuschle*
Alison Rae Gaddy*
Esme Joan Kerr*
Samuel Ward Martin
Lindsay-Catherine Shuford May*+
SamuelLevi Clifford Middleton-Sizemore*+
Sklar Marie Nichols
Dacia Perez-Medina*
Taika Ezren Aleksanderi Sorjonen*
Sonya Satomi Thorbjornsen
Samuel Christopher Tsoolis

Women's and Gender Studies
Paola Cristina Andreu Sanz*
Jada Lane Brogden
Dashaneese Carpio Ventura*
Sofia Grace Ferrer*++
Autumn Grace Hafley*
Emily Brooke Jackson
Violet Suzanna Kehoe*
Hallie Dee Lovin*
Dominique Monteeon
StephanieAlejandraOrellana
ElouiseElisabethOsborne*
KaylahPetry*
AidenPuccio*
AxelIvanRamos-Lara*++
KatelynnLoraleiVolk
KianaWitherspoon

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
AmyStaffordBrown*
SarahElizabethFrissie*
NitaraRexanaKittles

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
YuriGang
DavidSarberGreen*
JuliaMitchellHoloman*
TateWestbrookJones*
HannahLee*
SabeekaMalick
NicholasR.McLaurin*
ImaniBayanaAtienoOluoch
NuriaJungYunShin*
NicholasStephenStraight
DavidAlexanderUpton
YizhouWang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Biology
MahipKaurAasla
AmberMercedesAmparoo*++
WilliamHollandAnderson
GiannaFArboe*
RheaArora*
RhyaDanielleArtis
VivianReidAvery*
RigganGraceAyscue*
HannaAzzit*
AlexisBrookeBailey*
CarmenRivesBakerSr.
JustinTae-JinBark*
ChristopherBaumann
JaneWoodwardBaur*
IsabellaSheaBehrend
SerenityJadeBennett*
ZacharyAllenBenson*
MohitMansukhBhalani*
RupakBhandari
ChristopherNashBowman++
MeredithLeighBowman*
KobyAustinBoyer*
KathrynGraceBrack*
PaulaMariaBravervv++
IsabelleLouiseBreen*+
AriannaMonetBrinkley
GarrisonWallaceBullard*
SaraKateBurgess
LaurenAlexandraBurke
SpencerRyleeBurroughs
RoarkeWilliamBurton*
SidneyElizabethBuss
CarolineCai*+
AddieMadisonCampbell
JoshuaEdwardCanady
JohnHesfordCannon*+
BrandonScottCapparelli
PriscillaL.Casas
CorneliusCase*
SamanthKimberlyCerda
RishitaChamarthi*
AshleyChang*
PaulAlexanderCharles
LiyaChen*
XiaoWenChen*+
MichaelCheng*
AlexanderParrChilton
JessicaTuyetChu
AdeaeeOderaChukwudebe
PhillipAdrianCimpean
NatalieLaurenClark*
LyndaGregoryClodfelter*+
RebeccaAnnCloninger*
BlaireRitaCoen
LillianMargueriteCooper*
OliverJordonCope*
BrynCopenhaver*+
SageAlexanderCouplng*
GabrielaCuervo*
MiakyalaKathleenCummings
ClaraAluDartey-Hayford*
ArshiDas
KiyaviDavid
HarriManwarrenDavis++
SallieAnneDavis++
GabriellaRuthDay*
TanyaJeanDeblasio
TylerMayDeegan*
KaylaMackenzieDelpino
DavidWilliamDingfelder*
NavyaDixit*
NhiY.AmberDoan*
JacksonDowden*
JiayiDu*
EdenCelinaDunn
GraceAlexandraEharo*
ElizabethSofiaEsterov*
NoahGarrettEvanson*
JohnAlexEverhart*
SainabouEssaFaal
EmilyLucilleFerguson
ReganFaithFernandez
EmmaNoelFiler*
CharlotteRaeFitzgerald
LaurenKateFletcher*
MarkAnthonyFloresReyes*
EmilyYukiFoster*
CaylaMarieFloyd
KennisR.Frambach
NoahSpencerFrost
CaseyH.Frye
AnnaNicholeGamez
MunishMaheshGanorkar*
AdrianaRubyGaona
NataliaMarieGaray
NicoleCatalinaGarciaCortez
HunterJefferyGeneau*
KalinaElizabethGeorgia*
BilenGhirmai
HaileySkylarGilman
NolanThomasGingrich
JosephRyanGomes*
AlexanderValeriyGrzelishsivil*+
ThomasMichaelGreeneIII*
AakankshaGundu*
JinyGuo*
BenjaminAndrewHammer*+
HeidiNoelleHamilton*
LucRobertHandfield
IsabelleStrattonHartmond*
ShalonLarmondHarvey
HunterThomasHawkins*
TianyuanHe
HaylieRebeccaHeller
MaxElliottHenneberg
EvanElerHernandez
ChelseaAnneHignite*
JonathanBlakeHoloman
JustinWellsHolly*
BrookeWhitfieldHolmes
KaleyMorganHoneycutt
MiaCarolineHoover*+
HopeCarolineHosford*
NicholasWilliamHowlett*
MaryHuang*
JordanTateHuffman
GavinConnorHughes*
EmmaReneeHukill
AllisonMichelleHyde*
ZacharyHarringtonImseis*+
HopeBeamerIngram*
AlexanderDouglasIrmscher*
JamesG.Issa*
EmilyBrookeJackson
ArmanD.Jahromi
AditiAshokkumarJain*
ThomasZacharyJarmann
JaylaNykelJarvis
AkanshayaJena*+
CharlesSeungtaeJeon
ChufanAndrewJin*++
DelaneyPaigeJohnson
EmmaCarolynJohnson*+

LukeYuenJohnson*
AlessiaBreannaJones
JenniferAshtonJudd*
EmmaLouiseKaepller++
YubeenKang*+
AichaKaouss*
PaulChristopherKarre+++*
BrianConnorKelly
KirinKelly-Rajan+++*
AasimKhan*
UrjaBKhimania*
Trieu-ViGiaKhu*
TaekminKim*
YejinSarahKim*+
DanielleJackKoro*
LandryAspenKuehn
SophiaDalhiaKuhl-Chimer*
AnastasiaMariaKunnmann*
MakaylaMarieMarieLai*
AmyValentineLawson*
ChristinaLeTran
EthanLee*
GretaMaryLeitz-Najarain*++
JulietteDanielleMarie-Angle
Levet-Bourtyaye++*
RachelEmilyLi*
YongyiLi*
NishaCLingarn*
IsaacJosephLinn++*
AndyTianyuLiu*
GabriellaMarieCLloyd*
HaoyuLong*
MargaretCatherineLostetter*
AnneCarsonLoudermiltl++*
BriannaElizabethLucero*
ChristopherLeeLyn*
AmritaDeepakMahadevan
MichaelAnthonyMarenco
AnnelleSeErinMarsh*
DanielaBeatrizMartinezLeal
MaggiJoplin-monthMaaza
TraceFloydMcCall*
JessicaCatherineMcDermott*
EmielleAnnMcClellan*
AllysonRaeMcNabb
EveMelbouci+
JamesMcGuireMetts++*
MableYMiao*
GabrielleMichelleMiller*
JocelynPaigeMiller*
KellerReeceMink*+
ArshumBenjaminMirzaeifard*
AbigelMiskolczy*
JuliaMatilandMoore*
HannaBaylyMorrill*
AlexisJaegerMorris*
GustavoNativi+++*
AlexandraGraceNeal++*
NicoletteLynnNess*
ErinNg
QuynhThaoNgo*
JulieNguyen*+
KevinNguyen
LaurenLinhNguyen
Ashwin Mahesh Srinivasan
Nathan Joel Rutherford Stachura*
Molly M. Stanly*
Meredith Ashlyn Stewart*
Amanda Rae Stines*
Logan Emily Sutton
William Matthew Svec*
Aliyah Rashon Taylor
Khalaria Selina Tosin Taylor
Nathan Bryant Tessau
Anne Frances Thomas*
Stephen Wendell Thomas*
Brianna Grace Thompson
Jiawen Tian
Jessica Leigh Tillman
Pagnaneth Tin
Yarema Touprong
Jesse Nicole Palomo Trajano*
Monique Traynor*
Tony Trieu
LeAnn Trinh*
Abigail Kathryn Trocinski*
Katherine Elizabeth Trowbridge*
Litao Tu*
Anna Mackenzie Urbanski*
Anne Mursan Urish+
Lara Van Der Maas*
Kelly Vanden*
Zachary Henry Vanwingerden*
Kiana Venable+
Millie Yoana Verduco
Sarah Olivia Vest
Jordan Elizabeth Walker
William Pinkney Walker IV
April Marie Walkowiak
Faith L. Wang
Jiayun Wang*
Mengni Leanne Wang*
Leah Grace Warnke*
Carrington May Webb
Kase Beth Welch
Elia M. Wen
Justin James Wesson
Peyton Alexandra Whitaker*
David Henry White
Colleen Elizabeth Whitener*
Madison Smale Williams
Natalie Williams
Kevin Tyler Wilson
Mackenzie Elizabeth Wittmer*
Peyton B. Wright*
Annie Xie
Kevin Huakai Xie
Selina Xie*
Yushan Serena Xie*
Kelleena Kablia Xiong*
Jeremiah Zeuri Xu*++
Sonya Jariya Yang*
Nicholas Anthony Yapundich++
Elizabeth Marie Young
Tianji Yu*
Amzie Dolores Yurko*
Yelizaveta Zaytseva
Emma Tsao Zhang*+
Zhiyue Zhang*
Jessie Zheng
Meiqi Zheng*
Tina Zheng*
Justin Zhou

Biomedical and Health Sciences Engineering
Keith R. Abbey*
Kurumi Adachi*
William Tyler Adcock*
Clara Remedios Alonso-Stepanova*
Esteban Alonso*
Darni E. Anderson*
Shivani Ayyagar*+
Madeline Grace Barker*
Evan Davis Bartle*
Fernando E. Bautista*
Noah Fallang Bell*
Kathryn Leah Benedict*+
Macie Breeann Benge*+
Tucker Anderson Bennett*
Vincent Sanjay Bhardwaj*+
Allison Adele Boyer*
Harry Fred Brightman*+
Amit Irshaad Busgith
Caroline Elizabeth Chambers*
Ruth Kim-Lin Chan-Sui*
Lillian Kathryn Chilton*
Michael Santiago Clark*
Michaela Levi Clynes*
Maxwell Peter Conolly*
Zachary Bryan Cram*
Taylor Leigh Cratty*+
Caitlyn Ashley Davis*
Mateus De Azeredo Valdejiao*
Steven James Demetriou*

Kelly Thai Dempsey
Ashley Breeann Drew*+
Elise Claire Duquaine*
Matthew Jude Einsmann*+
Katherine Mary Eltz++
Sarah McKinna Estridge*
Jordan Feldman*
Matheus Yukio De Sant’ana Ferreira*
Hannah Elizabeth Florez*+
Lukas Johan Freund*+
Richard Vincent Frosch*+
Samhitha Sai Gali*+
Ryan Evan Garry*+
Nereida Garza Ramos*+
Jacob William Gerlach*+
Sarah Frances Goldbach*+
Ari Polster Goulder*+
Tianhong Han*+
Manuela George Harb*+
Lindsey Catherine Hill*+
Chloe Grace Hincher*
Andrew Hsu Kha Hoang*+
Katherine A. Hoerner
Anna Morgan James*+
Armin Daniel Jamshidi*+
Joshua Abraham John*+
Alec Donald Johnson*
Camelia Karimpour*
Grayson A. Katz*+
Katherine Elizabeth Kauffman*
Maddison Milind Khire*+
Joshua C. Kim*+
Amadea Jeanette Knezy*
Seth Prasanna Kodikara*+
Manasi Krishnakumar*+
Rohan Ramanathan Krishnan*
Grace Ann Krohn*  
Daniel J. Ku*  
Kristopher Scott Lane  
Aaron D. Lee  
Logan William Lee§  
Zoe Anabelle Levine§  
Junye Li*  
Karen Li*  
Brian Edwin Lineback§  
Cody Liverman  
Andrew William Marshall§  
Arjun Mathur§  
Alexandra Joelle Maycock*  
Colleen Margaret McCann*  
Samantha L. McDonald§  
Ellora Mahy McGattar  
Christian Michael Moore*§  
Avery Grace Morris§  
Audra Mosley*  
Deeqa Mohamed Musa*  
Hannah Myatt*  
Alison Brianna Myers§  
Joshua Thomas Naughton§  
Connor Douglas Neely*  
Tien A. Nguyen*  
Jose Luis Rios Aburto*  
Julia L. Richard*  
Joshua Thomas Naughton§  
Abigail Frances Sweitzer§  
Anya J. Talati*  
Sophia Marie Taraboi*  
Emily Michelle Theobald*§  
Steven Alton Thompson§  
Allison Lee Thorson*  
Jarrett Tyler Thress§  
Matthew Lee Tian*  
Hiep Thanh Tran  
Huong Tran Thien Tran§  
Justin Christopher Tulino*  
Leslie Santos Uy§*  
Abhinav Angiras Vaduri§  
Raymond Villalobos§  
Leilani Hao-Tien Walker§  
Hao Wang§  
Annie Katherine Watson§  
Nicholas Raymond West§  
Kaitlynn Ruth Whippenny§  
Grayson Steven Whitt§  
Madison Marie Wissman*  
Lydia Claire Wong*  
Molly Elizabeth Woods§  
Hailey Lynn Wrona*  
William Francis Wyman§  
Kevin Zhang*  

** Computer Science  
Isaac William Adams*  
Justin Michael Adams  
Piyanshi Sandeep Aeron*  
Michael Charles Alcorn Jr.  
Mohammed Muneer M. Alnasser  
Ibraheem Mohammed I. Alsaghir  
George Jaric Andrade-Munoz  
Anirudh Arvind  
Romi M. Asad  
Yuchun Bai  
Edward Dean Baker*  
Zheng Bao*  
Zackary Mohamad Barbari*  
Merve Rida Bayraktar*  
Edwin Lineberry Booth III  
Jacob Michael Bratton*  
Ryan Michael Brown*  
James Acton Browning  
Adrian N. Bruno  
Andrew Radcliffe Byerle*  
Shiying Cai*  
Cooper H. Cairns*  
David Cervantes*  
Ushno Nirjarh Chakraborty  
Alan Zhan Chen  
Daqi Chen*  
Kevin Chen*  
Panyi Chen*  
Suning Chen*  
Ria Mayur Chheda  
Hannah Songhae Chisholm*  
Max Russell Levin Christman*+  
Peter Nathaniel Close*  

Daniella Covington Sbordone*  
Justin Daniel Scheddyv§  
Lucas Charles Schlitz§  
Alyssa Jacqueline Schoff*  
Constance Lea Young Schwartz*  
Sahil Sethi++  
Joseph David Sharp  
Dylan Silkstone§  
Sasank Sivadanam§  
Jacob Henson Spitz§  
Alexander Hiatt Sprague§  
Abigail Frances Sweitzer§  
Aryan J. Talati*  
Sophia Marie Taraboi*  
Emily Michelle Theobald*§  
Steven Alton Thompson§  
Allison Lee Thorson  
Jarrett Tyler Thress§  
Matthew Lee Tian*  
Hiep Thanh Tran  
Huong Tran Thien Tran§  
Justin Christopher Tulino*  
Leslie Santos Uy§*  
Abhinav Angiras Vaduri§  
Raymond Villalobos§  
Leilani Hao-Tien Walker§  
Hao Wang§  
Annie Katherine Watson§  
Nicholas Raymond West§  
Kaitlynn Ruth Whippenny§  
Grayson Steven Whitt§  
Madison Marie Wissman*  
Lydia Claire Wong*  
Molly Elizabeth Woods§  
Hailey Lynn Wrona*  
William Francis Wyman§  
Kevin Zhang*  

** Chemistry  
Siona S. Benjamin++  
Brittany E. Blitzstein*  
Minh Bui  
Stephen Thomas Chesser  
Elizabeth Yoon Choi++  
Katherine Grace Conrad*  
Mingchu Deng++  
Magdalena May Dude  
Ryan George Dumais++  
Reagan Laura Dumphoff  
Anne Christine Eblen+  
Amjad Omar ElHassan  
Diniur Shavinka Fernado  
Grayson Isabela Garcia  
Justin Daniel Scheddyv§  
Lucas Charles Schlitz§  
Alyssa Jacqueline Schoff*  
Constance Lea Young Schwartz*  
Sahil Sethi++  
Joseph David Sharp  
Dylan Silkstone§  
Sasank Sivadanam§  
Jacob Henson Spitz§  
Alexander Hiatt Sprague§  
Abigail Frances Sweitzer§  
Aryan J. Talati*  
Sophia Marie Taraboi*  
Emily Michelle Theobald*§  
Steven Alton Thompson§  
Allison Lee Thorson  
Jarrett Tyler Thress§  
Matthew Lee Tian*  
Hiep Thanh Tran  
Huong Tran Thien Tran§  
Justin Christopher Tulino*  
Leslie Santos Uy§*  
Abhinav Angiras Vaduri§  
Raymond Villalobos§  
Leilani Hao-Tien Walker§  
Hao Wang§  
Annie Katherine Watson§  
Nicholas Raymond West§  
Kaitlynn Ruth Whippenny§  
Grayson Steven Whitt§  
Madison Marie Wissman*  
Lydia Claire Wong*  
Molly Elizabeth Woods§  
Hailey Lynn Wrona*  
William Francis Wyman§  
Kevin Zhang*  

** Mathematics  
Siona S. Benjamin++  
Brittany E. Blitzstein*  
Minh Bui  
Stephen Thomas Chesser  
Elizabeth Yoon Choi++  
Katherine Grace Conrad*  
Mingchu Deng++  
Magdalena May Duke  
Ryan George Dumais++  
Reagan Laura Dumphoff  
Anne Christine Eblen+  
Amjad Omar ElHassan  
Diniur Shavinka Fernado  
Grayson Isabela Garcia  
Justin Daniel Scheddyv§  
Lucas Charles Schlitz§  
Alyssa Jacqueline Schoff*  
Constance Lea Young Schwartz*  
Sahil Sethi++  
Joseph David Sharp  
Dylan Silkstone§  
Sasank Sivadanam§  
Jacob Henson Spitz§  
Alexander Hiatt Sprague§  
Abigail Frances Sweitzer§  
Aryan J. Talati*  
Sophia Marie Taraboi*  
Emily Michelle Theobald*§  
Steven Alton Thompson§  
Allison Lee Thorson  
Jarrett Tyler Thress§  
Matthew Lee Tian*  
Hiep Thanh Tran  
Huong Tran Thien Tran§  
Justin Christopher Tulino*  
Leslie Santos Uy§*  
Abhinav Angiras Vaduri§  
Raymond Villalobos§  
Leilani Hao-Tien Walker§  
Hao Wang§  
Annie Katherine Watson§  
Nicholas Raymond West§  
Kaitlynn Ruth Whippenny§  
Grayson Steven Whitt§  
Madison Marie Wissman*  
Lydia Claire Wong*  
Molly Elizabeth Woods§  
Hailey Lynn Wrona*  
William Francis Wyman§  
Kevin Zhang*  

* Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.  
+ Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester.  
§ Indicates candidate for degree with distinction or the final semester.  
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipient.
Ideliya Khismatova*
Bella Kunhee Kim
Abigail Leah Kimmel
Emily Claire Lambert*
Megan Connally Lienau*++
Peyton Heath Lindogan*
Tariro James Magarira
Colby Lee Mask*
Megan Ann McCartney
Lillian Mae McClure
Rebecca Jean McMorris*
Sophie Margaret Nichols*
Keana Ruby Oldham*
Anneke Rose Oosten*
Carter Thompson Patterson*
Bill Wei
Colleen Elizabeth Whitener+
Madison Kate Williams*++
Natalie Joy Yehle
Sunwoo Yoon*+Dani Zarate Arias*
Geological Sciences
Sarah Lynn DiVincenzo
Alexander Cole Medlin*+
Dylan Jacob Morrison*+
Anna Han-Chi Strickland*+
Mathematics
Han Bao*+
Lauren R. Behringer*
Grace Ellen Brady*
James Acton Browning
Mary Jean Byrne
Panyi Chen*+
Zhihao Chen*+
Max Russell Levin Christman*+
Landon Scott Colvell*
Hannah Rae Cruz*
Lucy-Rose Dyson*
Samuel Ferguson
Alison Rae Gaddy*
Carmen Isabel Grimes
John Carter Hall*+
Anand V. Hande*++
Shriya Haravu
George Edward Heidkamp*
Josephine Grey Hill
Ellen H. Hu*++
Yihang Hu*
Chen Hu*
Zeyan Huang*
Megha Narsi Iyer
Thomas Zachary Jarman
Lillian G. Lamond
Kaiyan Li*
Isaac Joseph Linn*++
Alexander Yihao Liu*
Yufan Liu*+
Zyad Jackson Lohavichan
Julia Louw*
William Auten Lunsford*
Prateek Machiraju*
Connor Warren Magoon*
Adam McMillan
Michael Metcalf
Luke Meyer
Aaron Matthew Miller*++
Weston Lee Murdock*
Luka Pascal Noronha
Richard Pan*
Jaden Michael Parker*
Yifeng Peng*+
Syed Ali Pervaiz
Xiao-Ming Porter*+
Ameer Qaqish*
Emma Lucianna Reinhardt*
Cade Rylan Rodgers*
Rachel Sabino
Eric Thomas Schneider*
Kyle Jacob Sorensen*++
Jingyi Sun*+
Zineng Tang*
James Elliot Thompson*
Jonathan L. Tian*
Ben Henry Van Welzen*++
Kathoo Hmong Vang
Matthew Joseph Vardis*
Zenan Wang
Jesse D. Wei*
Clare Maddison Wooten*
Jianghao Wu*
Ruoqing Xia*
Zehao Xiao*
Yixuan Xu*+Xiangyu Zeng*++
Neuroscience
William Lynam Adair*++
Deborah Chinyere Agorua*
Vivian Reid Avery*
Vishal A. Balyan*
Sarrah Belhadj*+
Mohit Mansukh Bhalani*
Vanya Bhal*++
Megan Elizabeth Bishop*+
Neha Bollam*
Lacie Ann Britt*
Nicholas Alexander Brothers*+
Jacob McGee Bryant*+
Michelle Callahan Buccini*
John Hesford Cannon*++
Anna Michelle Cassidy*
Rishita Chamarthi*
Suning Chen*
Su-Ji S. Cho*++
Zachary Scott Coman
Eleanor Grace Cross*++
Hope Elaine Crute*+
Ali Seena Daehaghi*
Robert Santiago Derosier
Ritika S. Desai*
Alvin X. Dinh*++
Navya Dixit*
Kayleigh Anna Doherty*
Emmanuel Ikechi Durojaiye
Greer Helena-Kubly Eckard*

§ Indicates candidate for degree from N.C. State University.
* Indicates probable candidate for degree with distinction or highest distinction based on grade point average going into the final semester.
+ Indicates Honors recipient.
++ Indicates Highest Honors recipient.
Kaitlyn Isabelle Pierce
Daniel Alexander Pless
Kennedy Lee Poppler
Chad Avery Purcell
Taylor Tu Uyen Quach
Kathleen Erin Quinn
Shraya Ramaneni
Kendra Renee Randle
William Owings Rehder
Landon David Rice
Hailey Gwendolyn Riedinger
Chasity Love Rivera
Hunter Page Robinson

Statistics and Analytics
Joseph A. Adams
Piyanshi Sandeep Aeron
Ghassan B. Ahmed
Shreyasi Anand
Yuchen Bai
Han Bao
Zheng Bao
Mikhail Keren Ben-Joseph
Ryan Michael Brown
Bradley David Buchner
Garrison Wallace Bullard
Andi Wynn Carnell
David Cervantes
Zachary G. Chaloupecky
Judy Chia Chao
Daqi Chen
Seanna Zhuo Chen
Zhihao Chen
Yawo Henoc Codjie
Delaney Maeve Conner
Carson Philip Cook
Brian Jeffrey Cooper
Dehan Cui
Haikang Deng
Tyler Avery Dennis
Shaurik Sudheer Deshpande
Yi Ding
Thomas Mark Drake
Jiayi Du
Luke Kenneth Duckworth
Madison Rose Duffy
Jingtong E
Qianhui Fang
Zihao Fang
Edward Haochen Feng
Samuel Ferguson
Reed Shepherd Freilick
Jiayi Fu
Yuwei Fu
Zachary Elias Gordon
Chloe June Gorgen
Angad Singh Grewal
Maggie Meiqi Gu
Yizhou Hu
John Carter Hall
Jeffrey Mason Harding
Cole Henry
Mark Steven Heymann
Tricia Hope Hicks
Spencer Channing Hilligoss
Callahan David Hinckley
Anthony Eric Hu
Yihang Hu
Yue Hu
Hangi Hua
Gladdie Huang
Zeyan Huang
Alexander Colby Huml

Jack Jaewon Hwang
Jack Kevin Iles
Frederic Ji
Yuchen Ji
Tate Edward Johnson
Terrence John Kapur
Ankit Singh Karki
Olivia Anna Katsoudas
Arja Amit Kaushal
Anthony Kayode
Kacey Alexis Kemp
William Dudley Kenerly III
Idelnya Khismatova
Nicholas John Kirkman
Katherine Leigh Krause
Savitra Kulkarni
Kaiven Lan
Jilan Lang
Sarah Larino
Kristen Cameron Lavelle
George Welch Lever
Duya Li
Juny Li
Kaiyan Li
Tianyi Li
Yifei Li
Tanying Lin
Boyu Liu
Samuel Tupper Loch
Simon Joseph Low
Xiaohan Lu
Adya Mahajan
Jackson David McIntlock
Holden Walker McLaughlin
Leo McNicholas
Junchao Mo
Vivian Jean Moore
Weston Lee Murdoch
Sooho Samuel Myoung
Daniel Barringer Nance
Thanuja Reddy Nanugonda
Chenqin Pan
Ning Pan
Sarah Elizabeth Paschal
Milen Patel
Noah Pettee
Alexander John Pimentel
Jerom Kent Plummer
Emily Christine Przykucki
Joshua Raley Redman
Emma Luciana Reinhardt
Meng Ren
Carmen Lissette Rodriguez-Erazo
Aneef Singh Sandhu
Cameron Allen Santos
Jacob Avery Schick
Jonah Angelo Marcelo Selom
Amanda Rose Shaginaw
Henry Robert Shugart
Kaiwen Ji
Kyle Jacob Sorensen
Haby Sow
Christina Victoria Starnes
Michael Alexander Steele
Casey James Stephens
Wilson Rowden Stringer
Louisa Thompson Swintosky
Rahul Anjum Talaf
Andrew Benjamin Tang
Sifan Tao
Bowan Tian
Cesar Tyler Toro
Yiu Ho Tung
Spencer Jonathan Twiddy
Nihar Chetan Vaidya
Cole James Ventura
Atuma Waindum
Charles Yongzheng Wang
Pinqiao Wang
Zenan Wang
Kai Richard White
Diwen Xiao
Zehao Xiao
Yiwen Xu
Keyi Xue
Ruobing Xue
Zixuan Yan
Jiacheng Yang
Yuan Yang
Zhouwen Ye
Elizabeth Anne Yenni
Julia Mengxuan Yu
Junyan Yu
Theresa Yu
Xiangyu Zeng
Aijia Zhang
Ruoyu Zhang
Manhui Zhu
Jianguang Zhuang
Veronica Rose Zinke

THE KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL
Est. 1919
Interim Dean Jennifer S. Conrad

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Alyssa McKenzie Abraham
Saniya J. Adams
Ian Vinyo Yao Agbele
Tarini Agrawal
Jonathan Elms Allen
Fabian Alejandro Almodovar
Avish Ambardar
Kaelan Amir Amin
Katrine Prohaska Landevarn
Andersen
Gabriella Lauren Angiolo
Lila Reed Arnold
Awele Danielle Asianah
Shaylen M. Atma
David M. Balaban*
Kushagra Bansal*
Reid Shelton Barber*
Chloe Alexiis Barbu*
Anna Pauline Barton
Jason Anthony Bauman*
Nathaniel Hale Becker*
Charlotte Catherine Bell*
Jackson Lewis Berry*
Olivia Christine Bettis*
Rhea Bhagia*
Bryce Thomas Black*
Anna O’Brien Blythe*
Nadezhta Vidomavna
Bogomolovaa*
Elizabeth Catherine Bonatz*
Edward Lawrence Bou*
Mallory Grace Brander*
William Claiborne à Brassard*
Turner Ashby Moncure Bredrup Jr.*
Suzy Pamela Brito Lagunasa
Sarah Hadley Brugh*
Angel Nhi Yen Bui*
Joe Isaac Bullman*
Katherine Elizabeth Burlesona
Naomi Eise Burns*
Jordan S. Cabrol*
Hannah Caroline Caldwell
Anne Tomlinson Carlson*
Eliza Lee Carlton*
Tate Samuel Carrier*
David James Carroll*
Alexa Casciano*
Soncia Patricia Castillo Casanovaa
Elizabeth Grace Chappella
Ethan Douglas Chase*
Zain Ahmad Chaudry*
Tyler Jordan Chavis
Santiago Manuel Checa*
Jiale Chen*
Shiyi Chen*
Nicole Choussya
Olivia Mary Clanai
Megan Eileen Clark*
Ryan Ronald Clawson*
Aiden Patrick Constantine*
Andrew Joseph Cook*
Olivia Catherine Correa*
Emily Peters Cory*
Victor Manuel Coto Escobar*
David Mark Craver*
Tomer Samuel Crawford
Donna Maria M. Crink*
Anderson Cooper Crosby*
Sherrod Edward Crum
Haley Lynn Cunningham*
Fletcher Sean Curra*
Kevin D’ouza*
Manuela Danso-Fordjour*
Temoor Krishan Dard*
Grady West Davis*
Peter James Deering*
John Thornton Demarest*
Timothy James DiVittoria*
William Mark Dillon Jr.*
Yen Van Doan
William Patrick Donohue*
Ainsley Evelyn Duke*
Emma Louise Durham*
Brennan Mary Elms*
Julian D. Esquer*
William Lloyd Eudy*
Maya Christina Evans*
Conor Fagan
Nolan Grant Fauchier*
Rebecca Mae Felcilli
Caroline Kelley Felman
Joseph Davis Felton*
Gwendalyn Michelle Flick*
Kenaz Virginia Solange Flores*
Mengzhou Zhou Fu*
Lily Jean Fuller
Abinhav Venkat Gadudasu*
Valeria Galvez Bautista
Alessandro Jesus Garza
Anna Gevedean*
Sophia Makrina Georgiou*
Glenn Michael Getner Il I I*
Matthew Bryan Gillespie*
Amrita Ajit Gokhale*
Alexandra Paris Golde*
Lorenzo Miguel Gonzales
Catherine Deborah Goodman
Shane Durkin Gravelle***
Arlo Godwin Gray*
Mary-Catherine Turlington Gray*
Charles Carter Green*
Rebecca Lee Sarah Grimsey
Grace Elizabeth Guin*
Rachel Leigh Halcombe*
Christian Michael Hall*
Sara E. Hardwick*
David Jacob Harkleroad
Evam Thomas Harris
Ethan Christopher Hartung*
Alexandra Sophia Hatsios++++
Leah Brooke Hayes*
Connor Joseph Head
James Matthew Hendrickson*
Adrianna Nicole Hernandez Cepeoro*
Donovan Harris Herndon
Callahan David Hinkley*
Nathan Ho*
Samuel Middleton Hobbs*
Cole William Hoffman*
Thomas Russell Holt Jr.*
Jessica Jinhee Hong*
Christian Y. Hopper*
Molly Elizabeth Horan*
Zheyu Huang*
Jack Kevin Iles*
Samuel Gray Ingram*
Peter Henry Jackson*
Ainesh Jain*
Kush S. Jain*
Rishab Kumar Jain*
Sahil K. Jamaria
Rohan Jangala
Oliver Patrick Jewell
Madison Elizabeth Johnson*
Zack Lars Johnson*
Kendall Andrew Jones*
Benjamin Richard Joyner*
Rajiv Kanumilli
Peter Livingston Kapp*
Meenakshi Sridhar Kaundinya
Jasmine -. Kaur*
Haig Baird Kazazian
Joseph Patrick Kelley*
Chiara Olivia Kellogg
Darien Christian Kenner*
Ryan McLain Kenney*
Katelyn Amy Kerr
Daniyah Shakir Khan*
Christian A. Kiley*
Kyoungmin J. Kim*
Lindsey Katherine Klinck*
Gabrielle Brooke Kmiec*
Fatima Abdelgawad Konsough*
Rachel Elizabeth Kostival*
Michael Justin Krains*
Juan Luis Kruger
Austin Thomas Krum*
William Preston Lam
Michael Robert Langston*
Briana Natalia Lantuh
Chloe Taylor Larson*
Andrew Francis Lavine
Xiangyi Li*
John Harrison Linder*
Natalia Susana Lindo*
Cher Liu*
Wendy Liu*
Desiree Simone Lockhart*
Benjamin Jesus Lopez
Carolina Lopez*
Sean Patrick Lowe*
Xiaohan Lu*
Virginia Elaine Lucas*
Haoyang Lyu*
Thomas John Macaulay*
Raahil Madhiwala*
Macy Anjani Magan*
Harshul K. Makwana*
Ananya Mallik*
Carissa Walela Marrocco*
Joshua Stevenson Martin*
Mckenzie Elizabeth Martin*
Lara Matsukura Bernardino*
Margaret Frances Matthews*
Jessalot Raynard*
Sarah A. McCann*
Abigail Curtis McClatchey*
Margaret Hadley McClatchey
Emma Grace McIntyre*
John Brigham McElwee*
Erin P. McIndoe*
Mary Rose McKay*
Jalen Anthony McKay**++
Rondell Scott McCoy Jr.
John Ahamed Meah Jr.**
Emily Rose Mecia*
Morgan Brooks Melton*
Jack Willard Miller*
Sharaa Miran
Hailey Eden Moore*
Maxwell Chesney Morant
Kathleen Marie Balcom Moskalik*
Clayton Birmingham Mulford*
Nicholas Dalton Mullis*
Sanjeev V. Musuvathy*
Emily Jayne Nalis*
Ally X. Nguyen*
Cuong T.C. Nguyen*
Tyler Kamal Nimeh*
James Monroe O’Brien IV*
Ryan Moore O’Leary*
Adejuwon O. Ojebuoboh
Victor Emil Johannes Olafsson*
Tyler Flanner Olsen*
Similoluwa Mololuwa Oluyinka
Junye Ou
William James Palazzolo*
Raymond Theodore Palma*
Chenqin Pan*
Joseph Alexander Pardue*
Esha Ashish Parikh*+
Nathan Kyungmin Park*
William Andrew Parker*
Sallie Granville Parkhurst*
Alexandra Grace Parvin*
Cloe Starr Pascasio*
Briana Passalacqua*
Anik J. Patel*
Rushil Patel*
Ojas Patwardhan*
Rennie Epps Pearson*
Daniel Alejandro Peralta
Conner Lane Perkins*
Jonathan Paul Picillo*
Anna Louise Danek Pickens*
Jason Michael Plant*
Karun Prasanna
Shane Thomas Purner*
Sarah Quinn*
Sameer A. Rao*
Isabella Drake Reid*
Meng Ren*
Cassandra Marie Rhodes*
Michael Henry Richards*
Micah Rondell Richardson
Victoria Catherine Ridgeway*
Robert Rieker*
Logan Dae Riggin
Rebecca Dupont Riopel*
Emerson Clyne Rogers*
Alec Chase Roland*
Sydney Kate Romeo*
Michael Trevor Ruben*
Bradley Alexander Rustin*
Luis Alejandro Sanchez Boedo*
Jaskirat Sandhu*
Daniel Li Sang*
Cameron Allen Santos*
Bryce James Schamay
Harrison Hardin Schertzinger
Howard Henry Schertzinger
Ryan A. Schmitt*
Kent Richard Schneider* 
Joseph Michael Schreder*
Julia Elisabeth Schwanz*
Anthony Jude Sciacca III* 
Arun Kumar Senthilkumar
Stuti P. Shah*
Joseph Michael Schreder*
Layla K. Shahbander*
John Patrick Shaheen*
Jovan Bahram Sheshbaradaran*
Selina Shi*
Jackson Robert Sicard*
Gabriela De Almeida Silva*
Priyal Singh* 
Michael Hamilton Sisson* 
Emily Elizabeth Slaba*
Louis Edwin Smolowe*
Madison A. Soler*
Victoria L. Song* 
Brad Lee Stichnoth*

Devin William Street
Marc Craig Sturisky*
Declan Francis Sughrue*
Catherine Wenxiu Sun*
Evan Swirk
Reed David Sweyer*
Molly Caroline Sytz*
Daniel Edward Doherty Tafel Jr.*
Manas M. Takalpati*
Ashley Ann Teague
Simon Tesfa
Aimee Marie Thompson*
Kathryn Marks Thompson*
Bowen Tian*+
Kaustubh Avinash Tiwari*
John Thomas Townson II*
Matthew Alexander Tracy*
Tatum Kay Tsheten
Robert Cole Vahey*
Juan Willem Van Schalkwyk
Peyton C. Vannatta*
Elizabeth Anne Vannote*
Srilekha Vennamaneni
Harivignesh Vijayabhaskar*
Pranav Ram Vinaayak
Austin Fitzgerald Wade*
Emily Margaret Wallace*
Collin Michael Walsh*
Jackson Wayne Watkins*
Kian Michael Watkins*
Gabrielle Grace Webster*
Banks Wooten Whelness*
Mary Slade White*
Emily Ursala Whitehead*
Charles McKimson Winston II*
Webster Winfried Werner Woltersdorf*+

John Charles Wood*
Craig Michael Woomer*
Christopher Bennett Wooten*
Kenneth Xin Xu*
Jason Yang*
Xinjue Yang*
Katherine Newlin Yarbrough*
Rama Yasin*
Julia Pei-Lin Yeh*
Theresa Yu*
Carter Jay Zavada*
Ziruo Zhou*
Nicholas A. Zullo*

Patricia Mansour
Zachary Harris Mottingham*
Kristie S. Newsome*
Ashley Pastrana Anorve
Adamaris Reyes*
Kamryn Marie Seymour
Kaitlyn Viera Stasko*
Richa Suphavadeprasit*
Bethany Grace Welch
Cathy Xaysana*

THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Est. 1855
Dean Fouad Adb-El-Khalick

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

Human Development and Family Studies
Brandy Angelee Abreu*
A’sja Mizan Abron*
Ansley Hope Adzema*
Danielle C. Aiello*
Katelynn Elizabeth Anderson*
Rachel Eileen Anonick*
Katelyn Alice Bailey
Eden Jehnings Baylock*
Leanne Elizabeth Benson*
Madeline Marie Berry*
Megan Joyce Blackley
Annyce Claire Braker*
Georgia Suzanne Broitman*
Sarah Wyeth Burton*+
Mary Grace Calnan*
Haley Elizabeth Chavez*
Shelby Rose Clark*
Hayley A. Cole*
Nicole Grace Conti*+
D’Nasia Janai Council
Elly Blue Cummins*+
Megan M. Dailey*+
Hannah Jo Davis*
Hunter Elizabeth Davis*
Julia Perry Davis*
Mary Ann Daw*
Caroline Wall Day*
Mack Leann Denson*
Johanna E. Evans*
Emma Grace Feehery
Avery Palmer Ferreiro*
Mark Anthony Flores Reyes+
Kyra Nicole Franco*
Briany Madai Gomez*+
Guadalupe Gonzalez-Rodriguez*
Emily Virginia Hartsell*
Hector Armando Hernandez Laines*+
Abria Nichole Herring
Adyson Grace Holladay*
Eirene Grace Hynes*
Kurshenna Jackson*
Sarah Lyn-Michelle Jefcoat*
Adriana None Jimenez-Guzman*++
Kendra Elizabeth Jones*
Gabrielle Jordan Katz
Caroline May Keesler*
Grace McKinley Landrum*
Kimberly Marie Liles*+
Maya Yoru Lin*
Lauren Elizabeth Lloyd*
Vanessa Lopez*+
Gabrielle Joy Love*
Atavia Lanae Mallory *
Lasharya Meeks
Abigail Drew Meyer*+
Rachael Ann Moldow*+
Tyrone D. Montgomery
Nicole Mora*+
Celeste Enid Ortega-Felix
Nicole Eden Osborne*
Berkley Georgia Proctor*
Ellen Theresa Pruss*
Zianne Mackenzie Richardson*
Maddison Margaret Ridgill*
Viktoria Carin Rohman*
Ana Jasmine Rojas-Gabriel
Sophia Elizabeth Rupkalvis*
Lauren Elizabeth Sabogal*
Kaylee Lynn Saunders
Kelly Elizabeth Schumann*
Jillian Blanche Schwake*+
Rachel Elizabeth Scrudato*
Julia Anne Shook*
Anna Grace Simmons*
Chloe Catharine Singleton*
Kalei Mariah Small*++

Biatchian Elyse Stubbs*
Madison Tate Sturdivant*+
Janiah Chante’ Sutton*++
Lesley Jeanne Sutton*
Ashlyn Y. Tafiren yokia*
Vicki Tran*
Gillian Anna Vaughan
Danielle Faith Wright*
Ellise Zaidenstaf
Beatriz Adriana Zelaya-Caceres*

Human and Organizational Leadership Development
John Paul Benson
Isabelle Elana Dean*
Romallus La’mar Dew
Jayna Mishell Ellis
Rebekah Nicole Glover*
Parker James Harris*
Eva Alane Humphries*
Grace Elizabeth Keel*
Hayden Katharine Kelley*
Sydney Nichole Kenyu*
Rachel Catherine McDonald*
Justin Timothy McKay
Destiny Alana Moore
Amrutha Nandam*
Alan H. Reece*
Lamar Gregory Richards
Sedonia Fae Tringali*
Ezinwachie Chilidimlu Ubezou*
William Stone Watson*
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Rachael Ann Moldow*+
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Nicole Eden Osborne*
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Ellen Theresa Pruss*
Zianne Mackenzie Richardson*
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Viktoria Carin Rohman*
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Sophia Elizabeth Rupkalvis*
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Gillian Anna Vaughan
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Human and Organizational Leadership Development
John Paul Benson
Isabelle Elana Dean*
Romallus La’mar Dew
Jayna Mishell Ellis
Rebekah Nicole Glover*
Parker James Harris*
Eva Alane Humphries*
Grace Elizabeth Keel*
Hayden Katharine Kelley*
Sydney Nichole Kenyu*
Rachel Catherine McDonald*
Justin Timothy McKay
Destiny Alana Moore
Amrutha Nandam*
Alan H. Reece*
Lamar Gregory Richards
Sedonia Fae Tringali*
Ezinwachie Chilidimlu Ubezou*
William Stone Watson*
Delilah M. Eby*  
Elizabeth Stewart Egan  
John Herron Evans*  
Nicholas Fantauzzi  
Gillian Michelle Faski  
Angela Chen Feng*  
Alayna Marion Fennell*  
Lauren Jamie Fichten*  
Gina Michelle Flow  
Sofia Poppiano*  
Preston Gilbert Fore*  
Mackenzie Ann Frank*  
Nia Symone Freeman  
Lucy Rose Froehlich*  
Paul Gray Fullwood  
Emily Christine Gajda*  
Samuel Yael Garzon  
Paris Geolos  
Anna Grace Gibson*+  
Katherine K. Glass*  
Bridget Nicole Glenn*  
Kevin Emanuel Gomez-Gonzalez*  
Madeline Grace Gossett  
Martha Elizabeth Gottwald*  
Mitchell Smith Greene*  
Taylor A. Gregitis*  
Hallie Elizabeth Grubb*  
Abdier Guadalupe Ortiz*  
Leslie Esmeralda Guzman*  
Autumn Grace Hailey*  
Judson Smith Haggard*  
Kamryn Michelle Hailey  
Salem Mackenzie Handy*  
Nancy Margaret Hardesty*  
Lindsay Brooke Harris*  
Madison Ann Hensley*  
Kevin Emmanuel Hetterson*  
Elizabeth Kate Hillman  
Taylor Catherine Holbrooks  
Anthony Terrell Howard Jr.*  
Hailey Elizabeth Hudson*  
Nicoine Liana Humphrey  
Natalie Louise Hustich*  
Holly Elizabeth Hutcheson  
Claire Anna Hutto*  
Kyle Ingram*  
Claire Murray Jessen  
Casey Perri Jones  
Kemonte' T. Jones*  
Logan Jones  
Elizabeth Abigail Jordan  
Payton Mackenzie Kaeding*  
Maclain Douglas Kalna  
Angelina Katrasanis*  
Emily Louise Keady*  
Emory Grace Keel*  
Allison Margaret Kelly*  
Elinor Carr Kelly*  
Madison Elizabeth Kirkman*  
Cade Anthony Klimek*  
Lauren Jean LaTulippe*  
Thomas Riley Lachance*  
Joseph Patrick Laird*  
Akhiila V. Lakshminathan*  
Eliah Lee Larson*  
Peyton Garrett Lauder  
Jonah V. Lawson*  
Olivia Lawton  
Ella Maxwell Layn*  
Mia Rose Lerner*+  
Jacobson Cory Leser*  
Katie Lin*  
Emma Berry Lindsey*+  
Cynthia Liu*  
Isabella June LoRe*  
Shiqin Lou*  
Katherine Heisler MacKinnon*  
Eve M. Maddock*  
Jennifer N. Mades*  
Fallon Peri Maher*  
Laura Sophia Mallinson*  
Ramune Marcinevciute  
Ellie Reagan Martin*  
Cameron Rose Massey*  
Jessica Mati Mastor*  
Mackenzie Bobbie Mastor*  
Joseph Michael Mazzara  
Margaret Eloise McCarthy*  
Patrick Davison McCloskey*  
Shelby Anderson McLamb*  
Lee Alasdair McNinch  
Joseph B. Melendez  
Tyler M. Merra  
Katherine Sarah Miller*  
Payton Nicole Mills*  
Megan Missey*  
Guillermo Molero*  
Peter Jay Morales*  
Maria Camila Moreno Lizarazo  
Elizabeth Jeanne Morgan*  
Timothy Morgan  
Clay Bingham Morris*  
Olivia Taylor Mundorf*  
Alexandra Jewel Myers  
Diana Laura Nava*  
Tatum Elisabeth Neff*  
Anna Louise Neil*  
Jailyn Neville  
Matthew Samuel Ng*  
Brynn Anne Nunez*  
Mackenzie Rae O’Donnell*  
Cameron Atkins Odom  
Gloria Adesewa Ogunlade  
Emily Beth Orland*++  
Madison Lauren Orobono  
Diana Isabel Ortiz-Saldana*  
Emily Anne Pack  
Liza Olivia Park*  
Samantha Ariel Paw*  
Heidi S. Perez  
Suzannah Claire Perry*++  
Muriel Grace Pitney  
Dalton Kirk Powell*  
Carolyn Walker Pratt*  
Madison Carla Prentice*  
Morgan K. Quinn  
Kelli Jeanne Rainer*  
Sara Najeel Raja*  
Carolina Da Rosa Ramirez  
Ty William Randleman  
Cira Ranieri  
John Casmer Ratkowiaci  
Evelyn Peek Rearden*  
Nikita Alavalarpati Reddy  
Lauren Elizabeth Reynolds*  
Alison H. Richard*  
Rebecca Leigh Riden*  
Heather Marie Riesebeck*  
Cameron Elizabeth Ringer*  
Julianna Brooke Robbins  
Michael Thomas Roberson*  
Halle Simone Robinson  
Asheboo Rojas*  
Olivia Marie Rojas*  
Brian Daniel Rosenzweig*  
Julia Fairchild Roth*  
Calvin Thomas Ryan*  
Jillian Marie Ryan*  
Katherine Ann Sanchez  
Cassia Cubas Taiatella Sari*  
Kaitlyn Maria Schmidt*  
Stephanie Ashtyn Schrimper  
Grace Keenan Seidel  
Aashna Ravin Shah*  
Shivan Jay Shah*  
Ziyu Sheng*  
Isabella Madison Sherk*  
Hannah Elizabeth Sherman*  
Emlyn Z. Shopmyer*  
Josephine Baker Shuford  
Ellen Frances Simons*  
Madison Elizabeth Singleton  
Ashley Elizabeth Sipe  
Jacob Dylong Smith*  
Sloan Elizabeth Sorrell  
Jin Arh Springer*  
James Starr*  
Tallulah Stubbe*  
Maria Yolanda Summer-Graves  
Collin Anthony Tadlock  
Xiawen (Simon) Tan  
Lauren Eileen Tanner  
Matthew Chase Taylor*  
Susanne Michelle Thomas*  
Grace Battle Thompson*  
Katherine McCauley Thompson  
Megan Marie Tillotson*  
Tania Sameer Tobbocawla*  
Jennifer H. Tran*  
Erin Taylor Travis*  
William Tays Troutman*  
Claire Marie Tynan*  
Daysi Noemy Valenzuela  
Tushar Varma*  
Katherine Grace Vick*  
Pedro Felipe Villasmil*  
Henry Vivar-Gomez  
Claire Michelle Walsh  
Molly Allana Walsh  
Madison Reagan Ward*  
Lindsey Asher Ware*  
Haley Elise Watkins  
Kyndall Michelle Weaver*  
Nathan Thomas Wells*  
Maura Lillian-Grace Westbrook*  
Abigail Mae Whittington  
Kelly Jones Wilbanks*  
Bailey Nicole Wilcher*  
Catherine Grace Williams*  
Ashleigh Jordan Wilson*  
Fletcher Thomas Wilson*  
Paityn Natalie Wirth  
Joshua Thomas Wong*  
Margaret Wong*  
Catherine Royall Wood  
Kareena Elizabeth Wurl*  
Caitlyn Nicole Yaeda*  
Abigail Elizabeth Young  
Ivy Carter Young*  
Elizabeth Garland Youssef*  
Jennifer Jaehee Yu  
Bonnie Zhang  
Siwen "Chantelle" Zhao*  
Kathy Zhong*  
Siyu Zhong*  
Amanda Li Zhu*  
Halsey Catherine Ziglar*  

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE  
Est. 1879  
Dean Wesley Burks  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE  
Ashley Arreola  
William Paul Biggers III  
Elisabeth Anne Carbone*  
Giang H. Giap  
Wai Ying Harmon*  
Jennifer May Harshbarger  
Samar Salahideen Hassan  
Huy Nguyen Minh Ho  
Malachi Rah King  
Jacob Ethan Larem*  
Sofia Angelica Mariano
Alexis Marie Otway*
Jisel Rivera
Megan Alexis Rizzo
Fernando Serrano
Laurel Elizabeth Smith*
Amy Lynn Thompson*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE

Lina Chang
Kennedy Ashlyn Enzor*
Marshay Rohanda Ferguson*
Elyssa Nicole Holman*
Bailey Elise Jordan*
Shawn Thomas Matthews*
Brittany Ann Noel
Kylee Marie Noel
Dhruv Alpeshbhai Patel*
Kayla Dawn Vanhoy
Bailey Elizabeth Vestal*

THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

Est. 1950
Dean Valerie Howard

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Sarah Elizabeth Achenbach*
Salma Haider Al-Khafaji

Emma Lucille Anderson*
Riley Auten Annabel
Danyal Waheed Ansari
Sarah Anne Austin*
Haley Nicole Barker*
Vanessa Barquera*
Lauren Alicia Betancourt*
Chloe Marie Binkley
Isha V. Birla*
Morgan Jean Bordeaux*
James Stuart Brandt
Carter Thomas Broome*
Kathryn Grace Hermosissima
Burket**
Kaylee Ann Carpenter*
Alison Ann Castillo*
Angelica Castro*
Carrie Lynn Christie*
Alexander Noah Chung*
Sarah Marie Clark*
Josie Leigh Crooks*
Isabel Elena Daumen*+
Emma Nicole Dauster*
Mingchu Deng**
Heather Marie Dorow*
Hannah A. Dozier
Moriah Noelle Fender*++
Nicole Elizabeth Fortin*+
Paola Galvan Monroy*
Mollie Aleigha Goss*
Teagan Sterling Guerra***
Peyton Elisabeth Gully*
Alyssa Katelyn Hamilton*
Anna Paige Hardison
Madison Grace Heartley*
Elena Camille Heath*
Jacquelyn Claire Hedrick*
Abby Rose Heitkamp*

THE UNC GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH

Est. 1939
Dean Nancy Messonnier

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH

Biostatistics
Yasmin Rocio Adame-Zavala
Simmi Agrawal*
Parnika Agraval*++
Coral Harris Aman*
Amber Mercedes Amparo*++
Ellie Neff Balakrishnan*+
Allison Marie Baumgartner*
Heidi Ann Bleyer*
Alisha Sophia Burkhardt*
Caroline Cai*
Michael Verner Edwards*
Caroline Jean Ford*
Allison Janae Gray*
Mehmet Burak Hatip*
Ellen H. Hu*++
Jayanth A. Kashyap*
Junead Khan*
Michael Chen Li*
Tina Lin*++
Zhimeng Liu*++
Quinn Barbara Lutz
Ryan Christopher Millan*
Neha Vivek Mokashi*++
Feruz Hagos Mussie
Soham Nanavati*
Gustavo Nativio*+
Skyler H. Noble*++
Sara Nicole O’Brien*++
Cindy J. Pang*
Sarthi Patil*
Medha Srikanth Rao*
Cecilia Maria Rasco*
Michelle Castillo Rzepka*
Emily Jamie Wang*++
Laura Louise Watson*
Keyi Xue*++
Eric Douglas Zhang*
Yu Zhang*
Andrew Linxi Zheng*

Environmental Health Sciences
Paige Elizabeth Azzarita
Neha Bollam*
Amy Cheng*
Aditi Atul Chiney*
Jaishree Lily Gupta*
Kyle Blair Heifertyl
Dylan Noah Lopez
Alka Bimmi Manoj
Hannah Reece Matthews*++
Layla Z. Musawwir
Manav Bindesh Parikh*++
Lindsey Ione Pegram*
Margaret Anne Pinder*
Kaitlyn Kinsella Sagan*

Health Policy and Management
Eniyah L’shæe Baptiste*+
Hunter Dale Darnsworth*+
Karim Chahine El Tannir*+
Leila Maryann Fathi++
Grace Annie Gao
Kennedy Alexis Goode*
Anahita Gupta*
Tylah Rukiya Harrison*
Halima Noor Hasan*+
Ashley Grace Hoover*
Kathy Ngoc Huynh*+
Yena Ashraf Ismail*+
Emily A. Kang*+
Neha V. Maddali*++
Creed Andrew Mainz*+
Daphne - Martinez-Cruz*+
Mia Rose McDonald*+
Makenna Marie McGough*+
Divya Vikrant Mehta*++
Sumeya B. Mohammed
Mohamed-Yahia Sadig
Monawar*++
Aaron Michael Monds*
Katherine Gray Moss*
Sana - Navalid*
Albert Pan
Kirti J. Patel*++
Noah Daniel Patterson*+
Devika Rajeev*+
Nivetha Senthil Ramasamy*++
Zoe Iman Richardson*
Emma Jane Sayers*
Aditya Pankaj Shetye++
Caroline Phelan Silbaugh*
Malik Tiedt*++
Austin M. Tumbarello*
Eman Arjanah Williams*
Emily Grace Wright

Evelin Lazaro
Jessie Jia Ma*++
Jiamin (Sherry) Ma*
Margaret Alexander Midkift*
Kristie Morales-Lagunes*+
Maya Shrikumar Nair*
Emma Grace Nipp*
Nidhi Rao Oruganti*
Yubin Pak*
Priya Yogesh Patel*
Yuliza Pena Hernandez
Ethan James Phillips*++
Kevin A. Pignone*
Carrigan Grace Price*++
Chloe Marie Stiles*
Ananya Tadikonda*++
Sanjana Gowri Tharuvesanchi*
Maya Kathryn Thieme*
Kartik Tyagi*++
Jessica Chiamaka Uba*
Haley Elizabeth Vance*
Reilly Elizabeth Wade*
Anna Wakita*
Amy Lee Webster*
Damion Elijah Williams*
Karen Xu*

Nutrition
Alexandra Brynn Adair*
Kevin Edward Agner*
Noah Adam Ashenafi*
Damilola D. Ayinde*
Mason Bailey*
Malihia Islam Bhuiyan*++
Isabella Clarice Boyd*
Makell Stephen Brown*++
Eleanor Anne Christianson*
Sofia Macedo Costa De Oliveira

CANDIDATES
COMMISSIONED IN
THE ARMED FORCES
May 2023

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
2023 COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM

Nayeli L. Duckworth*
Shi Nan Feng*++
Michael Fowler*
Bliss Emma Blue Garriga*
Anna K. Geib*++
Ellen Joy Gooch
Emma Joy Grindstaff*++
Jiny Guo
Madison Olivia Headen*
Sahil Dipen Hira*
Tiana Olivia Jacobs
Rhea Jayaswal*++
Cailan O. Jefferson
Tatum Shamiso Kodzai*
Allyson Suzanne Latvala*
Macon Thomas Lawrence*
Sunnie Yang Li*
Andy Tianyu Liu*
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Sumeya B. Mohammed
Mohamed-Yahia Sadig
Monawar*++
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Katherine Gray Moss*
Sana - Navalid*
Albert Pan
Kirti J. Patel*++
Noah Daniel Patterson*+
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Nivetha Senthil Ramasamy*++
Zoe Iman Richardson*
Emma Jane Sayers*
Aditya Pankaj Shetye++
Caroline Phelan Silbaugh*
Malik Tiedt*++
Austin M. Tumbarello*
Eman Arjanah Williams*
Emily Grace Wright
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CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES

MAY 2023

BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATES

DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS

Computational Linguistics
Janani Ramadurai
Shuguang Wang

DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES

Women’s and Gender Studies
Minji Jang
Pallavi Gupta
Andrea Lorenz
Caitlin O’Laughlin
Monica Leigh Crawford

Community Preparedness and Disaster Management
Shakerrie Denise Allmond
Sierra N. Brantz
Brooke E. Brewer
Matthew Gray Britt
Audrey Turner Fratus
Zylah Monique Harper
Destiny Alexis Hayes
Jonathan Ryan McCollum
Brittany Quynh Sample
Sady Dakota San
Tianna Schiappa Pietra
Carol Stanley

POST-DOCTORAL CERTIFICATES

THE SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Est. 1949
Dean Janet Guthmiller

Dental Foundation Post-Doctoral Certificate Program in Periodontics
Debola Onaolapo Omidiran

THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

Est. 1950
Dean Valerie Howard

Adult/Gerontology Nurse Practitioner (and Oncology)
Melanie Nicole Allard

Advanced Practice Nursing
Roxanne Rush Bryant
Jeremy Britt-Villanueva
Chris Haunda L. Vick
Akela Battle Woody

THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Est. 1897
Dean Angela Kashuba

Rural Pharmacy Health
Victoria L. Blanton
Stephen Michael Duncan
Kylee Brooke Furett
Katherine Amelia Howell
Katherine O’Malley Marks
Amanda Brook Fisher
Aaron Seth Roberts
Nathan Saunders

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATES

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Est. 1795
Dean James W.C. White

DEPARTMENT OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Natural Hazards Resilience
Melissa Yokoe Ashbaugh
Duncan Benjamin Dodson
Chloe Donohoe
Josephine Jenita Justin
Talya Sarah Kravit
Aimee Rene Marker-Katz
Cameron David McBranch-Fitterer
Kristin Podsiad
Emma Katherine Vinella-Brusher

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

Geographic Information Sciences
Amy Lien Tran

THE UNC GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH

Est. 1939
Dean Nancy Messonnier

Field Epidemiology
Astrid Delgado Oviedo

Global Health
Rhonda Lynn Washington

Public Health Informatics
Avery James Brau
Lauren Elizabeth Ferner
Chase Timothy Myers
Ashtyn Taylor Neuwirth

Public Health Leadership
Rebecca Brooke Dotterweich
Stephanie Sherrelle Felder
Ashley Lynn Jackson
Alicia Euliss Pickett
Carmen Elise Prestemon
Jennifer L. Thompson

THE UNC ESHELMAN SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Est. 1897
Dean Angela Kashuba

Rural Pharmacy Health
Victoria L. Blanton
Stephen Michael Duncan
Kylee Brooke Furett
Katherine Amelia Howell
Katherine O’Malley Marks
Amanda Brook Fisher
Aaron Seth Roberts
Nathan Saunders
MEDALS, PRIZES, AND AWARDS

MAY 2023

STUDENT ACTIVITIES AWARDS

The Paul Debreceny Prize in Slavic Languages and Literatures* Colton Treadwell

The Interfraternity Council Man of the Year Award* Andrew Cook

The Howard W. Odum Undergraduate Sociology Award* Janet Scott

The Paul Debreceny Prize in Slavic Languages and Literatures* Colton Treadwell

The Interfraternity Council Man of the Year Award* Andrew Cook

The Howard W. Odum Undergraduate Sociology Award* Janet Scott

The Patrick F. Earey Award* Marina Torras

The E. Eugene Jackson Award* Rayna Young

The Panhellenic Council Woman of the Year Award* Hailey Hudson

The Marc Adam Eisdorfer Award in Linguistics* Lydia Boshart Esther Chen Gary Zhang

The John Johnston Parker Jr. Medal for Unique Leadership in Student Government* Callie Stevens

The Alexander Julian Prize* Isabella Gamez

The Brenda W. Kirby Award* Zuzelle Ramos

The Martha Pomerantz Sport Clubs Council Achievement* Olivia Romine

The Jane Craig Gray Memorial Award* Isabella Gamez

The Mary Turner Lane Award in Women's and Gender Studies* Emily Orland

The L. Richardson Preyer Award for Excellence in Political Science* Noor El-Baradie

The Boka W. Hadzija Award for Distinguished University Service* David Aponte-Diaz

The Robert White Linker Award* Parker Darden

The Louis D. Rubin Jr. Prize in Creative Writing* Jay Moran

The Irvine Hagadorn Award* Matthew Lu

The Class of '56 George R. Livas Award* Joe Jones

The J. Maryon Saunders Award* Keisha Solanki

The Hampton Shuping Prize* Jalen McKoy

The Donald T. Lysle Award* Oluwatamilore Kolawole

The Paul E. Shearin Outstanding Senior Award in Physics* Aaron Miller

The Jacques Haddad Undergraduate Award for Excellence in French* Margaret Foster

The Willie P. Mangum Medal in Oratory* Callie Stevens

The Earl Slocum Band Award* Cassidy Dellinger

The Archibald Henderson Mathematics Medal* Yizhou Gu Connor Magoon

The George C. Marshall Award* Sean Maxwell

The Keith Shawn Smith Award for Community Development and Mentorship* Junye Ou

The George Moses Horton Award for Multicultural Leadership* Julia Clark

The McNally Award for Excellence in Geography* Caroline Brogden

The Walter S. Spearman Award* Raymond Palma

The Robert B. House Distinguished Service Award* Nicole Osborne

The Multicultural Greek Council Award* Zianne Mackenzie Richardson

The Ria Stambaugh Undergraduate Award for Excellence in German* Esther Chen

The Robert B. House Memorial Prize in Poetry* Quinton Okoro

The National Pan-Hellenic Council Award* Righteous Keitt

The Sterling A. Stoudemire Award for Excellence in Spanish* Sophie Marcom

* Indicates Chancellor's Award

CHANCELLOR'S AWARDS

The Ernest H. Abernathy Prize in Student Publication Work* Guillermo Molero

The Eben Alexander Prize in Greek* Emily Bratt

The Peter C. Baxter Memorial Prize in American Studies* Sophie Hass Fields Utz

The Bernard Boyd Memorial Prize* Jada Enoch

The Paul Debreceny Prize in Slavic Languages and Literatures* Colton Treadwell

The Interfraternity Council Man of the Year Award* Andrew Cook

The Howard W. Odum Undergraduate Sociology Award* Janet Scott

The William S. Carlton Intramural Sports Employee Award* Autumn Weeks

The Cornelius O. Cathey Award* Malita Bhuiyan

The Camões Prize in Portuguese* Melissa Ferreira Patrocinio

The William S. Carlton Intramural Sports Employee Award* Autumn Weeks

The Cornelius O. Cathey Award* Malita Bhuiyan

The Roger A. Davis Memorial Award* Mary Miller

The George H. Cocolas Pharmacy Student Body Award* Neel Swamy

The Cazel Prize for Excellence in History* Emily Orland

The Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Entrepreneurial Studies* Michael Sisson

The Howard W. Odum Undergraduate Sociology Award* Janet Scott

The Interfraternity Council Man of the Year Award* Andrew Cook

The Howard W. Odum Undergraduate Sociology Award* Janet Scott

The Panhellenic Council Woman of the Year Award* Hailey Hudson

The Willie P. Mangum Medal in Oratory* Callie Stevens

The Martha Pomerantz Sport Clubs Council Achievement* Olivia Romine

The Robert White Linker Award* Parker Darden

The Louis D. Rubin Jr. Prize in Creative Writing* Jay Moran

The Irvine Hagadorn Award* Matthew Lu

The Class of '56 George R. Livas Award* Joe Jones

The J. Maryon Saunders Award* Keisha Solanki

The Hampton Shuping Prize* Jalen McKoy

The Donald T. Lysle Award* Oluwatamilore Kolawole

The Paul E. Shearin Outstanding Senior Award in Physics* Aaron Miller

The Jacques Haddad Undergraduate Award for Excellence in French* Margaret Foster

The Willie P. Mangum Medal in Oratory* Callie Stevens

The Earl Slocum Band Award* Cassidy Dellinger

The Archibald Henderson Mathematics Medal* Yizhou Gu Connor Magoon

The George C. Marshall Award* Sean Maxwell

The Keith Shawn Smith Award for Community Development and Mentorship* Junye Ou

The George Moses Horton Award for Multicultural Leadership* Julia Clark

The McNally Award for Excellence in Geography* Caroline Brogden

The Walter S. Spearman Award* Raymond Palma

The Robert B. House Distinguished Service Award* Nicole Osborne

The Multicultural Greek Council Award* Zianne Mackenzie Richardson

The Ria Stambaugh Undergraduate Award for Excellence in German* Esther Chen

The Robert B. House Memorial Prize in Poetry* Quinton Okoro

The National Pan-Hellenic Council Award* Righteous Keitt

The Sterling A. Stoudemire Award for Excellence in Spanish* Sophie Marcom
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award*
Ethan Phillips
Esztér Rimányi

The Albert Suskin Prize in Latin*
Madeline Nielsensen

The Jim Tatum Memorial Award*
Madison Orobono

The Ferebee Taylor Award*
Vanessa Chazal

The Undergraduate Award in Economics*
Gabriela Goodman

The Undergraduate Prize in Art History*
Qiuru Feng

The Venable Medal*
Maya Spencer

The Worth Award*
Katherine “Katie” Leonard

STUDENT ORGANIZATION AWARDS

CAROLINA CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

APPLES Service-Learning Award
Alvin Dinh

APPLES Undergraduate Excellence Award
Sydney Murray

Arts in Public Service Fellows
Ethan Sichel

Buckley Public Service Scholars
A’sja Abron
Parnika Agrawal
Amber Amparo
Katelynn Anderson
Keeley Benfield
Serenity Bennett
Rhea Bhagia
Mohit Bhalani
Malika Bhuiyan
Katie Blair
Christina Boelkins
Mercedes Bowman
Christopher Bowman
Suzy Brito Lagunas
Laricé Britt

Caroline Brogdan
Sophia Buchanan
Sarah Burton
Haley Chavez
Shelby Clark
Bryn Copenhaver
Camronnna Corbett
Brianna Michelle Newman Corrie
Gabriella Day
Ishani Deliwala
Kayla Delino
Alvin Dinh
Sam Duggan
Abigail Victoria Earley
Amy Feng
Reghan Flores
Ava Freeman
Grayson Garcia
Anna Geib
Katelynn Gilbert
Gabriela Goodman
Mary-Catherine Gray
Emma Grindstaff
Rachel Halcomb
Meg Hardesty
Caroline Harris
Tylah Harrison
Grace Haruta
Kyle Heiferty
Amy Herfurth
Grace Hoover
Ana Hoppert Flores
Hope Hosford
Seok Hyun Hwang
Emily Jackson
Ethan Jarrett
Rhea Jayaswal
Cailan Jefferson
Sanjana Jha
Kylie Joyce
Gabriel Juedemann
Baird Kazazian
Rita Kibicho
Kayla Kilts
Lindsey Klinck
Sophia Kuhl-Chimeria
Sarah Laible
Gwen Wan-Jun Lau
Amy Valentine Lawson
Kim Le
Amanda Leder
Greta Leitz-Najarian
Katherine Leonard
Kimberly Marie Liles
Peyton Lindogan
Caroline Livingston
Brianna Lucero
Amy Madrigal
Margaret Matthews
James McClure
Eriq McIndoe
Aida Mitchell
Jay Moran
Wesley W. Morris
Katherine Moss
Abigail Mueller
Dionejala Muhammed
Cameron Myers Milne
Alexandra Neal
Margaret Newton
Mylynn Ngo
Grace North
Nicole Osborne
Junye Ou
Yubin Phoebe Pak
Manav Parikh
Savannah Parker
Manav Patel
Samara Perez
Zara Petrocy
Bella Pettit
Rabea Pfaff
Trevor Samuel Pfarr
Ethan Phillips
Bailey Pons
Carrigan Price
Aiden Puccio
Hannah Rettig
Carolina Rosales Mercado
Brianna Santiago
Gauri Manju Sathish
Alyssa Schoff
Adriana Isabel Schott
Kelly Elizabeth Schumann
Jillian Schwake
Rachel Scrudato
Sahil Sethi
Parker Shoaf
Ethan Sichel
Simran Singh
Mitchell Thomas Skolaris
Abigail Elizabeth Smith
Jacie Logan Smith
David Keith Snider II
Madison Soler
Emmy Stewart
Chloe Stiles
Gretta Strickland
Hannah Stroot
Ananya Sundar
Grayson Sword
Grace Taylor
Lauren Taylor
Malik Tiedt
Sarah Torzone
Kartik Tyagi
Jessica Uba
Tianna Van Cura
Yashvi Vardhan
Anna Wakita
Madison Kate Williams
Yushan Xie
Karen Xu
Jason Yang
Rayna Takara Young
Theresa Yu
Annie Zhang
Hannah Ziegler

Community Service Scholars
Ana Hoppert
Suzy Brito Lagunas
Cameron Milne
Isabella Pettit

Davis Projects for Peace Award
Rida Bayraktar

MacDonald Community Fellowship
Suzy Brito Lagunas
Mariah McCann
Cameron Milne
Kiri Patel
Isabella Pettit
Matthew Tracy
Jessica Uba

DIALECTICAL AND PHILANTHROPICAL SOCIETIES

The Willie P. Mangum Medal in Oratory*
Callie Elizabeth Stevens

OFFICE OF FRATERNITY AND SORORITY LIFE AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Interfraternity Council Man of the Year*
Andrew Joseph Cook

Multicultural Greek Council*
Zianne Mackenzie Richardson

National Pan-Hellenic Council*
Righteous Delane Keitt

Order of Omega Greek Honor
Society Graduating Seniors
Helen Abbott
La-Ontra Bacon
Julia Badley
Brittany Blitstein
Katie Burleson
Riley Carpinteri
Tyler Clayton
Bryn Copenhaver
Taylor Corpening
Manuela Danso-Fordjour
Isabel Daumen
Cambria Duke
Mary Catherine Ellington
Nicholas Fantauzzi
Cameron Fardy
Kenaz Flores
Monica V. Garcia  
Grace Godfrey  
Tylah Harrison  
Ethan Hartung  
Lucas Heilig  
Cameron Helms  
Melanie Hernandez  
Hailey Hudson  
Morgan Hyman  
Emily Jackson  
Cailian Jefferson  
Daniel Ku  
Mahayla Lail  
Eline Martin  
Makayla Lail  
Margaret Midkiff  
Maxwell Morant  
Isabella Parsons  
Sydney Peterman  
Isabella Reid  
Zoie Richardson  
Logan Riggins  
Jamie Roberts  
Sophia Rupkalvis  
Allison Adele Boyer  
Mackenzie Rose Collura-Repp  
Hannah Lyndsey Evans  
Violet Wen Evans  
Zoe I. Hatsios  
Amber Crystal Huang  
Camryn Sheia Isemann  
Dhatri Kakarla  
Prisca Lim  
James McGuire Metts  
Priya M. Patel  
Evan Drew Rosenberg  
Lauren Sidelinger  
Logan E. Timm  
Hiep Thanh Tran  
Lito Tu  
Gabrielle Eleanor Caroline Walton

Colleen Elizabeth Whitener  
Melissa Alexandra Yu  
Zhiyue Zhang

SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER FOR BLACK CULTURE AND HISTORY

The George Moses Horton Award for Multicultural Leadership*
Julia Clark

OFFICE OF DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARSHIPS

Boren Fellowship
Jalyn McNeal

Barry Goldwater Scholarship
Rachael Fisher

HONORS CAROLINA SCHOLAR

Elizabeth Bergen Werthman

HONORS GLOBAL FELLOWSHIPS

Carolina Blue Honors Fellowships in Sports Entrepreneurship
Ellie Reagan Martin  
Jeremy Stalzenberg

Lucius E. Burch III Fellows
Merve Rida Bayraktar  
Megan Taylor Murphy  
Abdullah Wael Saleh  
Tushar Varma  
Anne L. and S. Epes Robinson Honors Fellows
Sarah Elizabeth Frisbie  
Graham Paul Hill  
Julia Mitchell Holoman  
Kamryn Campbell McDonald

UNIVERSITY DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR GRADUATES

Advantage Scholars
Priyanka Beghaie  
Chloe Dodd  
Marshay Ferguson  
Lito Tu

Blue Sky Scholars
Ameena Hester  
Brooke Madison  
Garrett Shifflett  
Madison Yearout

Mark Braswell Distinguished Scholars
Leah Daniel  
J’sha Gift  
Kyra Nicole Pudol  
William Watson

Carolina Scholars
Hanan Ali  
Amber Amparo  
Merve Bayraktar  
Sarrah Belhadj  
Vineet Bhardwaj  
Lucas Bonomo  
Michael Byrd  
Meghan Canard  
Sherrod Crum  
Molly Dashney  
Charlise Doan  
Alexis Dumain  
Preston Fore  
Sarah Frisbie  
Erna Gashi  
Megan Greensmith  
Yiyin Gu  
James Hendrickson  
Ashley Huff  
Thaddeus Jackson  
Gabriel Juedemann  
Gabrielle Kmiec  
Emma Koslow  
Sarah Larino  
Lauren Lutulippe  
Alexander Longo  
Sanjeev Musuvathy  
Zoie Richardson  
Luis Sanchez Boedo  
Priyal Singh  
Amy Thalangsy  
Daniel Usim  
Srilekhya Vennamaneni  
Alexander Wigger

Eve Marie Carson Memorial Scholarship
Wil Alsadoon  
Aakanksa Gundu  
Danielle Puccion  
Jessica Uba  
Taliajah Vann

Chancellor’s Science Scholars
George Andrade-Munoz  
Noe Brown  
Paul Charles  
Ria Chheda  
Adriana Gaona  
Moshe Ikekuchukwu  
Ezequiel Joaquin Torres  
Isaac Linn  
Emily Menay  
Ayana Monroe  
Gustavo Nativio  
Pheobe Pak  
Varun Potlapalli  
Julian Robles  
Abigail Rohy  
Justice Sexton  
Kiara Thompson  
Jiawen Jasmine Tian  
Nihar Vaidya  
Austin Wade  
Katie Waite  
Nick Walton

Coker-Fox Scholars
Peyton Anderson  
James Dixon  
Kelly Wilbanks

College Fellows
Iris Chien  
Anahita Gupta  
Kyle Ingram  
Kamelia Karimpour  
Rebekkah Pierce  
Rohan Rajesh  
Allyson Thompson  
James Thompson

Community Service Scholars
Suzy Brito Lagunas  
Mariah McCann  
Cameron Milne  
Isabella Pettit

Frank A. Daniels Jr. Distinguished Scholars
Haylie Heller  
Sarah McCormick

Davis United World College Scholars
Jinyi Guo  
Abigel Miskolcz  
Similoluwa Oluyinka  
Efe Töre Ömür  
Webster Woltersdorf

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award
Founders Scholar
Guadalupe Gonzalez-Rodriguez

General Alumni Association Scholars
Robert Vahey
Turner White

James M. Johnston Scholars
Noah Ashenafi
Vanessa Barquera
Arianna Brinkley
Ruben Cedillo Orozco
Charisma Daniel
Mackenzie Douglas
Lesley Estrada Tovar
Christopher Harper
Abria Herring
Kathy Huynh
Tina Jacobs
Hannah Miller
Guillermo Molero
Tristen Rich
Lamar Richards
Ana Rojas-Gabriel
Gretta Strickland
Rama Yasin
Theresa Yu

James M. Johnston Undergraduate Nursing Scholars
Salma Al-Khafaji
Riley Annabel
Maria Castro
Fatima Kharoufeh
Ashley Mangum
Kelly Nguyen
Robert Tyson
Angel Kristine Uy

William R. Kenan Jr. Music Scholars
Esil Empig
Julia Holoman
Matthew Svec
Alex Upton

M and T Foundation Distinguished Scholar
Devin Street

Margerson Family Distinguished Scholars
Jessica Jones
Jake Morgan

Columbus and Fred Morrison Scholars
Corey Hagler
Cailan Jefferson
Diana Nava
Matthew Manchester
Fernando Perez
Adamaris Reyes

Herbert and Mayme Pegg Distinguished Scholars
Gabrielle Caudill
Shaurya Jamwal
Sarah Lindsay
Madison Nichols

Alston Pleasants Scholars
Hope Crute
Seanna Richardson

Joseph E. and Grace Needham Pogue Scholars
Ghasan Ahmed
Jorren Biggs
Ainsley Duke
Mckenzie Harris
Righteous Keitt
Fatima Konshou
Teiari Matthews
Jailyn Neville
Karun Prasanna
Asma Rashid
Simon Tesfa
Ashton Thorne
Ruoting Xia

Old Well Scholar
Mary Catherine Ferris

Colonel John H. Robinson Scholars
La-Ontra Bacon
Cody Bollinger
Carson Cook
Isabel Estes
Nishitha Karumuri
John Kirollos
Andy Liu
Raahil Madhiwala
Creed Mainz
Kelsey McDowell
Katherine Moss
Samuel Okonkwo
Stephanie Orellana
Joseph Pardue
Megan Proudfoot
Aryan Rai
Ryan Tunney
Taliajah Vann
Mackenzie Wittmer

Dr. Thomas and Caroline Royster Distinguished Scholars
Brianna Atkinson
Matthew Berry
Bennett Bunten

Marvin B. Smith Jr. Distinguished Scholars
Kaelan Amin
Briana Passalacqua
Jonathan Piccillo

Tar Heel Merit Scholars
Eyram Bossiade
Ryan Brown
Danayah Cantoral
Matthew Chasse
Myra Collins
Eddy Dunn
Esther Eikins
Kenaz Flores
Anna Gibson
Margaret Hall
Parker Harris
Anthony Howard
Kurshenna Jackson
Ariana Kimsey
Tatum Kodzai
Rachel Li
Micah Long
Derrin Mallory
Audra Mosley
Jamell Mumford
Neil Pierre-Louis
Rahqi Sarsour
Manas Takalpati
Benjamin Tran
Jessica Uba
Pedro Villasmil
Kai White
Bailey-Nicole Williamson

Alice and George Welsh Scholar
Samuel Henry

William Whitaker Distinguished Scholars
Gavin George
Makayla Lail
James Watson

Williamson Distinguished Scholars
Luke Duckworth
Jessica McDermott

Thomas Wolfe Scholar
Cecelia Tucker

Wood-Cole and Wood Family Scholars
Erin Batten-Hicks
William Blackerby
Dylan Cable
Karen Calderon
Kayla Delpino
Makala Moses
Seungyoon Oh
Emma Powell

GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIPS

Douglas S. Dibbert Scholar
Turner White

GAA Scholar
Cole Vahey

Light on the Hill Society Scholars
Makell S. Brown
Taya N. Darby
Reagan A. Fletcher
Melia J. Madyn
Naomi G. Smith
Amya M. White
Damion E. Williams

Julius Peppers Scholars
Jorren L. Biggs
Benecia A. Jackson

The J. Maryon Saunders Award*
Keisha Solanki

MOREHEAD-CAIN FOUNDATION

Morehead-Cain Scholars
Class of 2023
Michael Charles Alcorn Jr.
Miranda Elizabeth Alym
Bailey Simone Benson
John Paul Benson
Andrew Jack Buchanan
Naomi Elise Burns
Katherine Elizabeth Carroll
Sophie Seoyoung Cho
Eleanor Anne Christianson
Carolina Coch
Ilyas James Colie
Zoe Virginia Conner
Tyler May Deegan
William Mark Dillon Jr.
Charlotte Sophia Nowell Dorn
Cullen Stuart Duval
Lucy-Rose Dyson
Noor Mostafa El-Baradie
Roli Enonuya
Jordan Nicole Feldman
Shi Nan Feng
Daniel Joseph Gonzalez
Meagan Jacqueline Harrington
Tylah Ruikiy Harrisson
Jacob Richard Hawkins
Margo Claire Helme
Charlie Donald Hirsch
Emmaus William Holder
Junead Khan
Megan Connally Lienau
Amalia Gabriela Marmolejos
McKenzie Elizabeth Martin
MaKenna Marie McGough
Tess Isabella McGrider
Jalen Anthony McKoy
Mable Yiling Miao
Clay Bingham Morris
Kochoe Akosua Nikoi
Raymond Theodore Palma
Simon Nayak Palmore
Ethan James Phillips
Anna Louise Danek Pickens
Harrison Sean Pumphrey
Zianne Mackenzie Richardson
Olivia Catherine Weyer Romine
Selina Shi
Avni Pandya Singh
Grayson Spencer Sword
Ananya Tadikonda
Aryan Jalwalt Talati
Tatum Kay Trysla
Jacob Larsen Turner
Karik Tyagi
Hayden Christopher Vaughn
Christiana Hope Wayne
Greer Arthur Webb
Fletcher Thomas Wilson
Webster Winfried Werner
Woltersdorf

ROYSTER SOCIETY OF FELLOWS

2022–2023
Emmanuel Amoako, Social Work
Caz Armstrong, Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Adams Bailey, Public Policy
Michael Baird, Art History
Assanatou Bamogo, Maternal and Child Health
Bryn Barker, Mathematics
Frankie Bauer, American Studies
Kristin Bedell, Education
Jessica Beers, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Elisabeth Bernhardt, Nursing
Courtney Blackington, Political Science
Caroline Blount, Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literature
Adrienne Bonar, Psychology
Burcu Bozkurt, Health Policy and Management
Anneliese Brei, Computer Science
Alexandra Bukowski, Epidemiology
Claire Busse, Maternal and Child Health
Clare Byers, History
Danielle Chappell, Pharmacology
Jian Chen, Nursing
Harrison Chicas, Business Administration
Youngmin Cho, Nursing
Seonghyun Choi, Religious Studies
Jelyiah Clark, Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Matthew Clayton, Psychology
Laura Cox, History
Angelica Cristello Sarteau, Nutrition
Natalie Croitoru, Business Administration
Vincent Curtis, Materials Sciences
Amjad Dabi, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology
Aashka Dave, Information and Library Science
Patricia Dawson, History
Tara Di Cassio, Geography
Robert Drake, Religious Studies
Chelsea Ducille, Maternal and Child Health
Emily Duffy, Nutrition
Samantha Effert, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Ariane Ekinci, History
Alexandria Forte, Social Work
Sarah Frank, Nutrition
Yutong Gao, Education
Sandra Garcia Gutierrez, Romance Languages
tianyuan ken Ge, Musicology
Sarah Godoy, Social Work
Patrick Golden, Information and Library Science
Amanda Gomez, Maternal and Child Health
Odessa Goudy, Biochemistry and Biophysics
Jana Haddad, Marine Sciences
Emily Harmon, Biology
David Harris, Classics
Rebecca Harris, Nursing
Peter Hase, Computer Science
Kira Heikes, Genetics and Molecular Biology
Katharine Henry, English and Comparative Literature
Diamond Holloman, Environment and Ecology
Samuel Honeycutt, Cell Biology and Physiology
Steven Houang, Health Behavior and Health Education
Emma Howell, Romance Languages
Hunter Hughes, Geological Sciences
Emily Hynes, Musicology
Lucas James, Neuroscience
Heesoo Jang, Media and Communication
Stephanie Kaczynski, Communication
Theo Kassebaum, Anthropology
Michele Kelley, Physics and Astronomy
Sehjoo Kwon, Psychology
Chris Lane, Human Movement Science
Brian Lerch, Biology
Yifan Li, Philosophy
Lara Lookabaugh, Geography
Andreina Malki, Geography
Madelina Marquez, Biology
Alexander Marshall, Physics and Astronomy
Kelsey Martin, Art History
Sean Mccann, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Christine Mikeska, Anthropology
Joshua Miller, Nutrition
Jose Moreno Vega, History
Camille Morgan, Epidemiology
Kaitlyn Morrell, Physics and Astronomy
Kyle Onda, City and Regional Planning
Rebecca Patterson-Markowitz, Geography
Kierra Peak, Occupational Science
Abhik Pramanik, Public Policy
Mark Radin, Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Ana Ramirez, Anthropology
Benjamin Rice, English and Comparative Literature
Rachel Ross, Epidemiology
Jamshaid Shahir, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology
Joshua Shelly, Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literature
Vaia Sigounas, Anthropology
Quinton Smith, Social Work
Raven Smith, Nursing
Kelli Smith-Biwer, Musicology
Kelsey Thompson, Speech and Hearing Sciences
Ryan Vereen, Media and Communication
Riley Vickers, Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Katherine Walker, English and Comparative Literature
Shannon Wheeler, English and Comparative Literature
Caitlin Williams, Maternal and Child Health
Megan Wood, Communication
Jennifer Wu, Art History
Zhenlin Xu, Computer Science
Jeff Yang, Epidemiology
Kexin Yu, Philosophy
Deanna Zhu, Epidemiology

ROBERTSON SCHOLARS

Mikhal Ben-Joseph
Serenity Bennett
Garrett Geidel
Thomas Harley
Thaddeus Holt
Rishab Jain
Sanjana Jha
Mark Khlodendon
Peter Morales
Adjeuwon Ojebuoboh
Amelia Paulsen
Carrigan Price
Jeremy Scott
Haby Sow
Kendra Tse

* Indicates Chancellor's Award

PHI BETA KAPPA

SOCIETIES

Officers
President: Ayaka Uehara
Vice President: Sierra Foster
Recording Secretary: Hans Oh

2022–2023 Initiates
Helen Harper Abbott
Raj Aghera
Rishi Aghera
Jesse Anderson Ainslie
Oyindamola O’temu Ajasa
Michael Charles Alcorn Jr.
Arthi Annadurai
Bilal Nizar Azzam
Julia Lorelle Baddeley
Anna Katherine Baechtold
Mason Bailey
Tanner Bailey
Ayla Marie Baker Kural
Suryadyuti Baral
Daniel Barrero
Julia Doria Barrow
Alexander Beddick
Lauren Behringer
Mikhal Keren Ben-Joseph
Amalia Gabriela Marmolejos  
Dalia Yamthe Marquez  
Roland Summers Martin  
William Harman Martin  
Andrew Hanan Mattson  
Sean Andrew Maxwell  
Alex Mays  
Morgan Nicole McCann  
Eleanor Elizabeth McCleary  
Jackson David McCintock  
Sarah Elizabeth McCormick  
Kamryn McDonald  
Julia Grace McGann  
Owen Sanford McGrew  
Erin Patricia McNindo  
Shelby Anderson McClamb  
Jessica Lorene Medlin  
Sara Marie Meehan  
Chao Meng  
Sheena Meng  
Lydia Faith Merck  
James McGuire Metts  
Ian Francis Miller  
Tristan Lee Millsaps  
Madison Milotte  
Halima Mohamed  
Jade Kristen Monday  
Elizabeth Moore  
Vivian Jean Moore  
Jake Tucker Morgan  
Julia Elizabeth Morneau  
Nathan Stein Mothes  
Claire Rose Moxmox  
Abigail Dian Mueller  
Clayton Birmingham Mulford  
Molly Jean Mullen  
Jordan Elizabeth Gail Mundy  
Maxwell Oliver Muoto  
Kate Corrine Musselman  
Kailash Muthu  
Mackenna Grace Myers  
Sooho Samuel Myoung  
Hunter Randall Nelson  
John Garnett Nelson  
Elizabeth Grace Tuttle Newhall  
Jennifer Ngan Nguy  
Isabel Nichols  
Zoe Elizabeth Nichols  
Christian Taylor Nightingale  
Tianyi Niu  
Chae Young C. Oh  
Dante Frederick Oliva  
Eloise Elisabeth Osborne  
Chase Alexander Overpeck  
Vishnath Palaniwel  
Vimalashwar Palaniwelrajan  
Chenqin Pan  
Morgan Elizabeth Papanestor  
Jemin Park  
Yash Amishkumar Patel  

Kabir Pathak  
Isabella Patterson  
Dean Avery Pearce  
Samara Airy Perez Labra  
Jennifer Rose Persia  
Isabella Caterina Peterkin  
Ruta Gabriele Petrikis  
Layla Grace Peykamian  
Anthony Hong An Pham  
Harrison Nash Philbeck  
Ryan Daniel Phillips  
Matthew Dellano Pierro  
Stephanie Paulletta Pierson  
Cameron Alexander Pinkelton  
Allison Kay Pittman  
Zander Hunt Pittman  
Cecilia Davis Poston  
Emma Sinclair Powell  
Megan Anita Proudfoot  
Jenny Qiu  
Lillie Caroline Quinn  
Nicole Rafferty  
Rohan Rajesh  
Maria Catherine Ramage  
Jay Ramesh  
X. Ramos-Lara  
Robert Michael Rampani  
Maggie Grace Rand  
Shalli Rathod  
Joshua Redman  
Katherine Brittain Reeves  
Renée Elizabeth Reeves  
Abigail Elisabeth Renberg  
Ryan Scott Richardson  
Caroline Richter  
Tracy Ridley Jr.  
Alexandra Riginos  
Eszter Nora Rimanyi  
Ayden L. Ring  
Siena Ritter  
Catherine Roberts  
Cade Ryan Rodgers  
Olivia Catherine Weyler Romine  
Alice Belle Roosevelt  
Evon Drew Rosenberg  
Emma Hildebrand Rowe  
Helena Joanne Rudolph  
Molly Ruebusch  
Amber M. Russell  
Michelle Rzepka  
Kaitlyn Kinsella Sagan  
Emma Carol Salyards  
Ryland Schenck-Turner  
Alyssa Jacqueline Schoff  
Adriana Schott  
Jillian Schwake  
Lea Constance Schwartz  
Maia Schweikert  
Brycen Dylan Segura  
Krithika A. Senthil  
Basie Settle  
Angelica Sevilla  
Charlotte Seymour  
Riya Shah  

Clara Louise Shertzr  
Selina Shi  
Riley Kate Shopmyer  
Henry Robert Shugart  
Lauren Melissa Sideling  
Simcha Ravi Singh  
Claire Nicole Skinner  
Anna Smith  
David Keith Snider II  
Anna Kateilyn Snyder  
David Josue Soltani  
Melinda Corrine Somers  
Kyle Sorensen  
Lilliana Hope Soucace  
Alicia Marie Spencer  
Skyler Harrison Spitz  
Emma Rudy Srebnik  
Jatin Chandra Srivastava  
David Scott Starling  
Michael Steed  
Hunter Gabriel Steen  
Hannah Catherine Summers  
Aqi Sun  
Catherine Sun  
Maxwell Nathan Sukter  
Hannah Swanton  
Ryan Christopher Swartz  
Louisa Thompson Swintosky  
Grayson Spencer Sword  
Casimir Alexander Szupica  
Benjamin David Tarlton  
Lauren Tiffany-Lynn Taylor  
Cassandra Alice Teixeira  
Lucien William Tessier  
Summer Aileen Thoma  
Alyson Blakely Thompson  
Allison L. Thorson  
Vivienne Timchenko  
Andrew Michael Tomei  
William Gately Kagen Torres  
Tian Tran  
Mika Travis  
Noah C. Trexler  
Mary Michele Troise  
Litao Tu  
Natalie Jane Tuinstra  
Rihithka Uppalapati  
Nicole Annelise Van Liew  
Charles Allen Vanderford  
Soorya Vasan  
Hayden Christopher Vaughn  
Teresa Ruiz Vazquez  
Alexander Curtis Vierling  
Zachary Vig  
Connor Roberson Vines  
Emily Anne VonCannon  
Michael John Washington Jr.  
Christiana Hope Wayne  
Greear Arthur Webb  
Jesse Wei  
Abigail Welch  
Olivia Wen  
Katherine Campbell Whetby  
Pierce Manes Whiteman  

Richard Lowder Whitfield  
Daunthy Reid Williams  
Jennifer Grace Williams  
Fletcher Thomas Wilson  
Charles Jackson Wisdom  
Megan Wohlfarth  
Nicholas Wong  
Jessica Jexi Wu  
Jingyun Wu  
Xiuping Xiong  
Nicholas Anthony Yapundich  
Ivy Carter Young  
Melissa Alexandra Yu  
Theresa Yu  
Yuan Yuan  
Kailee Mason Zeltner

**HONORARY SOCIETIES**

**NATIONAL RESIDENCE HALL HONORARY**

The Robert White Linker Award*  
Parker Darden

**Officers**  
President: Madison Soler  
Vice President: Jada Brogden  
Recognition Officer: Albert Pan

**Members**  
Hope Gambill  
Matthew Wood

**ORDER OF THE GOLDEN FLEECE**

Armando Bacot  
Mervi Rita Bayraktar  
Jorren Biggs  
Julia Clark  
Nick Fantauzzi III  
Tylah Harrison  
Ameena Hester  
America Juarez-Maldonado  
Ideliya Khismatova  
Cora Martin  
Clay Morris  
Yubin Phoebe Pak  
Ray Palma  
Jovan Sheshbaradaran  
Kartik Tyagi  
Teddy Vann

**HONORS CAROLINA**

2022-2023 Honors  
Carolina Laureates  
Alyssa Mckenzie Abraham
Madeline Elizabeth Nielsen
Kchoe Nikoi
Sara Nicole O'Brien
Adejuwon O. Ojebuoboh
Samuel Chukwunonye Okonkwo
Keana Ruby Oldham
Anneke Rose Oosten
Emily Beth Orland
Celeste Endi Ortega-Felix
Raymond Theodore Palma
Simon Nayak Palmore
Cindy J. Pang
Joseph Alexander Pardue
Esha Ashish Parikh
Savannah Grace Parker
John Michael Paroli
Amelia Catherine Paulsen
Sharanya Pemmaraju
Fernando Andres Perez
Trevor S. Pharr
Ethan James Phillips
Selin Pichs
Riley Alexander Picken
Anna Louise Danek Pickens
Rebekah Ann Pierce
Sylvia Pietrzak
Phoebe Farrand Pike
Ravi Carpen Ptleka
Audrey Xiao-Ming Porter
Varun Rao Potlapalli
Karun Prasanna
Carrigan Grace Price
Megan Anita Proudfoot
Aryan Akhlesh Rai
Rohan Rajesh
Nivetha Senthil Ramasamy
Asma Rashid
Marielle Kinneer Rath
John Casmer Ratkiwia
Tristen Carole Rich
Lamar Gregory Richards
Zoie Iman Richardson
Danielle Nicole Richmond
Arden Evans Riddle
John William Riddle II
Victoria Catherine Ridgeway
Taylor Daeg Riga
Alexandra Fayre Riginos
Rebecca Dupont Riopel
Lucas Risinger
Marielsa Rodriguez
Abigail Elkapeka Rohy
Madison Danielle Rollins
Olivia Catherine Weyler Romine
Alice Belle Roosevelt
Hannah Ilana Rubenstein
Luis Alejandro Sanchez Boedo
Meghana Sankaran
Brianna Liz Santiago
Leni Isabel Schenkel
Ryan Christopher Schmelzel
Lenya Louise Schmidt-Neuhaus
Jeremy Scott
Hanna Leigh Seiers
Audrey Elinor Selley
Sahil Sethi
Mazin Elfahit Shaeeldin
Sanya Shah
Stuti P. Shah
Viraj Himanshu Shah
Sophia Mendes Sheldon
Jovan Bahram Sheshbharadaran
Selina Shi
Ramsey Hollins Shirley
Lauren Sidelinger
Hampton Lee Simms
Evander Samuel Simpson V
Avni Pandya Singh
Priyal Singh
Niharika Jagit Soni
Callie Elizabeth Stevens
Mary Elizabeth Stewart
Gretta Lakin Strickland
Hannah Ruth Stroot
Aqi Sun
William Matthew Svec
Grayson S. Sword
Ananya Tadikonda
Daniel Edward Doherty Tafel Jr.
Manas M. Takalpati
Banban Tan
Sanjana Gowri Tharuvesan驰
Noel Therien
Alexander Benjamin Thompson
James Elliot Thompson
Kiara Thompson
Ashston Daniel Thorne
Malik Koehnke Tiedt
Robert Daniel Tillman
Samuel Toenjes
Marina Torres
Benjamin Ngoc Tran
Michael Warren Trentini
Abigail Deanne Tiedt
Nadezhda Bogomolova
Mary Slade White
Emily Ursala Whitehead
Damion Elijah Williams
Siara Jade Williams
Fletcher Thomas Wilson
Mackenzie Elizabeth Wittmer
Webster Winfried Werner
Woltersdorf
Margaret Louise Woodburn
Jason Yang
Katherine Newlin Yarbrough
Rama Yasin
Boyce Bowles Young
Theresa Yu
Yordana Alisha Zeledon
Xiangyu Zeng
Ruoyu Zhang
Zhiyue Zhang
Xiaohui Zhao
Haizun Zhou
Hannah Elizabeth Ziegler
Yating Zou
Nicholas Alexander Zullo

Will Froelich Honors
Carolina Fellows
Nashe Aaliyah-Jatahn Alexander
Salena Faith Braye
Taylor Nicole Carpening

SCHOOL AWARDS

THE KENAN–FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL

Elizabeth Reed Arnold Business Study Abroad
Mallory Shelton
Mary Slade White

The Howard M. Averill Undergraduate Scholarship
Nadezhda Bogomolova

The John Duke Baldridge Jr. Scholarship
Ryan Ah Yow
Olivia Betts
Nadezhda Bogomolova
Shi Yi Chen
Grady Davis
Hugo Lemos
Karun Prasanna

The Irwin Belk Family Assured Admission Scholarship
Angel Bui
Mary Slade White
The Alvin M. Bodford Undergraduate Assured Admission Scholarship
Mary Slade White

The Carl and Janice Brown Upperclass Academic Scholarship
Zack Johnson

The Carl and Janice Brown Upperclass Academic Scholarship
Chiara Kellogg

The Global Education and Internship Fund
David Babalan

The Erle Windsor Cass and Jessamine Brown Cass Undergraduate Scholarship
Alyssa Abraham

Tariin Agrawal
Fabian Almodovar
Katrine Andersen
Kushagra Bansal
Olivia Betts
Matthew Brewbaker
Ethan Chase
Sophie Cho
Rudra Cirigiri
Silva Gabriela
Alessandro Garza
Anna Gedevani
Jessica Hong
Watkins Kian
Juan Luis Kruger
Carissa Marrocco
Clayton Mulford
Sanjeev Musuvathy
Matthew Schaeffer
Srilekha Vennamaneni
Nicholas Zullo

The Wayland H. Cato Jr. Merit Scholars Endowed Scholarship Fund
Manas Takalpati

The A. Donald Christopher Scholarship
Evan Svirk

The Gene Clark Memorial Scholarship
Rhea Bhagia
Alexandra Christian
David Craver
Haley Cunningham
Temoor Dard
Kenaz Flores
The Amy and Jonathan Merrill Global Experiences Scholarship
Anna Blythe
William Crowley
Sherrod Crum
Lara Matsukura Bernardino
Emma McElroy
Hailey Moore

The Kenneth Rhudar Miller Undergraduate Global Learning and Leadership Fund
Brooke Griffin
Mary McKay
Daryl Naranjo
Junye Ou
Esha Parikh
Sameer Rao

The Jesse C. Morris Jr. Scholarship
Julian Esquer
Valeria Galvez

David S. and Christine C. Moss Scholarship
Jacob Sims
Harivignesh Vijayabhaskar

The Norona Family Global Experiences Scholarship
Joseph Kelley
Erin McIndoe

Thomas Hart Norwood Scholarship
Anthony Sciacca
Daniel Tafel
Bowen Tian

The Oxholm Family Scholarship
Victoria Ridgeway

The Perry Family Scholarship
Andrew Lavine

The Michael J. Peterson Scholarship
Julian Esquer-Corea
John Meah

The June and L. Gordon Pfefferkom Jr. BSBA Study Abroad Scholarship
Eliza Carlton
Natalia Lindo
Halcomb Rachel
Cassandra Rhodes

The G. Martin Poole Study Abroad Endowment
Jordan Cabrol
Rishab Jain
Carolina Lopez
Emily Madrzykowski
Alexandra Parvin
Leonard Shearer
Emily Wallace

The Greer and Bryan Pope Global Experiences Fund
Carissa Marrocco
Kent Schneider
Harivignesh Vijayabhaskar

Pringle Global Business Education Scholarship
Anuska Colanzi Land
Temoor Dard
Sophia Georgiou
Sanjeev Musuvathy
Pranav Vinaayak

The Jason Ray BSBA Global Scholarship
David Harkleroad
Patazzolo William

The Barry Roberts International Fund
Ryan Ah Yow
Valentina Chahin
Darien Kenner
Micah Richardson

Rodger D. Robison Family Scholarship (Global BSBA)
Bulman Joe

The Andy and Jennifer Rose Scholarship Fund
Ojas Patwardhan

The Edmund B. Ross III BSBA Endowment
William A’Brassard
David Balaban
Nathaniel Becker
Rhea Bhagia
Elizabeth Bonatz
Alexa Casciano
Luis Castro
Valentina Chahin
Shiyi Chen
Donna Maria Crink
Kevin D’Souza
Kang Du
Kenaz Flores
Brooke Griffin
Hugo Hargreaves Lemos
Callahan Hinckley
Nishitha Karumuri
Juan Luis Kruger

Harrison Lewis
Dylan Maisonet
Eden Marco
Ruben Michael
Sanjeev Musuvathy
Chenqin Pan
Alexander Pimentel
Layla Shahbander
Selina Shi
Victoria Song
Molly Szty
Luke Teixeira
Cole Vahey
Shichen (Kevin) Wang
George Wooten
Kenneth Xu
Ruoyu Zhang

The E. Jackson Sapp Scholarship
Huang Zheyu

The Bob and Teresa Scheppgereil BSBA Study Abroad Endowment
Olivia Ciani
Abhinav Gadudasu
Fatma Konsouh
Aaron Miller
Viraj Shah

Catherine Sun
Harivignesh Vijayabhaskar

The Schomburger Family Scholarship
Susana Denis

Hampton Shaping Memorial Prize*
Jalen McKay

Frank and Shelayne Sutton Excellence Fund
Jain Ainesh
Brown Derek
Gwendolyn Flick
Haig (Baird) Kazazian

Daniel Sang
Kent Schneider
Surya Zutshi

James H. Toy Scholarship
Jackson Berry

William Parker

Triangle Advertising Federation Scholarship
David Craver
Gwendalyn Flick
Anna Gevedani
Molly Horan
Shane Hostetler
Madison Johnson
Alexandra Parvin

Ullrich Family Scholarship Fund for Study Abroad
John Meah

The Helen Craig Wardlaw Fund
Rebecca Riopel

Edwina D. Woodbury Business Endowment
Olivia Ciani

Frank Ervin Young Jr. and Mae T. Young Undergraduate Business Fund
Karen Calderon
Sherrod Crum
Rebecca Felicelli
Jessica Hong
Darien Kenner
Andrew Lavine
Natalia Lindo
Joshua Martin
Margaret Matthews
Erin McIndoe
Clo Pascasio
Briana Passalacqua
Jonathan Piccolo
Jason Yang
Rama Yasin
Alison Zhang

THE ADAMS SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Omicron Kappa Upsilon National Dental Honor Society
2023 Initiates
Caroline Allbert
Amanda Cummings
Emily Imes
Caroline Jennings
Paul Kuta
Olivia Nillissen
Rachael Purvis
Jackson Sides
Amanda Swanson

THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

The Debbie Andrews English Education Scholarship
Hannah White

The V. Mayo Bundy and Norma M. Bundy Scholarship
Kristina Esther De Jesus

The Gail Weaver Bunn Fellowship
Emily Banks
The Patrick W. and Janet R. Carlton Endowed Award for Dissertation Research in Education Leadership
Katherine Blackburn

The Barbara Holland and John Franklin Chapman Jr. Graduate Fellowship
Beth Rhodes

The Frank R. Comfort Scholarship
Madison Rogers

The Fred Pfohl Crouch Sr. and Marjorie Mulligan Crouch Scholarship
Madison Marks

The Robert W. Eaves Scholarship
Caitlin Kearney

The Galassi-Brown Award
Mandy Moore

The Virginia Carter Gobbel Graduate Fellowship
Darren Williams

The Ira J. and Esther L. Gordon Fellowship
Maya Bracy

The Graduate Assistantship in Literacy
Jaimi West

The Maggie Gravelle Fund
Nannan Fan

The Samuel M. Holton Graduate Fellowship
Ginger Barnhart

The Barry and Ann Hounshell Fund
Matthew Budidharma

The Lynn Boyette Hutchinson Scholarship
Maci Denson

The Frances F. Johnson Student Travel Award (through Gary G. Koch and Carolyn Johnson Koch) in the School of Education
Jade Adkins
Selden Cochran
Thomas Cooffin
Justin Pini

The James Yadkin Joyner Fellowship in Educational Policy
Peyton Powers

The Willie Hall Kennedy Scholarship
Lasharya Meeks

The Moise A. Khayrollah Innovation Fund
Daniels Akpan
Adam Canosa
Dorentina Dedushaj

The Carol and William Malloy Travel Fund
Corey Bray
Della Cong
Jamie Elsner
Nannan Fan
Maya Hardrick
Heewoo Lee
Siki Lim
Lindsay Mullin
Leah Metcalf
Robert Plumley
Ross Ramsey
Luz Robinson
Taylor Schmidt

The NATH Family UNC-BEST Endowed Scholarship
Lauren Behringer
Anna Elen

The George W. Noblit Graduate Scholarship
Jennie Morgan

The Nancy Blanche Norman Scholarship
Rebekah Lester

The Carol Mathews Peeler Student Teacher Scholarship
Roess Makgill

The Perry Family Award
Hailey Hawkins

The Waynell Boggs Morris Scholarship
Sophia Rupkalvis

The Guy B. Phillips Scholarship
Lauren Foster

The Priddy Family Award
Jamiillia Gillespie

The Susan W. Redd Scholarship
Mary Lovins

The Joyce Stokes Riddick and R. Marion Riddick III Scholarship
Mary Calnan

The Sam and Carole Roebuck Scholarship
Maya Bracy
Siki Lim

The William Self Endowment Fund
Corey Bray
Wesley Morris

The Dean E. Smith Scholarships
Noah Emery
Jade Sweeney

The Dean E. Smith Opening Doors Fund
Aaron Earl Hahn

The Linnea W. Smith Innovations Fund
Eliah Anderson

The Charles S. Templeton Scholarship
Eliah Anderson
Maya Bracy

The Willie Ellen Trexler Scholarship
Hunter Edkins

The Barbara M. and William B. Ware Scholarship
Jamie Elsner

The Betty Lou Whitford Scholarship
Meagan Padro

Anonymous Fund
Linda Nurtito

2023 GEAB Impact Awards
Keerthi Anand, Biomedical Engineering
Adams Bailey, Public Policy
Molly Bost, Marine Sciences
Emily Duffy, Nutrition
Emily Fennell, Pharmacology
Amy Kryston, Public Health
Anna Naples, Public Administration
Haley Plaas, Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Sophie Ravanbakhht, Health Policy and Management
Brittany Rickard, Toxicology
Adrien Wilkie, Epidemiology

2022–2023 Graduate and Professional Student Government Executive Board
Theodore Nolliert, President
Elena Vidrascu, Senior Vice President
Emily Youree, Chief of Staff
Samantha Golden, Vice President for Advocacy and Government Affairs
Kat Goodpaster, Vice President for Communications
Zehra Razai, Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion
Harsh Agarwal, Vice President for Finance

The Boka W. Hadzija Award for Distinguished University Service
David Aponte-Diaz

THE SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

Master of Public Administration Program
Deil S. Wright Research Paper Award
Benjamin James Lasley

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

2023 Dean’s Distinguished Dissertation Awards
Jocelyn Burney, Religious Studies; Humanities and Fine Arts
Julie Katka, Health Behavior; Social Sciences
Cathy Spangler, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Biological and Life Sciences
Carolina Academic Library Associates
Brianna McGruder
Rolando Rodriguez
Maria Tudela
Cassandra Saroza

Carolina Technology Associates
Darvin Heo
Vamsy Marni
Andrew Price
Brianna Thompson

Environmental Protection Agency – Research Triangle Park Library
Internship
Zoe Dilles
Claire Kozak
Corinne Foster
Annie Maisel
Alanna Natanson

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
1963/Mann Scholar
Aakash Mehta
Alpha Omega Alpha
Honor Medical Society
Amanda Antono
Benjamin Barnett
Franklin Blum
Alison Bonner
Nicholas Brazeau
Jordan “Sara” Chadwick
Elizabeth Ciocola
Eric Cui
Monal Depani
John “Nate” Diehl
Holly Dockery
Sheryl Fuehrer
Cameron Harris
Rachel Hianik
Alison Hollis
Ryan Lupo
Ahmed Mashal
Lorena Milo
Theodore Moore II
Joseph Parrish
Noha Sherif
Melina Smith
Rachel Swier
Tyler Rapp
Lily Wilkinson

American Academy of Neurology’s Medical Student Prize for Excellence in Neurology
Faris Almubaslat

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

Christopher C. Fordham III
Student Award
Amanda Antono

David A. Mayberry
Research Paper Award
Meredith Park

Deborah C. Leary
Family Medicine Student Award
William Garrison

F.I.R.S.T. Scholars
Olivia Brown
Natalie Cuevas
William Garrison
Delia LoSapio
Gerald Mabe
Lars Sheridan
Carol Tan

Frank Lee Dameron Award
Jiyyun Chang
Joseph Locklear

Gilbert J. Cutberson, M.D. and Megan C. Danton, M.D. Memorial Award
Brian Wood

Gene Orringer, MD./Ph.D. Excellence Award
Nicholas Brazeau

George F. Sheldon, M.D. Award for Excellence in Surgery
John “Nate” Diehl

George C. Thresher Jr. Award for Psychiatry
Rachel Hianik

Gold Humanism Honor Society Inductees
Victor Abiona
Serene Ahmad
Amanda Antono
Vidhya Balasubramanian
Richard Beckett-Ansa
Mary Chandler Gwin
Sara Chadwick
Delaney Dalldorf
Diana Dayal
Anna Dodson
Cate Hendren
Casey Hribar
Shantal Jayawickreme
Katherine Kruse
Austin Lukkemann
Sumayia Mubarak
Ashley Parker
Aneesh Rahangdale

Sania Rahim
Nakisa Sadeghi
Mohsin Shah
Noha Sherif
Sarah Silver
Melina Smith
Adrienne Spira
Jasmine Sun
Brian Wood

Harold C. Pillsbury Student Research Awards
Sara Chadwick
Morgan Greenwood
Alison Mercer-Smith
Maria Mihailescu
Brian Wood

Heusner Pupil Award
Chhitij Tiwari

Howard Holdenbery Distinguished Medical Scholars
Umer Ahmed
Franklin Blum
Gabrielle Nortey
Kaylyn Pogson-Morowitz
Rachel Swier

James Bell Bullitt Award
Seth Alexander

June C. Alcott Fellowship
Faris Almubaslat

Kenan Rural/Urban Primary Care Medical Scholars
Jiyyun Chang
Anna Dodson

George F. Sheldon, M.D. Award for Orthopaedics
Tanner Orders

Yellow Jacket Student Research Awards
Bethany Allen
Katherine Beckett
Sara Chadwick
Mary Chandler Gwin
Sara Chauvin
Delaney Dalldorf
Chhitij Tiwari

Lucas Bouknight

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

Vincent Abiona
Seth Alexander
Alicia Anderson
Amanda Antono
Amy Amuquandoh
Rodney Yeboah Arthur
Sreevidhya “Vidhya” Balasubramanian
Candace Barr
Franklin Blum
Brandon Casas
Steven “Nick” Cochran
Christiania Cornea
Miranda Crouch
Diana Dayal
Holly Ozgun Dockery
Anna Dodson
Ali Eakes
Aaron Fox
Alison Nancy Hollis
Casey Hribar
Micaela Jones
Elizita Koutleva
Ryan Lupo
Ahmed Mashal
Aakash Mehta
Theodore Moore
Jeremy Nortey
Siobhan O’Dell
Anna Osment
Aneesh Rahangdale
Tyler Rapp
Nakisa Sadeghi
Noha Sherif
Imani Sweatt
Diwash Thapa
Chhitij Tiwari

Mayer Society Social Justice Award
Noha Sherif

Michiko Kuno Research Award
Sara Chadwick

Paul F. Lachiewicz Award for Orthopaedics
Tanner Orders

Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Physiatry Excellence Award
Lauren Sibley

Scott Neal Schwirck
Research Fellowship
Elizabeth Ciocola

Schweitzer Fellow
Anna Dodson

Society for Academic Emergency Medicine’s Excellence in Emergency Medicine Award
Lucas Bouknight
THE ESHELMAN SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education
Predoctoral Fellowship in Pharmaceutical Science
Jessica Lee Beers

Ballenger-Smith Award for Excellence in Patient Care
Allison Hall Eikenberry

Boka Hadzija Student Excellence Award
Elizabeth Anne Powell

F.O. Bowman Award
Binxin (Bessie) Cao

Ford Foundation
Pre-Doctoral Fellowship
Rebecca Elizabeth Thwaitt Stiepel

George H. Coclas Pharmacy Student Body Award
Neel Venkatesh Swamy

Honors Class of 2023
Tia Marie Belvin
Binxin (Bessie) Cao
Kelsey Noel Chaykowski
Angel Abigail Choe
Brendan Collins
Abigail Olivia Danos
Julian Esteban Garcia Camaro
Ashley Mariah Gleaton
Noelia-Marina Goti
Megan Shanell Griffin
Belyin Yuzara Gutierrez
Aimee Ho
Kalyyn Knicole Hosea
Valeria Cristal Laboy Collazo
Brian Lam
Anna Fang Li
Hsuay-Hui Grace Liu
Emma Jane Meyer
Melanie Jane Mills
Akina Nana
Sabrina Ann Nance
Sophia Nies
Yaa Sisy Owusu-Addo
Emma Stuart Pickering
Elizabeth Anne Powell
Jacob Elliot Robinson
Stephanie Marie Roskowski
Sitong Shu
Sydney Caroline Stocks
Kaitlyn Elise Tenn
Jonathan Elliott Thulson
Grace Trull Marley
Brandy Jane Wilcox
Marshall Dean Winget
Sherry Huinan Xia

United States Public Health Service Excellence in Public Health Award
Bao Tran “BT” Parker

White Coats Black Doctors Excellence Scholarship
Amy Amuquandoh
Theodore Moore II

William deB. MacNider Award
Mary Chandler Gwin
William Garrison
Lauren Sibley

William Hersey Davis Scholarship
Tyler Rapp
Aalia Shariff

THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

The Class of ’56 George T. Livas Award*
Joseph Sonny Jones

Interprofessional Education and Practice Distinguished Scholars
David Chinyeaka Agor
Rekha Aryal
Daniel E. Blandon-Hendrix
Lauren Elizabeth Herlihy
Melissa Mary McGee

The Phi Beta Kappa Society
Claire Shin-Ann Traylor

Sigma Theta Tau, International Nursing Honor Society – 2023 Inductees
Sarah Anne Austin
Haley Nicole Barker
Sarah Marie Clark
Josie Leigh Crooks
Moriah Noelle Fender
Madison Grace Heartley
Abby Rose Heitkamp
Jialynn Huang
Ashley Taylor Mangum
Grace Marie Mayer
Kelly Nguyen
Meghan Paige Sawyer
Torrey Alexandra Spence
Zoe Isabella Tomczak
Claire Shin-Ann Traylor
Robert L. Tyson III
Shangyu Zhao
David Chinyeaka Agor
Victoria Katherine Boyles
Gretchen D. Dettinger
Jasmine Aleja Levy
Karen Saxer
Meagan Sutton

THE ESHELMAN SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education
Predoctoral Fellowship in Pharmaceutical Science
Jessica Lee Beers

Ballenger-Smith Award for Excellence in Patient Care
Allison Hall Eikenberry

Boka Hadzija Student Excellence Award
Elizabeth Anne Powell

F.O. Bowman Award
Binxin (Bessie) Cao

Ford Foundation
Pre-Doctoral Fellowship
Rebecca Elizabeth Thwaitt Stiepel

George H. Coclas Pharmacy Student Body Award
Neel Venkatesh Swamy

Honors Class of 2023
Tia Marie Belvin
Binxin (Bessie) Cao
Kelsey Noel Chaykowski
Angel Abigail Choe
Brendan Collins
Abigail Olivia Danos
Julian Esteban Garcia Camaro
Ashley Mariah Gleaton
Noelia-Marina Goti
Megan Shanell Griffin
Belyin Yuzara Gutierrez
Aimee Ho
Kalyyn Knicole Hosea
Valeria Cristal Laboy Collazo
Brian Lam
Anna Fang Li
Hsuay-Hui Grace Liu
Emma Jane Meyer
Melanie Jane Mills
Akina Nana
Sabrina Ann Nance
Sophia Nies
Yaa Sisy Owusu-Addo
Emma Stuart Pickering
Elizabeth Anne Powell
Jacob Elliot Robinson
Stephanie Marie Roskowski
Sitong Shu
Sydney Caroline Stocks
Kaitlyn Elise Tenn
Jonathan Elliott Thulson
Grace Trull Marley
Brandy Jane Wilcox
Marshall Dean Winget
Sherry Huinan Xia

Yue (Alyssa) Yin
Rada Zurich

Irvin Graham Award in Pharmaceutical Policy and Outcomes
Grace Trull Marley

James L. Creech Award in Pharmacotherapy and Experimental Therapeutics
Esha Kunal Thakkar

Jane Gasaway Kilgar
Patient Care Award
Kendra Louise Gee-Rodriguez

John C. Hood, Sr. Award in Practice Advancement and Clinical Education
Kyle Christopher Jansen

Kappa Epsilon Award
Dhruvini Kinish Patwa

Lynn F. Kieffer Excellence Award
Brandy Jane Wilcox

M.L. Jacobs Award in Medicinal Chemistry
Emma Jane Meyer

Mikey Nam Memorial Award for Well-Being and Resilience
Valeria Cristal Laboy Collazo

National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship
Jordan Baer Joiner
Isabella Cristina Young

Office of Professional Education Academic Excellence Award
Marshall Dean Winget

Pharmacoeengineering and Molecular Pharmaceutics Achievement Award
Catherine Elizabeth Donnell

Phi Lambda Sigma Leadership Award
Ashley Mariah Gleaton

Phi Lambda Sigma Pharmacy Leadership Society Class of 2023
Jonathan Henry Boucher
Amanda Leigh Brademeyer
Kennedy Catherine Concannon
Kathryn Elizabeth Flynn
Joshua Lucas Fowler
Julian Esteban Garcia Camaro
Kendra Louise Gee-Rodriguez
Megan Shanell Griffin
Belyin Yuzara Gutierrez
Tatiana Anique Hines
Valeria Cristal Laboy Collazo
Melanie Jane Mills
Sophia Mary Mortha
Akina Nana
Sarah Anne Peterson
Elizabeth Anne Powell
Neel Venkatesh Swamy
Rada Zurich

National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship
Jordan Baer Joiner
Isabella Cristina Young

Office of Professional Education Academic Excellence Award
Marshall Dean Winget

Pharmacoeengineering and Molecular Pharmaceutics Achievement Award
Catherine Elizabeth Donnell

Phi Lambda Sigma Leadership Award
Ashley Mariah Gleaton

Phi Lambda Sigma Pharmacy Leadership Society Class of 2023
Jonathan Henry Boucher
Amanda Leigh Brademeyer
Kennedy Catherine Concannon
Kathryn Elizabeth Flynn
Joshua Lucas Fowler
Julian Esteban Garcia Camaro
Kendra Louise Gee-Rodriguez
Megan Shanell Griffin
Belyin Yuzara Gutierrez
Tatiana Anique Hines
Valeria Cristal Laboy Collazo
Melanie Jane Mills
Sophia Mary Mortha
Akina Nana
Sarah Anne Peterson
Elizabeth Anne Powell
Neel Venkatesh Swamy
Rada Zurich

National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship
Jordan Baer Joiner
Isabella Cristina Young

Office of Professional Education Academic Excellence Award
Marshall Dean Winget

Pharmacoeengineering and Molecular Pharmaceutics Achievement Award
Catherine Elizabeth Donnell

Phi Lambda Sigma Leadership Award
Ashley Mariah Gleaton

Phi Lambda Sigma Pharmacy Leadership Society Class of 2023
Jonathan Henry Boucher
Amanda Leigh Brademeyer
Kennedy Catherine Concannon
Kathryn Elizabeth Flynn
Joshua Lucas Fowler
Julian Esteban Garcia Camaro
Kendra Louise Gee-Rodriguez
Megan Shanell Griffin
Belyin Yuzara Gutierrez
Tatiana Anique Hines
Valeria Cristal Laboy Collazo
Melanie Jane Mills
Sophia Mary Mortha
Akina Nana
Sarah Anne Peterson
Elizabeth Anne Powell
Neel Venkatesh Swamy
Rada Zurich
THE GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH

Annual Fund Award
Clement Acheampong
Kano Amagai
Najma Benzaari
Kyle Busse
Gwenneth Feeny
Sara Green

PhRMA Foundation Predoctoral Fellowship in Drug Delivery
Natalie Elizabeth Jasiewicz

Redick-Wicker Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Award
Tazche Lauren Turner

Rho Chi National Honor Society Class of 2023
Cami Lynn Andreini
Leah Dawn Baker
Emily Howe Barbour
Viraj Ashokkumar Barot
Amanda Leigh Brademeyer
Jeryon Davis

THE GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH

Annual Fund Award
Clement Acheampong
Kano Amagai
Najma Benzaari
Kyle Busse
Gwenneth Feeny
Sara Green
Gary J. Mihlan Scholarship  
Angela Benson  

Gillings Global Health Endowment Scholarship  
Ting Chen  
Wenxin Tang  
Jianqiao Wang  
Yangjianchen Xu  
Jiayi Zhou  

Gillings Global Health Expendable Scholarship  
Venessa Fuentes  
Baiyu Qi  
Yiqing Qian  
Yueqi Shen  
Quan Sun  

Gillings Global Health Expendable Scholarship  
Ting Chen  
Wenxin Tang  
Jianqiao Wang  
Yangjianchen Xu  
Jiayi Zhou  

Gillings Global Health Expendable Scholarship  
Venessa Fuentes  
Baiyu Qi  
Yiqing Qian  
Yueqi Shen  
Quan Sun  

Gillings Humanitarian Health Initiative Award  
Santiago Bejarano Hernandez  
Alix Boisson  
Lauren Enochs  
Helen Lindsay  
Praywel Nepal  
Kate Price  
Sabrina Rousselot  

Gillings Merit Award  
Sean Amiel  
Robert Anderson  
Loren Barcenas  
Nari Beatty  
David Bodden  
Zane Carroll  
Joline Hartheimer  
Rashida Ijdi  
Guang Lin  
Olivia Morales  
Ayotomiwa Oludahunsi  
Anjali Rao  
Shahar Stern-Yosha  
Carson Telford  
Hannah Tuckman  
Romaniya Voloshchuk  

Gillings Visiting Professor Scholarship  
Amy Kryston  

Global Health Acceleration Fund  
Eliana Armora  
Quintin Van Dyk  

Global Practice Award – Global Public Health Travel Fund  
Anushka Banerjee  
Emily Benson  
Leeann Ji  
Anne Nachman  
Dawn Ritzwoller  
Quintin Van Dyk  

Harry A. Guess Scholarship  
Emily Danone  

Inclusive Excellence Scholarship  
Brittany Cureton  

James Inhotep Irving  
Public Service Scholarship  
Xiaomeng Chen  

Jamie Kimble Scholarship  
for Courage  
Pierre Berastain  

Jean Tower Lassiter Scholarship  
Anastasia Brown  

Jill and Michael Kafriussen Scholarship in Aging and Public Health  
Zhang Zhang  

Joan M. Truby Scholarship  
Jiwen Chen  

Kerr L. White and Edward H. Wagner Scholarship in Health Care Research  
Loren Barcenas  

Lynas Sisters Scholarship  
Jacob Naylor  

MAHEC Scholarship  
(Legacy Program)  
Michelle Gillig  
Allyson Medlin  
Gabriella Morin  
Maya Newlin  
Rosa Maria Pedro Vicente  
Khadiya Ross  
Maggie Rothenberg  
Caralee Sadler  
Keri Sanders  
Irene Ulrich  
Karla Weidner  

MAHEC Scholarships (Joint MPH)  
Juhi Barot  
Claire Maybin  
Kerstan Nealy  
Isla Neel  
Andrew Rainey  
Michael Ratliff  

Mary S. Thompson Scholarship  
Wanting Jin  

Michel A. Ibrahim Fellowship  
Kandis Fogleman  

Michal Anne Dawson Student Acceleration Fund Expendable  
Kenneth Busby  
Jaquayla Hodges  
Jennifer Kniss  

Noomi R. Koehler Endowment for Professional Development in Nutrition and Women’s Health  
Joy McLeod  

Priscilla Alden Guild/Alumni Association Scholarship in Public Health/Spirit of Giving  
Lisa Regula  

Public Health Student Scholarship  
Santiago Bejarano Hernandez  
Jeffery Wang  

RIS Pitch Award  
Michael Brandewie  
Chloe Coletta  
Lauren Fidelak  
Joanne Johnson  
Abigail Nelson  
Austin O’Connor  
John Rowell  
Sady San  
Paripuranam Saravanar  

Robert and Kristen Greycyn Scholarship Fund in Public Health  
Kathryn Kennedy  

Robert Verhalen Endowed Scholarship in Injury Prevention and Trauma Management  
Serita Coles  

Sherry D. Milan Environmental Justice Scholarship  
Amaree Gardner  

Shults Injury Prevention Scholarship  
Bhavna Singhchetti  

SPH Student Travel Expendable Travel Award  
Lindsay Browne  
Kyle Busse  
Stephanie Chung  
Teresa Filipowicz  
Annika Gunderson  
Connor Lamontagne  
Tyler Malone  
Jennifer Momkus  
Alexandra Ross  
Erie Shore  
Marissa Velarde  
Ann Marie Weideman  

Susanne Moulton and Thomas Wong Endowed Scholarship Fund in Health Policy  
Bria Carmichael  

Tellus Leadership Scholarship  
Tumi Akeke  
Vanessa Akosah  
Enioluwaduroti Johnson  

University Cancer Research Fund  
Sarah Asad  
Hillary Heiling  
Yiqing Qian  

William Thomas Small, Jr. and Rosa Williamson Small Scholarship  
Zoe Martin del Campo  

THE SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND MEDIA  

Furman Bisher Medal  
Olivia Taylor Mundorf  
Kaitlyn Maria Schmidt  

John Robert Bittner Outstanding Graduating Senior in Journalism  
Yuqi Hu  

Margaret Blanchard Dissertation Support Fund  
Meredith Collins  

William Francis Clingman Jr. Ethics Award  
Monica Crawford  
Carolyn Schmitt  

Lois and H.C. Cranford Outstanding Graduating Senior in Advertising and Public Relations  
John Casmer Ratkowiak  

Kathryn M. Cronin Scholarship  
Kate Slate  

Smith Galli Persistence Award  
Salem Mackenzie Handy  

Joy R. Gibson MATC Cohort Award  
Leslie Johnson  

Roger and Dorothy Jennings Entrepreneurial Award  
Tushar Varma  

Kappa Tau Alpha Honor Society  
2022–2023 Initiates  
Isabelle Anne Decamillis  
Madison Elizabeth Kirkman  
Eve M. Maddock  
Julia Fairchild Roth
Larry and Carolyn Keith Award in Sports Journalism (Multimedia)  
Cynthia Liu

Larry and Carolyn Keith Award in Sports Journalism (Photojournalism)  
Angelina Katsanis

Larry and Carolyn Keith Award in Sports Journalism (Writing)  
Guillermo Molero

Jeff MacNelly Award  
Clay Bingham Morris

Maxwell Graduate Scholarship in Medical Journalism  
John Gove
Zachary Turner

Joseph L. Morrison Award for Excellence in Journalism History  
Alex Sanchez

Minnie S. and Eli A. Rubinstein Research Award  
Meredith Collins

Tom Wicker Award  
Sarah Burgess
Alex Sanchez

Earl Wynn Creative Broadcasting Award  
Cassia Cubas Sari

THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Master’s Level

The Kristen and Marc Abbey Scholarship Fund  
Allison Krispin Waters

Melvarene J. Howard Adair Scholarship  
Hope Ajani Lewis

Dean’s Scholarship Award  
Ama Agymang
Kimberly Gale Boone
Molly Elizabeth Carroll
Alexa Marie Conway
Samatha Louise Farley
Emily Jennifer Ford
Crosby Marie Franklin
Anna Doll Hagner

* Indicates Chancellor’s Award

Anna Patricia Kull  
Grace Hannah Mark  
Sydney Lane Mohnasky  
Cameron Denise Robinson  
Ilana Shtivelman  
Willissa Claudette Smith  
Grace Keating Stephenson  
Madeleine Jin Van Husen

Alumni Development Award  
Morgan Philip Moore

Carl and Susan Baumann Scholarship  
Itzel Xiadani Avila Ramirez
Kelsey Leigh Yokovich

Berg Scholars Award  
Mary Katherine Melton

Annie Kizer Bost Award  
Hayley Ann Bayne

Amy Louise Brannock, MSW Memorial Scholarship Fund  
Samantha Louise Farley

Iris Carlton-LaNEY Scholarship Fund  
Pual Janampa

Brett Chavis Memorial Scholarship  
Grace Hannah Mark

Martha Sherrill Dunn Scholarship  
Josefina Cazares

Bertie Oscar Edwards Scholarship  
Kara Caldwell Perrell

Joanna Finkelstein Gorham Scholarship  
Olivia Frances Neely
Mary Katherine Oppegaard  
Yaqulin Perez-Albanil

Kirsten E. Hewitt Scholarship  
D Bouchard

Alan Keith-Lucas Scholarship  
Abigail Rose Ward

Jeffrey Langston Scholarship  
Casey Sara Berkowitz

James and Connie Maynard Scholarship  
Katherine Castillo

Robert Ernest McClernon Memorial Fund  
Colleen Miriah Emmett
Joi Nichaela Turnage

Anna McCullough Memorial Fund  
Katherine L’amour Mayfour

Margaret Mebane Parker Scholarship Fund  
Yazmin Lara Risano

Hugh MacRae Morton Jr. Memorial Scholarship  
Josefina Cazares

Jane Curtis Parker Award  
Sandra Candelario  
Crosby Marie Franklin  
Gretchen McMullen Sanchez

Ellen E. Power Scholarship  
Stephanie Alejandra Manosalvas

Kathleen Price Bryan Fund  
Johanna Dayanara Concepcion
Whitney Nicole Miller

Kenneth C. Royall, Jr. Scholarship  
Colleen Miriah Emmett

Janice Hough Schapler Scholarship  
María Clara Aparicio
Mary Alta Feddeman  
Bianca Olivares  
Ehmü Ra
Matthew Sean Walton

Dean E. Smith Opening Doors Fund  
Cora Lamb Hirschfeld
Hope Ajani Lewis
Mary Katherine Melton
Joi Nichaela Turnage

Florence Sultys Memorial Scholarship  
D Bouchard

Linda M. Summer Scholarship  
Rachel Roed

Leah Tannenbaum Scholarship  
Megan Bosworth Hoyt
Ericka La’nelta Hurt

Vera Tayeh Impact and Innovations Award  
Olivia Grace Elizabeth Arges
D. Bouchard
Teresa Marie Cal
Hannah Corinne Marion
Jennifer Hawthorne Myers
Yaqulin Perez-Albanil
Ilana Shtivelman

Ellen Black Winston Scholarship  
Katherine Castillo

Doctoral Level

Doctoral Merit Assistantship  
Daniel James Gibbs

Duke University Grant to Pilot Test Dissertation Program  
Quinton LaKeith Smith

Glenn Green Graduate Student Scholarship (Davis Island Fishing Foundation) (2020, 2022)  
Daniel James Gibbs

Graduate Student Opportunity Fund (2023)  
Quinton LaKeith Smith

Outstanding Doctoral Student (2021-2022)  
Daniel James Gibbs

Royster Society of Fellows  
Quinton LaKeith Smith

Summer Research Institute 2020 Participant, National Data Archive of Child Abuse and Neglect  
Daniel James Gibbs

Systems Science for Social Impact Summer Institute 2022 Participant (Brown School at Washington University)  
Daniel James Gibbs

DEPARTMENT AWARDS

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN, AND DIASPORA STUDIES

Roberta Ann Dunbar Award in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies  
Jorren Louis Biggs
Greear Arthur Webb

Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha of North Carolina Chapter
Inducted Fall 2022 Semester  
Jorren Louis Biggs

Inducted Spring 2023 Semester  
Noah Ali Clapacs
Greear Arthur Webb
DEPARTMENT OF AMERICAN STUDIES

Peter C. Baxter Memorial Prize in American Studies*
Sophie Hass
Fields Utz

DEPARTMENT OF ART AND ART HISTORY

Alpha of North Carolina Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
Anna Katherine Baechtold
Isabella S. Gamez
The Alexander Julian Prize*
Isabella S. Gamez

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS

Jim Tatum Memorial Award*
Madison Orobono (Field Hockey)

Wells Fargo Postgraduate Scholarship
Sarah Followill (Women's Fencing)

Top 10 Scholar-Athletes
Patrick Crockett (Men's Track and Field)
Elizabeth Culton (Gymnastics)
Sarah Followill (Women's Fencing)
Jessica Judge (Rowing)
Krista Junkkari (Women's Golf)
Alex Morris (Women's Cross Country/Track and Field)
Will Palazzolo (Men's Fencing)
Graham Schwartz (Men's Lacrosse)
Henry Shugart (Men's Fencing)
P.J. Zinsner (Men's Lacrosse)

Athletic Director's Scholar-Athletes
Brooke Behan (Field Hockey)
Maycee Bell (Women's Soccer)

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND BIOPHYSICS

Rojy Society of Fellows
Dissertation Completion Fellowship
Odessa Goudy

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

Abraoms Scholars
Keith Ross Abbey
Evan Davis Bartle
Kathryn Leah Benedict
Vineet Sanjah Bhardwaj
Lillian Kathryn Chilton
Albert Minseok Choi
Michael Santiago Clark
Caitlyn Ashley Davis
Jordan Feldman
Samitha Gali
Manuella George Harb
Andrew Huu Hoang
Kamellia Karimpour
Amanda Jeanette Knizley
Manasi Krishnakumar
Maddison Milind Khire
Rohan Ramanathan Krishnan
Amanda Jeanette Knizley
Daniel Jihoon Ku
Aaron D. Lee
Andrew William Marshall
Ellora Mahy McTaggart
Deeqa Musa
Hannah Myatt
Tien Anh Nguyen
Hannah Ni
Abina Nimalashanthan
Kirti Rambabu Nimmala
Nita Anandi Prabhu
Lauren D. Reynolds
Julia Richard
Gauri Manu Satish
Constance Lea Young Schwartz
Abigail Frances Sweitzer
Sahil Sethi
Abigail Frances Sweitzer
Matthew Lee Tian
Justin Christopher Tulino
Leslie Santos Uy
Abhinav Angiras Vaduri
Leilani Hoa-Tien Walker
Claire Larrabee Wiebing
Hailey Lynn Wrona

Accelerated Research Scholars
Melanie Grace Cohen
Emma June Rosentreter

Alpha Epsilon Delta
Manuela George Harb, President

Alpha Omega Epsilon
Sarah McKinna Estridge, Treasurer

American Express Scholarship
Brian Edwin Lineback

Beckman Scholar
Seth Prasanna Kodikara

Beta Beta Beta
Alyssa Jacqueline Schoff

Buckley Public Service Scholar
Sahil Sethi

Diamond Hacks Environmental Category Hackathon, 1st place
Sarah McKinna Estridge

Goodnight Scholar
Raymond Villalobos

Governor Robert W. Scott Student Leadership Award
Raymond Villalobos

Honors Carolina William W. and Ida W. Taylor Faculty-Mentored Research Fellowship Award
Albert Minseok Choi

Horatio Alger Scholar
Raymond Villalobos

I4 Design Competition Finalist
Albert Minseok Choi

James E. Stroupe Scholarship
Lindsey Catherine Hill

James F. Kelly/Ben Franklin Scholarship
Michael Santiago Clark

Kappa Alpha Theta
Lindsey Catherine Hill, Vice President

Lambda Pi Epsilon
Daniel Jihoon Ku, President, Treasurer, Secretary

Larry K. Petty/Ben Franklin Scholarship
Michael Santiago Clark

Lucas Scholars
Albert Minseok Choi
Grace Ann Krohn
Allison Lee Thorson
Huong Xuan Thien Tran

Nina and Judy Masnari Scholarship
Michael Santiago Clark

North Carolina State University Engineers' Council Scholarship
Michael Santiago Clark

North Carolina State University Undergraduate Research Award
Amanda Jeannette Knizley

Order of Omega
Sarah McKinna Estridge
Lindsey Catherine Hill
Daniel Jihoon Ku

Otto Branscomb/Ben Franklin Memorial Scholarship
Michael Santiago Clark

2022 PDMA Carolinas Student Innovation Competition
Lillian Kathryne Chilton, 2nd place
Hannah Myatt, 2nd place
Julia Richard, 2nd place
Matthew Lee Tian, 2nd place

Phi Beta Kappa
Michael Santiago Clark
Kirti Rambabu Nimmala
Nita Anandi Prabhu
Alyssa Jacqueline Schoff
Constance Lea Young Schwartz
Sahil Sethi

Phi Kappa Phi
Michael Santiago Clark

Phi Sigma Pi
Kirti Rambabu Nimmala, Treasurer
Pi Beta Phi
Emma June Rosentreter

Sheerer Scholar
Constance Lea Young Schwartz

Sigma Delta Pi
Melanie Grace Cohen, Treasurer

Sigma Rho Lambda
Melanie Grace Cohen

Sigma Xi
Seth Prasanna Kodikara

Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship
Albert Minseok Choi

Tau Beta Pi
Hannah Elizabeth Florez
Michael Santiago Clark,
Even's Chair
Dylan Lee Silkstone

Treasurer

* Indicates Chancellor's Award

DIVISION OF CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

Jesse C. and Allene W. Alphin Clinical Laboratory Scholarship
Sofia Angelica Mariano
Laurel Elizabeth Smith

CLS Scholarships Supported by Raleigh Pathology Lab Associates and WakeMed Health and Hospitals
Wai Ying Harmon
Huy Nguyen Minh Ho

CLS Service Society
Giang Huynh Giap, President
Samar Salaheldeen Hassan, Secretary
Malachi Rah King, Treasurer

Susan Lanning-Taylor Scholarship
Elisabeth Anne Carbone

Outstanding Senior in the Division of Clinical Laboratory Science
Alexis Marie Otway

DIVISION OF CLINICAL REHABILITATION AND MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING

Allcott Award
Haley Pauls

CRMH Fall Scholarship
Rebecca Brown
Monica Campbell
Lee Davis
Cary Johnstone
Ryan Murray
Alex Nebel
Haley Pauls
Cheryl Phillips

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

The Venable Medal*
Tien Phan

Maya Spencer

DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICS

The Eben Alexander Prize in Greek*
Emily Rose Bratt

The Epps Prize in Greek Studies, Graduate Award
Nicholas Ryan Bolig
Luke Short
Addison Troutman
Traci Vehorn
Catherine Wilson
Megan Wrast
CRMH Merit Scholar
Cheryl Phillips
Ford-Flood Scholarship
Monica Campbell
Jay L. Peters Scholarship
Ryan Murray
Alex Nebel
RSA Scholars
Monica Campbell
Megan Lanier
Haley Pauls
Tyria Pugh
Ryan Saddrowsky
Luke Short
Addison Troutman
Traci Vehorn
Drew Wheat
Phi Beta Kappa
Margo Claire Helmke
Casimir Szupica

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
The Undergraduate Award in Economics*
Gabriela Goodman

Phi Beta Kappa
Julia Doria Barrow
Evan Maxwell Berkowitz
Jiaqi Chen
Duncan Fraser Coffey
Carson Philip Cook
Austin Edward Dameron
Jackson Allen Davis
Thomas C. Decker
Colin Edward Exum
Qianhui Fang
Henry Vivona Farnham
Omar Ahmed Farrag
Ella Savannah Feathers
Adam Alexander Gerber
Lauren Ann Gilbert
Gabriela Aliza Goodman
Benjamin Jacob Gordon
Andrew Walker Harris
Charlie Donald Hirsch
Anthony J. Y. Hui
Zhiyuan Jiang
Jacob Lloyd Johnson-Wright
Zack Lars Johnson
Helen Susanne Johnston
Ashray Kallikadavil
Benjamin Rabun Ketchum
Nicholas John Kirkman
Colin Alexander Mackay
Owen Sanford McCrew
John Garnett Nelson
Jonathan Jaemin Park
Nicole Ashley Raftery
Rohan Rajesh
Joshua Raley Redman
Ryan Scott Richardson
Alice Belle Roosevelt
Charlotte Evelyn Seymour
Skyler Harrison Spitz
Jatin Chandra Srivastava
Aqi Sun
Mary Michele Troise
Jun Han Nicholas Wong
Yuan Yuan

FDIC Academic Challenge Finalist
Team (April 2023)
Tristen Best
Derek Peng
Kewei Yan
Jimmy Zheng

Graduating Students Who Also
Participated in the FDIC Challenge
Gladdie Huang, 2022-2023 team
Nick Kirkman, 2021-2022 team
Haoyang Lyu, 2020-2021 team
Adrian Ng, 2021-2022 team
Piqiao Wang, 2022-2023 team
Keiwei Yan, 2022-2023 team
Yuan Yuan, 2022-2023 team

PwC Case Competition Participants
Garrett Cauley
Katherine Chay
Sebastian Dong
Elisabeth Guo
Nandini Gupta
Josie Harper
Khushi Jain
Shea Kennedy
Om Kolhe
Senja Levy
Kevin Li
Eva Ma
Naomi Major
Moira Martin
Ellie McCann
Sydney Nash
George Nielsen
Sadhbh Odwyer
Rohan Phadke
Cana Roach
Aryan Shelke
Andreas Shi
Amber Shuang
Lily Su
Mona Suryadevara
Gowtham Tharmar
Aparna Venkatraman
Finley Wang
Mia Yang
Cindy Zhang
Jenny Zhang
Nancy Zhang
Susan Zhang
Matsoei Zhou

CREATIVE WRITING AWARDS
See Department of English and Comparative Literature

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMATIC ART
Virginia and George Ferguson Award in Honor of David Hammond
Cary Brock Burton
Elizabeth Redding

DEPARTMENT OF EARTH, MARINE, AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Op White Award
Alexander Zachary Longo
(December 2022 graduate)

DATA Science Credential in Economics
Nyla Anderson
Shiying Cai
Nicholas Carney
Cody Constantine
Colin Exum
Sophia Fort
Charlie Geier
Justin Geletko
Joshua Giannini
Juhi Gulati
John Hinkinson

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH AND COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
Creative Writing
Robert B. House Memorial Prize in Poetry*
Quinton Okoro

LOUIS D. RUBIN JR. PRIZE IN CREATIVE WRITING*
Jay Moran

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING
Alvis G. Turner Endowment Fund
Kyle Rezek

Callis H. Atkins Scholarship in Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Rachael Carmon
Mary Peter
Montana Scott

Charles M. and Shirley F. Weiss Fund for Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Nora Abbott

Daniel A. Okun Scholarship
Hanna Brosky
Caitlin McHugh
Chimdi Muoghalu

Donald and Jennifer Holzworth Premier Fellowship in Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Sarah Lebu
Drs. Ellen Gilinsky and Leonard Smock Scholarship in Water Research
Hanna Brosky

Emil T. Chanlett Fund Rachael Carmon

Herman G. Baity Bicentennial Fellowship Nora Abbott

Linda West Little Research Endowment in Waste Management Kyle Rezek

Richard Hazen Fellowship in Environmental Sciences and Engineering Nora Abbott

**DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY**

The McNally Award for Excellence in Geography* 
Caroline Brogden

**DEPARTMENT OF GERMANIC AND SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES**

Delta Phi Alpha National German Honorary

Inducted in 2021 
Adriana Isabel Schott

Inducted in 2022 
Lara Matsukura Bernardino Paul Gray Fullwood Dresden Caroline Holmes Benjamin Charles Rüdiger Linford Drayton W. Wingler

Inducted in 2023 

The Paul Debrezeny Prize in Slavic Languages and Literatures* 
Colton James Treadwell

The Ria Stambaugh Undergraduate Award for Excellence in German* 
Esther Chen

**DEPARTMENT OF EPIDEMIOLOGY**

Cornoni-Huntley Scholarship in Epidemiology Ariel Christensen

H. Michael and Barbara Arrighi Endowed Scholarship Taniqua Ingol

Harry A. Guess-Merck Scholarship in Pharmacoepidemiology Chase Latour

James A. Merchant Family Scholarship Christina Norris

Marilyn and Al Tyrler Memorial Scholarship Mary Figgatt

Nancy A. Dreyer Scholarship in Epidemiology Mekhala Dissanayake

Rebecca James Baker Scholarship in Epidemiology Joelle Atere-Roberts

Robert Craft Milikan Cancer Epidemiology Fund Alexandra Bukowski

The Patrick F. Earey Award* Marina Torras

**DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH POLICY AND MANAGEMENT**

Arthur B. Holzworth Endowed Scholarship in Health Leadership Charity Chenge

AUPHA/McGaw Master’s Scholar Rexx Hallyburton Sarah Vasa

Award for Excellence in Research by a Caregiver Sarah Asad Burcu Bozkurt Soohyun Hwang

Benjamin Rodin Scholarship

Gunay Abbasova

Charles A. Veatch Endowed Scholarship in Health Leadership Etobssie Wako

Clive Boxhill Jr. Scholarship in Health Policy Olufisayo Atanda-Ogunleye

Cohort 8 Endowed Fund for Innovation Kiti Phillips

Davis-Watson Scholarship Sheyanne Koethe

Jennifer Farris Wei Yi Kong Angela Martinez Adams Sibley Mark Simon Sable Watson

Irving and Joan Rimer Scholarship Fund (Endowment) Victor Catalan Gallego

Irving and Joan Rimer Scholarship Fund (Expendable) Victor Catalan Gallego Sophia Mus

Lansky Family Endowed Scholarship Fund Mannat Malik

Lucy S. Morgan Fellowship Award Ta’jalik Morgan Lillian O’toole Mark Simon Kiaa Tompkins

Mazie J. Levenson Endowment Fund Summer Peterson

**DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH BEHAVIOR**

Dorothy Fay Dunn Scholarship Fund Kathryn Kennedy Summer Peterson Laurel Sharpless Jiayu Wang

Elizabeth E. Mumm Fund Summer Peterson

Godfrey M. and Lore Hochbaum Endowment Fund Jiayu Wang

Hatch-Barnhill Scholarship Victor Catalan Gallego

HBHE Endowed Fellowship Jeenn Barreiro-Rosado Julia Campbell Anna Cardoso Richter Aline D’Angelo Campos

Deniese May Chaney Endowed Fellowship in Health Policy and Administration Brian Holler

Dental Public Health Award Arianea Love Nidhi Oruganti

Francine and Harry Weinberger Award for Excellence Destiny Hayes Karl Johnson Nicole LePetri Austin Waters Damion Williams

Gerald D. Studer Undergraduate Student Award Eniyah Baptiste

Harry T. Phillips Award for Outstanding Teaching by a Doctoral Student Caitlin Biddell

Health Policy and Management Recruitment Award Tumi Akeke

HPM Teaching and Learning Award Tumi Akeke

Jacob Koomen Public Health Practice Award Jonathan Barrett

James P. Dixon Award for Excellence in Education Ethan Phillips Ananya Tadikonda Kartik Tyagi

Jean G. Yates Health Policy Award Emma Caroline Keese

Jean G. Yates Outstanding Doctoral Student Award Yucheng Hou

Madison DeVries Award for Community Growth Nishitha Karumuri Damion Williams

Margaret Dardess and T.E. Smith Scholarship Alyssa Meritt
Carolina Center for Jewish Studies Dissertation Completion Fellowship Morgan Morales

Carolina Public Humanities Adams Fellowship
Kylie Broderick
Matthew Gibson

The Cazel Prize for Excellence in History* Emily Orland

Center for Engaged Scholarship Dissertation Fellowship Jennifer Standish

The Center for the Study of the American South Summer Research Grant Hannah Fuller

Ford Foundation Predoctoral Fellowship
David Dry

The Frank Ryan Prize

Christianan Wayne

Freie Universität Berlin Dissertation Fellowship
Till Knoblin

Harriman Institute Research Grant
Nurlan Kabdylykhak

The Joshua Meador Prize

Christianan Wayne

Phi Alpha Theta History Honors Society 2022-2023 Initiates
Lillian Beaty
Nicole Belcher
Carter Bilbro

Tilden Chamblee

Samantha Flores
Jeremiah Higginbotham
Mitchell Kent
Joseph Kim
Sophia Labys
Jennifer Martin

Chase McNeill
Rory Moran
Calvin Mueller
Jordan Mundy
Richard Spencer

Brendan Sullivan
William Torres
Christopher Westcott

Royster Society of Fellows Dissertation Completion Fellowship Jose Moreno Vega

Sallie Markham Michie Award Committee of the Orange County Daughters of the American Revolution and Magna

Carta Society
Patricia Dawson
Benjamin Fortun
Madeleine McGrady

Saul Kagan Claims Conference Academic Fellow in Advanced Shoah Studies
Alisson Curry

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada Doctoral Fellowship
Tess Megginson

Southern Conference for Slavic Studies Conference Award
Luke Jeske

U.S. Department of State Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad Fellowship
Marlon Lndon

Kaela Thuney

UNC-Chapel Hill Richard Brooke Scholarship
Craig Gill

UNC Center for the Study of the American South, Southern Oral History Project Archie K. Davis Fellowship

Hoocher Schultz

UNC College of Arts and Sciences Mellon Fellowship
Julia Fournier

UNC Graduate School Off-Campus Dissertation Research Fellowship
Abbey Warchol

UNC Graduate School Summer Research Fellowship
Alma Huselja

Pasuth Thothaveesansuk

UNC Graduate School Werner P. Friederich Off-Campus Dissertation Research Fellowship
Katie Laird

UNC Romance Studies Paris-3 Exchange Fellowship
Quinn Shepherd

UNC Romance Studies Paris-3 Exchange Program Award
Quinn Shepherd

University of Illinois Title VIII Summer Research Lab Grant
Luke Jeske

Wilson Center Cold War Archive Research Institute Fellowship
Nicole Harry

Yao Ming Endowed Scholar Award
Sarah Miles

CAROLINA CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES

Carolina Center for Jewish Studies Dissertation Completion Fellowship
Emily Branton

Carolina Center for Jewish Studies Graduate Research and Travel Grant

Tara Jordan

Ameliah Leonhardt
Ellen Perelberg

Carolina Center for Jewish Studies Undergraduate Research and Travel Grant
Gerard Millman
Eshan Singh
Pierce Whiteman

Christopher Browning Holocaust Studies Research and Travel Grant

Alma Huselja

Frances Carol Eizenstat

Student Travel Grant
Alisson Curry
Alma Huselja

Marcie Cohen Ferris Jewish History / Jewish Gender Studies Research and Travel Grant

Oskar Czendze

David Katz Undergraduate Study Abroad Grant
Halle Huffman
Hania Kanzte

Philip L. and Melinda R. Kirstein Student Excellence in Jewish Studies Grant

Oskar Czendze

Howard R. Levine Student Excellence in Jewish Studies Grant
Seonghyun Choi
Juan Rodriguez
Peter and Barbara Schneider
Student Excellence in Jewish Studies Grant
Zihan Liu
Jane Peterson
Carolina Pyle

Elise Kaplan “Mother” Shapiro ZBT
Undergraduate Student Research and Travel Grant
Lila Haller
Hania Kantzer
Christine Stamley

Lori and Eric Sklut Graduate Student Research and Travel Grant
Alison Curry
Tara Jordan
Amelia Leonhardt

Lori and Eric Sklut Undergraduate Experiential Learning Grant
Olivia Clark
Ashley Jenkins
Duncan Macmillan

Jack O. Spies and Family Graduate Student Summer Stipend Grant
Emily Branton
Elena Peña Argüeso

Tau Epsilon Phi Graduate Student Fellowship in Jewish Studies
Oskar Czendze
Uhlman Fellowship in Jewish Studies Public Humanities
Jocelyn Burney

**DEPARTMENT OF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH**

Carolina Global Breastfeeding Institute Endowed Special Fund
for Students
Leigha Mills

Cynthia H. Cassell Doctoral Dissertation Award in Maternal and Child Health
Ting Chen
Amanda Gomez

Dr. Sue Hollowell Lee Scholarship Expendable Fund
Toni Howell

Earl and Gladys Siegel Student Support Fund in Maternal Child Health
Rebecca Ainus
Supreet Goraya
Rachel Sielaty

Edem Effiong Memorial Scholarship for Student Travel
Isabella Lepez

Jimmie Lee Ryhe Scholarship
Toni Howell
Alix Mahon

John and Sallie Shuping Russell Scholarship in Global Health
Ujunwa Onyeama
Ari Sholomon

Katherine Ann Wildman Memorial Scholarship in Maternal and Child Health
Caroline McKay
Olivia Morales

Marcia E. Herman-Giddens and William D. Popper Fund
Alexandria Lesak

**MCH Scholars Award**
Sarah Hill
Melinda Kellner Brock Scholarship in Maternal and Child Health
Caroline Hays

Sarah Taylor Morrow Scholarship
Amma Agyemang-Duah
Rachel Morrow
Grace Ruffin

**DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS**

Alfred T. Brauer Prize
Anand Hande

Archibald Henderson Mathematics Medal*
Yizhou Gu
Connor Magoon

J. Burton Linker Award
Laura Short

**DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY**

Boka W. Hadzija Award for Distinguished University Service
David Aponte-Diaz

Burroughs Wellcome Fund Graduate Diversity Enrichment Program
David Aponte-Diaz

D. Gordon Sharp Graduate Innovator Award
Ashelynn Elizabeth Sidders

G. Philip Manic Graduate Student Award for Excellence in Research
Shane David Falcinelli

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease NRSA Predoctoral Fellowship (F30)
Kelly Shea Olsen
Amanda Zayla Velez

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease NRSA Predoctoral Fellowship (F31)
Drake Thomas Philip

NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Leslie Kent

**URA Sandia Summer Graduate Fellowship**
Lillian Christine Lowery

**DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE**

The George C. Marshall Award*
Sean Maxwell

**DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC**

Benjamin Swalin Orchestra Award
Kevin Edward Agner
Tate Westbrook Jones

Davonne Elizabeth Liotta
Marching Tar Heel Award
Connor Harrison Hitchings

UNC Bands Director’s Award
Mark Steven Heymann
Cindy Wang
Luke Meyer

The Earl Slocum Band Award*
Cassidy Layne Delliger

The Joanne and Victor Marshall Bluegrass Award
Lewis R. Nazarian

Kenan Music Scholars
Esil S. Empig
Julia Mitchell Holoman
Willam Matthew Svec
David Alexander Upton

Major John Yesulaitis
Athletic Band Award
Thomas Zachary Jarman

UNC Bands Seamster-Sheinhaus Public Service Award
James Albert McClure

UNC Bands Concerto Competition Winner
William Matthew Svec

University Chamber Players Award
Kevin Edward Agner
Matthew Bryan Gillespie
Tate Westbrook Jones
William Matthew Svec

UNC Symphony Orchestra Concerto Competition Winner
Taylor Kathern Loyd
DEPARTMENT OF NAVAL SCIENCE/NROTC

Major Bradley Allen Barker III Scholarship Award
Darian M. Allen

Patrick Connor Award
William W. Kendrick-Holmes

George Herbert Leadership Award
Parker J. Sylvia

Hudson Memorial Scholarship Award
Maya R. Spencer

Richard S. Johnson Award
Darian M. Allen

Sandra and Charles J. Wolfe Jr. Scholarship Award
Erin M. Storch

DEPARTMENT OF NAVAL SCIENCE AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Royster Fellow
Kierra Peak

CURRICULUM IN PEACE, WAR, AND DEFENSE

Cowell Award for Academic Excellence (Major)
Rohan Rajesh

Highest Honors
Jacob Hoechster

Hons
Zoe Hatsios
Suzannah Claire Perry
Alice Roosevelt

Kohn Academic Excellence Award
Megan Anita Proudfoot

Phi Beta Kappa
Mikal Keren Ben-Joseph
Caroline Ruby Bennison
Avery Caitlin Brannan
Riley Carpenteri
Rebecca Lynn Connolly
Sarah Stephens Curme
Ian Joseph Dollar
Erich Thomas Hess
Jacob Hoechster
Matthew Deliano Pierro
Megan Anita Proudfoot
Rohan Rajesh
Jay K. Ramesh
Alice Belle Roosevelt
Hunter Gabriel Steen

DEPARTMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL SCIENCE AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching Assistant Award
Dawson Nicholas Brown

Paul E. Shearin Outstanding Senior Award in Physics
Aaron Matthew Miller

Robert N. Shelton Award for Outstanding Research
Stephen Thomas Chesser
Logan Paul Selph

Departments of

DEPARTMENT OF NUTRITION

A. Hughes Bryan Memorial Fund in Nutrition
Emily Duffy
Ximena Perez-Velazco

Cynthia Kay Reeser Scholarship in Nutrition
Carly McCray

Ethel J. Coleman Endowed Scholarship in Nutritional Biochemistry
Ashley Aguillard

Joseph Edazien Outstanding Undergraduate Award
Anna Geib
Rhea Jayaswal

Laurel E. Zaks MPH Scholarship in Global Public Health Nutrition
Sarah Rothstein

Maryann C. Farthing Scholarship in Nutrition
John Favel
Jemya McClendon
Maggie Simonds
Alexa Stachowski
Lauren Timms
Tiffany Yeh

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

Worth Award
Katie Leonard

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

Pi Sigma Alpha Honor Society
Alyssa Ninita Acunto
C. Thomas Altmann
Paola Andreu Sanz
Julia Baddley
Molly Boger
Samantha Bolen
Avery Brannan
Brook Buchanan
Riley Carpenteri
Gabrielle Caudill
Nicole Curlee
Esther O. Eikins
Tamsin Engel
Allison Hope Gambill
Jacqueline Gardner
Ellen Garfinke
Hayden Flynn Graham
Grayson Guelli
Samuel Tatum Holroyd
Tessa Hong
Dana Marie Hudgins
Jacob Hunter
Morgan Hyman
Justin Kranis
Rylie LaRue
Jack Long
Morgan Nicole McCann
Lauren McCarthy
Julia McGann
Jessica Medlin
Chao Meng
Caleb Graham Myers
Nawal Saleh N’Garmim
Dante Frederick Oliva
Gabrielle Paone
Isabella Parsons
Layla Peykamian
Emma Powell
Lillie Quinn
Evelyn Peek Rearden
Lauren Nicole Reaves
Dale Seufert-Navarro
Kate Starr
Lauren Taylor
Vivienne Timchenko
William Torres
Kirsten M. Tucker
Mira Grace Ward
Siara Jade Williams
Rayna Young

Shepard Jones Award in International Relations
Zane Mehta

The L. Richardson Preyer Award for Excellence in Political Science
Noor El-Baradie

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY AND NEUROSCIENCE

Karen M. Gil Interns

Spring 2023 Cohort
Yulee Leon
Tianyi Li
Amrita Mani
Abigail Miskolczi
Julia Morneau
Lauren Sidelingier

Fall 2022 Cohort
Sam Betor
Caroline Frisch
Kaathya Kashyap
Violet Kehoe
Ritika Khosla
Abigail Palacios
Maya Tadross

Spring 2022 Cohort
Alyssa Choate
Alexis Duman
Sree Gogineni (graduated in December 2022)
Jennifer Persia

Fall 2021 Cohort
Trieu-Vi Khuu
Nivetha Ramasamy

Honors
William Adair
Lydia Adams
Arthi Annadurai
Sarah Barnes
Sarrah Belhadj
Vanya Bhat
Megan Bishop
Kathryn Blair
Kayla Brown
Katherine Bullard
Sarah Burton
Su-Ji Cho
Ezra Cross
Megan Dailey
Morgan Davis
David Bray Peele
Undergraduate Award

Psychology
Amrita Mani
Rachel Moldow

Neuroscience
Sarrah Belhadj
Vanya Bhat
Adelina Grusca
Caitlin Huguey
Kylie (Katherine) Joyce
Maxwell Levinson
Sabian Martinez
Lauren Sidelinger

J. Steven Reznick Diversity and
Psychological Research Grant
Kayla Simone Brown
Mariana Gonzalez
Sadie Thomas (Honorable
Mention)

Phi Beta Kappa

Fall 2022
Arthi Annadurai
Samantha Leigh Betor
Eleanor Grace Cross
Austin Edward Dameron
Lahey Elizabeth Dowell
Alexis Sophia Dumain
William Robert Etheridge
Elliot Evans
Kymberly S. Gray
Ashley Elizabeth Greenberg
Adelina Grusca
Aakanksha Gundu
Bennett E. Jones
Jessica Leaenn Jones
Kathryn Kylie Joyce
Elizabeth Grace Kinsey
Lyann Le
Joshua Preston Mabry
Alexander Nathaniel Mays
Julia Elizabeth Morneau
Vishanth Palanivel
Jennifer Rose Persia
Anthony Hong An Pham
Eszter Nora Rimanyi
Ryland Grace Schenk-Turner
Adriana Isabel Schott
Basie Russell Settle
Louisa Thompson Swintosky
Alexander Curtis Vierling
Jennifer G. Williams

Spring 2023
Sarah Wyeth Burton
Navya Dixit
Valerie Christine Fried
Alayna Rose Kropfelder
Alec Carson Lawless

Jadon Adison Lee
Tianyi Li
Eleanor Elizabeth Mccleary
Kate Corrine Musselman
Yash Amishkumar Patel
Isabella Caterina Peterson
Jenny Qui
Renee Elizabeth Reeves
Angelica V. Sevilla
Charlotte Evelyn Seymour
Riya Nitesh Shah
Lauren Sidelinger
Nicole A. Van Liew
Zachary Andrew Vig
Jessica Wu
Yuan Yuan

Psi Chi, The International Honor
Society in Psychology

Officers
President: Madison Soler
Vice President: Alyssa Choate
Program and Events Coordinator: Sarah Barnes
Secretary: Jennifer Persia
Social Media Coordinator: Anna Soto
Student-Faculty Liaison: Jillian Janssen
Treasurer: Kaye Slater
Volunteer Coordinator: Emily Sarli

Members
Ugochi Alozie
Rachel Anonick
Sarah Barnes
Eyram Bossiade
Jared Bush
Alyssa Choate
Austin Dameron
Tori DeWald
Eden Dunn
McKenzie Elias
Reyna Evans
Emma Fagerberg
Florence Foster
Valerie Fried
Isabelle Genereux
Guadalupe Gonzalez-Rodriguez
Lucy Gorman
Jasmine Guy
Amelia Hedemark
Jillian Janssen
Olivia Katsoudas
Violet Kehoe
Hana Khalil
Kaya Kilts
Kally Kummnick
Whitney Lammers
Rachel McDonald
Katherine Medlin
Breyah Owens
Tricia Pagnotta

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
HEALTH LEADERSHIP

Association of NC Boards
of Health (ANCBH)
Robert Blackburn Scholarship
Rob Zerniak

Association of NC Boards
of Health (ANCBH)
Vaughn Upshaw Scholarship
Karina Gonzalez

Russell P. Harris Distinguished
Achievement Award
Kandis Fogleman

Imogene Pence Klingenfus
Endowment Fund Scholarship
Gabriela Barajas
Jada Boyer
Mitchell Kimber
Valencia McCoy
Mary Newman
Kate Price
Jenna Salerno
Natalie Schnell
Heather Voyles
Deborah Woglam

Margaret Blee-Ruth Warwick
Hay Scholarship
Kerri Sanders

Arnold D. Kaluzny, Ph.D.
Distinguished Alumni Award
Monica Schmidt

David Steffen and Jill Kerr
Family Scholarship
Madison G. Roberts
Luis Torres Torija
Rachel Stevens Scholarship for Public Health Leadership
Vanessa Akosah
Hannah Darr

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC POLICY
The Richard N. L. (Pete) Andrews Environmental Policy Fund
Christian Chung
The Hodding Carter III Public Service Fellowship
Alexis Zucker
The Thomas W. Ross North Carolina Leadership Fellowship
Nicholas Long
The Michael A. Stegman Award for Policy Research and Advocacy
Amrutha Nandam
The Kathy A. Taft Education Leadership Fund
Khamiah Alderman

DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES
The Bernard Boyd Memorial Prize*
Jada Enoch

DIVISION OF RADILOGIC SCIENCE
Award for Academic Excellence
Bailey Jordan
Dhruv Patel

Faculty Award for Excellence
Kennedy Enzor
Elyssa Holman
Tina D. Robbins Award
Lina Chang

DIVISION OF ROMANCE STUDIES
The Camões Prize for Excellence in Portuguese*
Melissa Ferreira Patrocinio
The Jacques Hardré Award for Excellence in French*
Margaret Ballard Foster
Kimberly Kyser Award for Excellence in Italian Studies
Katherine Marie Medlin
Gabriela De Almeida Silva
The Sterling A. Stoudemire Prize for Excellence in Spanish*
Kristin S. Bruffey
Sophie Marie Marcom
Lindsey Ione Pegram
Olivia Catherine Weyler Romine

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Howard W. Odum Undergraduate Sociology Award*
Janet Scott

DIVISION OF SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES
Audiology Alumni Scholarship
Kathryn Young
Diversity in Speech-Language Pathology Scholarship
Trusha Patel
Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental and Related Disabilities (LEND) Trainees
Jane Khin
Stephanie Ortega
Kathryn Young
Graduate School Merit Scholars
Karen Diaz
Sierra Smith-Sneed

DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
Alpha of North Carolina Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
Eloise Elisabeth Osborne
Mary Turner Lane Award in Women's and Gender Studies*
Emily Orland
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

Amy L. Hertel, Chair
Jay Aikat
Tiffany Bailey
Brandon W. Bieltz
Mimi V. Chapman
Douglas S. Dibbert
Lauren M. DiGrazia
Michael (Keith) Ellington
Christopher Everett
Kamrhan Farwell
Jeffrey W. Fuchs
Elizabeth Hall
Deborah L. Hawkins
Lauren E. Hawkinson
Christi Hurt
Stephen Iannotta

Sarah Elizabeth Jacobson
Darrell Jeter Sr.
Derek Kemp
Lauryn Lovett
Kelly Miller
Mark Moon
Jill D. Moore
Katie Musgrove
Valerie A. Price
Desirée Rieckenberg
Samuel Robinson
James I. Spurling
Julie T. Thompson
Phil Vo
Stacey Harris Warner
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